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FIRE - PO WER
NOVELETTE

Mtf. S. 2>. Qotte&man
(Author ol "Dead Center," "Dimension o\ Darknets" etc.)

What can be done when all the battle-strength of a democracy is concentrated in th«
hands of a cosmic navy with dictatorial ambitions? That was the problem Bartolt of

the Intelligence Wing faced and Had to answer.

CHAPTER I

TINY, TRIM, Babe MacNeice descended the very secret staircase that

led into the very private office of Intelligence Wing Commander
Bartok.

"Hello!" he gasped as the wall panel slid aside, "You're on Magde-
burg's 83—or aren't you?"

"There was very little doing there," she smiled, seating herself. "Except
a bustle and roiling about as I left. It seems that someone had kidnapped

their HQ secretary and sweated him for some information relative to their

new interceptors."

"Have they any idea," asked Bartok anxiously, "who that someone
was?"

Babe laughed. "They have the finger on him. From some confidential

instructions he dropped while making a getaway they learned that he was
secret agent for some Venusian colony or other. He was described as a

thin old man of effeminate carriage and manner."

Bartok smiled, relieved. "Your number twelve. Tleport, please." He
started a phonograph turning and pointed the mike at Babe.

The girl said chattily: "MacNeice went per orders to Magdeburg's 83

for confirmation or denial of rumors concerning a planned uprising against

Terrestrial authority. There she found widespread reports of similar

character; the entire planet was flooded with propaganda.

"Information was conclusively—ah—secured—from an official to the

effect that the colonial governor, Allison by name, was fomenting an in-

surrection by means of which he would be able to assume supreme au-

thority over the planet and defend it against terrestrial forces. That is all."

She lit a cigarette and stared dully at the floor as the wing commander
sealed and labeled the report record.

"That." said Bartok, "sews up Allison in a very uncomfortable sack.

We'll send a cruiser tonight."

"Sure," said the girl. "He hasn't got a chance. None of them have

against the insidious Commander Bartok and his creatures of evil. That's
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"And don't tell me you don't love

it," he grinned. "I know better. In

the blood, that's where it is—the
congenital urge to pry into other peo-
ple's affairs and never be suspected.

It gives us a kick like two ounces
of novadyne."

"Speaking of which," said Babe,
"are you dining alone tonight?"

"Nope. I have a standing date
with my favorite little voyeur when-
ever she comes back to Earth. Scamp-
er along to get dressed; I'll meet
you in two hours at the living

statues."

THE SHOW-PLACE of New Met-

tropole, capital of the All Earth
Union and Colonies, was the Square
of Living Statues. Bathed in ever-

changing lights, the groups of three
men and three women, moulded from
the purest gold and silver and as-

sembled with every artifice of the
year A. D. 3880, changed steps and
partners, moving through the hours
of the day in a stately dance that
was never twice the same in even the
smallest step.

Grouped on a lofty platform the
heroically proportioned figures were
the focus of every visitor to the
wonder-city of all time and space.

There was absolutely nothing like

them in the universe, nothing like

their marvelous gjrace that would
balance a three-ton male on his toes
while whirling a two-ton female part-

ner in a vast arc, all to the most
subtly exquisite music that could be
evolved from supertheramins and
electroviolas. The music too was
completely automatic. The divine

harmonies came from nothing more
than a revolving drum which selected

at random sequences of tones and the
companion coloring of the lights that
flooded the statues in their dance.

In a glassed restaurant Bartok and
Babe were dining. Through the walls
filtered enough of the music to fur-
nish a subdued background to lovers'

talk. But when these two got to-

gether it was business. As the wing
commander had said, it was some-
thing in the blood.

"MacNeice," snapped Bartok, "I am
not arguing with you, I'm telling you.
You are not going to do any such

damfool thing as walk in on our
piratical friends and confront them
with what you doubtless think of as
'The Papers'. I'm going to get this

melodrama out of your head if I have
to beat it out."

The girl's face was flushed and
angry. "Try that and you'll get yours
with an Orban," she snapped. "I say
that if you bring it right home to

them that we're on their tails they'll

give up without a struggle and we've
saved so many lives and so much fuel

that a medal for me will be in order."
"The cruiser," said Bartok, "leaves

tonight. And that settles everything.
Forget, child, that this wing of the
service was once its brains instead
of its eyes and ears. We are now
officially an appendage devoted to

snooping, and the glorious history of

the Intelligence Division is behind
us."

"Fitzjames," she muttered, grit-

ting her teeth. "I'd like to take that
Admiral of the Fleet by his beard
and tear his head off. And don't tell

me you aren't in the project body
and soul." Mocking his tones she
said: "I know better."

"Off the record," admitted Bartok,
"I may opine that our tiny suite of

offices has more brains in its char-
ladies' little fingers than the entire

fighting forces have in all- the heads
of all the commanders of all their

mile-long battlewagons. That is,

naturally, gross overstatement and
pure sentimentality on my part. Eat
your Marsapples and shut up."

She bit viciously into one of the

huge fruit and swallowed convulsive-

ly, her eyes drifting through the
glass wall to the living statues. They
were performing a sort of minuet,
graceful beyond word3, to an accom-
paniment from the theramins in the
manner of Mozart.
"And what's more," barked the

wing commander in an angry after-
thought, "the body of the space navy
could dispense with us at will,

whereas without them we'd be lost.

You can't exist for the purpose of
making reports to nobody. What
good would your spying have done if

there hadn't been any cruiser to be
sent off to bomb Allison's capital
city?"
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"None at all," she snapped at him.
"Only I don't like the job if it has
to mean taking guff from every half-

witted ensign who graduated because
he knows how to work an Auto-
Crammer. Barty, you know and I

know that they hate us and check
up on everything we send in. The—

-

the sneaks!" Abruptly she was weep-
ing. The wing commander, indeci-

sively, passed her a handkerchief.
Women! he was thinking. Some-
times they could be thoroughly
opaque to reason. Any man could
see through his sardonic recital of
rules. The wing commander detested

the well-set-up officers and gentle-

men who would not and could not
move until he had charted the course.

The wing commander had a healthy
contempt for any and all formality
and routine, with which the naval
service was weighed down as with
tons of lead. But the wing com-
mander was, first, last and always,
of that unalterable cast of mind
which makes the superb, chilled-steel

military spy.

IN ALL THE RECORDS of the All

Earth Union and Colonies navy,
there had probably been no such man
as Bartok. Back to the days of the
Herkimer scandal there had been a
succession of brilliantly proved men
in his office, but for resourcefulness
and the spy's temperament he had
had no equal.

He would have gone far in the old

days; further than any intelligence

man now could. Many years ago,
when Earth had only a few hundred
colonial planets, the news suddenly
broke that there was a virtual dic-

tatorship over the navy by the In-

telligence Wing. Herkimer, since

painted as a scoundrel of the deepest
dye, had been merely an exceptionally

enthusiastic officer.

The course his enthusiasm ran in-

cluded incidentally the elimination of

much red tape in the form of un-
friendly fleet officers; that he re-

gretted as unfortunate and even
tragic. But his mission of expanding
Earth's culture and civilization to the
stars would not brook interference.
Classic scholars could scarcely avoid
a comparison with the Roman em-

peror Trajan, who pushed the bounds
of the Empire to the absolute limits

of the Western world, and created a
situation which hastened the fall of
Rome by centuries.

Since the Herkimer affair they had
been very careful with the Intelli-

gence Wing. Once it was almost abol-
ished for good ; a few years of opera-
tion of the fleet practically blind, with
no ground laid for them or informa-
tion of enemy movements proved that
to be impractical. But they did what
they could to keep the spies within
bounds. It was an actually heart-
breaking situation to the executives
of the Wing. But you can't keep the
voyeur instinct down ; that was what
they were chosen for and that was
how they operated.

Take this affair on Magdeburg's
83. It was an insignificant outer
planet very far away from New Met-
ropole. Yet the filtering of rumors
brought it into the brilliant lime-
light of the Wing. The body of
the fleet could not move less than
a mile-long battle-wagon at one
time; the Wing — personified by
Commander Bartok — dispatched
tiny, trim Babe MacNeice. She
returned with the information that
a hitherto trusted colonial officer

had decided to play Napoleon and
was secretly fortifying the planet.

In the last analysis, lives were
saved. The single cruiser could send
a landing party and take the trusted
colonial officer back to Earth for
trial; surely a preferable alternative

to a minor war with the propaganda-
inflamed ophidians that were native
to the planet.

Wing executives did not speak—in
private—of their love for the body of
the fleet. They held to the stubborn
conviction that there was nothing
dumber than a flag-ship commander,
nothing less beautiful than a flag-

ship.

CHAPTER II

AT ABOUT that time, things
were popping on the Line-
ship Stupendous, two mil-

lion miles off the orbit of Venus. On
it was jammed the entire Headquar-
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ters Wing of the All Earth and Colo-

nies navy. In the very heart of the
ship, Inside almost a cubic mile of

defensive and offensive power, was
Wing Commander Fitzjames, by vir-

tue of his command Admiral of the
Fleet.

"Not a murmur," he said to his

confidential secretary, a man named
Voss. "Not a murmur from the
crew." He lolled back in his chair
and breathed easier under his ehest-

ful of medals.
"They don't know," said Voss.

"When they find out

—

'."

"Stick to your shorthand, son,"

snapped the Admiral. "When they
find out they'll keep on carrying out
orders very much the way they al-

ways have. They're picked men on
this ship. Now take this down : Gen-
eral Order to all Lineship Command-
ers. By authority of the Admiral you
are empowered to govern any and all

citizens and subjects of All Earth. An
emergency has arisen which makes it

absolutely necessary to eliminate op-
position to this program. Your direct

superior is your Wing Commander,
who is responsible only to ranking
members of the Headquarters Wing.
A list of proscribed persons will fol-

low."
The Admiral lit a cigar with an

unsteady hand. "Code that," he said.

"Send it in twenty minutes."
"Anything else?" asked the secre-

tary. "How about the Wing Com-
manders? Are you coming clean

with them?"
Fitzjames stared at the. metal ceil-

ing. "Take this: Confidential Memo-
randum to Wing Commanders. From
Admiral of the Fleet Fitzjames. You
are hereby notified that the Head-
quarters Wing of the fleet has voted
to take over power from the hands
of the Executive Committee of All

Earth. You are on your honor as
officers and gentlemen to support this

move by your brothers in arms. You
will continue to patrol your regu-
lar sectors, having dispatched de-
tails to attend to the physical acts
of taking power. No planet must
be left under a Colonial Governor
acting by right of a charter from
the Exec All Earth. Details follow.

Report to Stupendous immediately

in code. We are seizing Venus as
a base,"

"Right," said Voss. "So go ahead
and seize it."

"We're on our way," said the Ad-
miral heavily.

Depending on where you were to

see the affair, the seizing of Venus
was either a trivial or a Jovian epi-

sode. From space, for example, all

there was to see was the bulk of
the lineship slipping its length into
the clouds above the dawnstar and
vanishing from sight. But from the
city of Astarte, principal freight port
of the planet, it was vastly impres-
sive.

Above the towers and loading-

peaks of the yards there appeared
the most gigantic of all the space-
ships in the universe, covering the
town like a roof over its roofs.

There were a couple of smoke-
bombs dropped into the streets and
a few old-fashioned radios exploded
under the power of the monster ship's

sending tubes that announced that
the city was taken and would be
hostage for the rest of the planet's

good behavior. Landing parties went
down by lighter ships to establish or-

der and arrange several necktie par-
ties in which the Colonial Governor
had the stellar role, minor parts be-

ing taken by his subordinates and
clerks. Venusian natives were
warned off the streets; henceforth
none but the Earthborn could show
their faces by daylight. Plans were
announced to transport the vermi-
nous natives to the Darkside Dis-
trict. All this took exactly six hours,
Eartli time.

A BRIEF RESUME of the life of

Alexander Hertford III, Cap-
tain of the Fleet and Commander of
Patrol Wing Twenty-Three would in-

clude many revealing facts relative to

the situation of the moment.
As he lay comfortably sprawled

on a divan aboard his lineship

Excalibur, a capital fighting vessel

of standard offensive and defensive
equipment, he was a fine figure of
a man in his uniform of purple and
gold. The collar was open, which,
with his tumbled curls hanging over
his brow in the manner of an ancient
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Irish glib, gave him a (lashing, devil-

may-care expression. At least Miss
Beverly deWinder thought so, for
she was smoothing those tumbled
curls and smiling maternally.

Leaving the commander's ship —
which was stationed off Rigel—for
a moment, we take a brief survey
of his career. He was thirty years
old, and his grandfather, the first

of his name, was also in the Navy.
His father was not as bright as his
grandfather, but appointments were
easily got from the sentimental All
Earth Exec, which wished to breed
a race of fighting men, true, loyal

and hard as nails. Alexander Hert-
ford II just got through Prep Wing
and Training Wing by the skin of
his teeth, lived on a lineship and
died at his post quelling an upris-
ing among the outer planets of Al-
pha Centauri.
The third of the name was defin-

itely dull. However, by the virtue
of the anonymous genius who in-

vented the Autocram and peddled
them to students, he got through
with what could easily be mistaken
for flying colors, won his commis-
sion, saw service and was promoted
to a Wing Command.

Life in Prep Wing and Training
Wing was Spartan in the extreme.
Tradition was extensively cultivated

;

for example it was legitimate to steal

anything edible and criminal to steal

anything drinkable. Another of the
blunders of the career-moulding
branch of the Navy was the policy

of rigidly excluding females from the
lives of the boys and men for the
duration of the course. Thus it was
no more than natural that after

graduating they got their romance
in heavy doses.

The end-product of this was
sprawling off Rigel when a discreet

tapping sounded on the door of the
Commander's lounge.

"I'll see, sweetie," said Miss de-

Winder, who was a good-hearted girl.

She took the slip of paper that poked
through the slot and carried it to

Alexander Hertford III.

He opened it and read.

"Damn," said Alexander Hertford
III.

"Wassa matta, sweetie pie? Did

bad ol' Admiral sen' sweetie pie away
f'om li'l Bevvie-wevvie ?"

Sweetie pie opened a closet whose
inner face was a mirror and adjusted
his collar and hair. As he cocked
his cap at the right fraction of an
angle he said: "Nothing to worry
about. You just sit tight. I may
not be back for a few days—we're
seeing action again." He re-read the
slip of paper.

"Damn," he marvelled again.
"When we used to talk about
it around the mess-tables I never
thought it'd come in my time. But
here it is. Beverly, sweet, the
Navy's taking over. Your lover-boy
isn't a flying policeman anymore."
He buckled on his belt and opened
the lap of the handgun holster. There
was a look of strain on his dumb,
handsome face. "From now on," he
said, "your lover-boy is ruler, and
no questions asked, over Cosmic Sec-
tor Twenty-Three, with full power of
life and death."

Miss deWinder echoed after him,
fascinated: "And no questions
asked . .

."

THE DECODE CLERK at Intel-

ligence Wing read off the mes-
sage he had just received and set
into English. Working like an au-
tomaton he was grasping its mean-
ing for the first time, though it

had been a full quarter-hour's labor
to untangle the quadruply alternat-

ing cipher. He read; he understood
at last; he whistled a long, slow
whistle of amazement.

In agitated tones he snapped at an
office girl: "This is for Barty and
nobody else. Give it to him and
run, because there's going to be an
explosion."

He reread the slip of paper:
"—hereby notified that the Head-
quarters Wing has ..." He folded

and sealed the slip.

The office girl stood back a few
yards to watch the Commander's
face. Alternately it registered dis-

gust and amazement as he read and
reread the slip. "Scat!" he finally

choked at her, with an imperious
gesture.

Alone in his office with Babe Mac-
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Neice he shoved the slip across his

desk, his face working.

She read it and looked up, frankly
puzzled. "So what?" Babe de-

manded. "It's a general order, memo
—whatever you want to call it. Why
the skillful simulation of epilepsy?"

"You don't know," he groaned,
burying his head in his hands. "Wo-
men, children, imbeciles and men who
haven't passed through the Prep and
Training Wings. I'd be just like

them if I hadn't had the spy kink
from birth and been through the
Training Section of the Wing I now
command. You don't know, Babe,
what your typical Navy officer is like.

"Once for an experiment they
tried sending some Rigelians—who
are very much like genus homo ex-
cept that they haven't any internal

organs—all highly organized custard
inside—to Training. Would those
long-headed beauties let them stay?
Nope—tradition. It was a school for
gentlemen, scholars—by virtue of
the Autocram—and Terrestrials ex-

clusively. Things are so bad now that

you have to be direct descendant of
• a previous student before they admit
you. All Earth Exec—blah! Demo-
cratic, but soft-headed and senti-

mental.

"When these prize beauties get
into power they'll make such a hash
of our beautiful colonial system— !"

He was nearly weeping.

Babe MacNeice rose from her
chair with gleaming eyes. "Well,"
she yelled at the man, "don't just
sit there! What are you going to
do about it?" He looked up. "Yes,"
she snapped. "I said do. Here you
are sitting pretty with a corner on
all the brains in the Navy, with the
most loyal staff of any commander
and you just snivel about what those
imbeciles plan for the future. If you
feel so damn broken-up about it why
don't you stop them?"

Bartok was looking at her with
amazed eyes. Women, he decided,
were wonderful. No false sentiment

• about them; something about their
ugly biological job must make them

,
innate fact-facers. Of course some
man would have to find them the

facts to face, but neither sex was
perfect.

"Babe," he said wonderingly, "I
believe you have it." He sprang to

his feet. "Fitzjames," he barked,
"and the rest of his crew are going
to curse the days they were born
when I'm through with them. Now
let's get down to brass tacks, kid. I

have under me about three thousand
first-class Intelligence men, one thou-
sand women. My office staff is four
hundred. Lab resources—all my men
have private labs; for big-scale work
we borrow equipment from the Uni-
versity. Armament, every first-class

operative owns a hand-gun and
shells. Most of them carry illegal

personal electric stunners. Rolling
stock—two thousand very good one-
man ships that can make it from
here to Orion without refueling and
about five hundred larger ships of
various sizes. All ships unarmed.
Servicing for the ships is in the
hands of the local civilian authori-

ties wherever we land. Good thing
that we take fuel like civilian and
private ships. Oh yes—our person-
nel is scattered pretty widely through
the cosmos. But we can call them in

any time by the best conference-
model communications hookup in

space. And that's that."

"It sounds good, Barty," said the

girl. "It sounds very good to me.
How about the rest of them?"
The Wing Commander looked very

sick suddenly. "Them," he brooded.
"Well, to our one division they have
twenty-six, each with a flagship of

the line. They have twenty-six bases
—including graving-docks, repair-
shops, maintenance crews, fuel, am-
munition and what-have-you — and
innumerable smaller ships and boats.

"And, Babe, they have one thing
we haven't got at all. Each and every
ship in the numbered patrol wings
of the Navy mounts at least one gun.
The lineships, of which there are
eighty-two, mount as many as a hun-
dred quick-fire repeaters and twenty
loading ordnance pieces, each of
which could blow a minor planet to

hell and gone. They have guns and
we have minds."
The girl rested her chin in her
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hands. "Brainpower versus fire-

power," she brooded. "Winner take
all."

CHAPTER III

THE FIRST CLASH came
two weeks later off Rigel.

Alexander Hertford III,

Commander of Patrol Wing Twenty-
Three, was apprised of the startling

facts as he awoke from a night (the-

oretically) of revelry with Miss de-

Winder.
Rubbing the sleep from his baby-

blue eyes, he yawned: "Impossible.
There aren't any capital ships other

than those in the navy. There's some
silly mistake. You must have decoded
it all wrong."

"Impossible, commander," said the

orderly respectfully. "And it wasn't
sent wrong either. They repeated
several times."
The commander stared at the slip

which bore the incredible message
from Cruiser DM 2. "As regard or-

ders to pacify star-cluster eight, your
district, impossible to precede. Un-
recognizable lineship heavily armed
warned us away. When asked for

section and command they replied

'Section One, Command of Reason.'
Instruct. The Commanding Officer,

DM 2."

With one of those steel-spring de-

cisions for which the Navy person-
nel is famous, he abruptly ordered:
"My compliments to what's his

name, the pilot and navigator. We're
going to relieve DM 2 and see what
those asses think they've found."

In just the time he took to dress
and bid Miss deWinder a cheery
though strained good morning, the
ship was hauling alongside the

cruiser. After an exchange of salu-

tations, the commanding officer of

the cruiser, frankly angry, yelled at

Hertford (over the communications
system) : "Use your own damned
eyes, commander. You can't miss
the damned thing—biggest damned
ship I ever saw in my damned life!"

"Captain," said the commander,
"you're over-wrought. Lie down and
we'll look about." He was on what
they called the bridge, a vast arc of

a room which opened, for effect, on
the very hull of the ship. Vast,
sweepingly curved plates of lucostruc
opened on the deeps of space, though
scanner discs would have been struc-
turally sounder.

Taking an angry turn about the
bridge he snapped at the lookout:
"Have you found that lunatic's chi-

mera yet?" For, be it known, there
is no such thing as blundering on a
spaceship. You have to do some very
involved calculating to blunder on a
sun, and even so luck must be on
your side. In short, unless this myth-
ical- lineship chose to show itself

there wasn't one chance in a thou-
sand thousand of its being located.

"Can't see any chimera, com-
mander," said the lookout, one
straining eye glued to a telescope.

"But right there's the biggest, mean-
est fighting ship I've ever struck
eyes to." He yielded to the com-
mander, who stared incredulously
through the 'scope.

By God, it was there. By all the
twelve planets, so it was. The thing
was bigger than the Excalibur, Hert-
ford's ship. It floated very far away
and could be spotted only by the su-

perb display of illumination they'd
put on, with taunting intent, it

seemed to the commander.
"Battle stations!" he yelled imme-

diately. "Ready full fire-power."

The lookout spoke into a mike and
stood by.

<<g-iET IN TOUCH with him,"
%M snapped the commander.

"When you get his wavelength give

me the speaker. I'll talk to him di-

rect, whoever he is." Through his

mind were running confused visions

of the glorious old days of piracy,

when his grandfather had so nobly
fought in a ship a tenth the size of
his own, to crush the mighty federa-

tion of the gentlemen of fortune.

"And," he said aloud, "by God they
did it."

The entire ship was buzzing con-
fusedly with rumor. Each and every
one of the crew of a thousand and
the marines who numbered half had
his own private theory half an hour
after the strange lineship had been
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sighted. These ranged from the im-
probably accurate notion that it was
a rebel against the navy who was
going to raise some hell, to the
equally absurd notion that the com-
mander himself was the rebel and
that the Admiral had sent his best

ship to punish him. The truth, of

course, was too obvious to be guessed
by anybody.

As the ship was readied for battle

it seemed to draw in on itself, like a

crouching tiger. Its skin seemed to

be too small for it. Men stood as if

rooted to the metal floor-plates, but
they quivered in tune with the ac-

cumulating mass-energy of the driv-

ers.

A fighting ship is built around its

guns, therefore a word about these
may not be out of place. The Ex-
calibur had the most modern of ar-

maments. From every imaginable
spot in its hide there could extrude
the spaceship equivalent of old sea-

going "murder guns." Disgusted
gunners gave that name to the little

quick-firers with which they picked
off floating men and boats.

The Bxcalibur'8 "murder guns"
were about a yard long with a caliber

of three inches between the lands.

They were loaded with shells explod-

ing on time; it would be murder in-

deed to leave a score or more of con-
tact shells floating unexploded in

space. The rate of fire from these

little killers was adjusted from sin-

gle-shot to ten a second and never
a jam from the loading mechanism.

There were intermediate guns as

well, but more for their own sake
than for any practical use. The
twelve-inch shells from these could
blow a destroyer out of space, but

- who ever heard of a line-ship fight-

ing a destroyer? However, if the
occasion should arise, they were
there, about twenty of them scat-

tered throughout the ship, covering
every second of curved surface.

Finally there were the Big Guns.
These were the reason for building
the Excalibur or anything like it.

The rest of the ship was designed
to service those guns, store their

ammunition, shelter the men who
worked them, move them about in

space, and protect them from harm.
The Big Guns were really big, so
there was no need for more than
four of them. Two fore and two aft

were sufficiently heavy armament
for any ship. One of these four hap-
pened to be out of commission on
Hertford's ship. That, he thought
bitterly, would count heavily against
him in the fight that was coming.

U AIM GUN II, Aft," said the
.<£» commander. There had been

no answer from the mocking fight-

ing ship that had suicidally turned
on every light it had. The thing was
still in plain view. Hertford did not
draw nearer or even move for fear
he would be spotted. It was enough
that he knew where his nameless
foe was.

"Fire," said Hertford, "when
ready."
From the magazine in the heart

of the ship there slid along fric-

tionless runways barrel-like cap-
sules of propulsive burner compound,
which consisted of big-moleculed acid
and base which combined, in the
presence of a catalyst, and released
monstrous clouds of gas in the frac-

tion of a second. Following the cap-
sules there slid the Shell, approxim-
ately the size of a three-story subur-
ban villa.

Loading machinery, that looked as
though it could be utilized in off mo-
ments to build universes, fitted the
shell into the breech and rammed it

home, shoved after it the burner
compound that would shoot it on its

way.
And all this while, in the quarter

of the ship devoted to fire-control,

two hundred men had been sighting,
resighting, calculating and recalculat-
ing at batteries of machines to whom
the integraph was as the amoeba is

to the mastodon.
The point is this: that Shell could-

n't possibly miss, because to avoid it,

the colossal bulk of the nameless
enemy would have had to begin mov-
ing only a second after the order to

fire when ready had been delivered.

It was violating every rule of war-
fare, and, the fire-control men were
confident, it would not survive the
error.
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The Gun finally moved on delicately

jeweled bearings. This was going to

be the most direct hit of all time.

Cubic yards of metal locked it in

position.

Metallically, over the loudspeaker:
"Ready to fire, commander."
The commander: "Then fire!"

There are no words to describe the
discharge of a Big Gun and the prog-
ress of a Shell through space to-

wards a goal. But that mile-long
battlewagon was rocked like a sap-

ling in a hurricane. When the ini-

tial shock was over the reeling com-
mander clung to a stanchion and
glued his eye to the telescope fixed

on the nameless enemy.
It still glowed with lights; it still

seemed to be a shade bigger than
the Excalibur. The feelings of the
commander, subtly schooled to bru-
tality and murder, were mostly of
exultation as he saw the Shell enter
the field of the telescope. Now, he
thought, the_y would be frantically

dashing about as it drew nearer and
desperately trying and trying to

move a mass that could not be moved
in less time than it would take the
Shell to contact it and explode.

Two seconds . . . one second . . .

half—quarter—eighth

—

"What the hell?" asked the com-
mander with a childishly hurt air.

He scratched his head, and as he
scratched it his lineship, the
Excalibur, disintegrated in a tan-

gled, pulverized hell of metal, plas-

tic, flesh, bone, Miss Beverly de-
Winder, two hundred fire-control men,
operating crew of a thousand, half

that number of marines and Com-
mander Alexander Hertford III.

They never knew what hit them, but
it was their own Shell.

CHAPTER IV

-]^J"EW METROPOLE, capital of

P^M Earth and, before the Navy
^L. ^ took over, capital of the
All Earth Union and Colonies,

was being pacified. This is done by
lighter-loads of marines and fight-

ing sailors who descend from a line-

ship hanging ominously over the
most highly populated portion of the
city. The lineship itself does not de-

scend because an uncalled bluff is

worth more than a called one and
because the battlewagons cannot land
from the moment they are launched
to the moment they are scrapped ex-
cept in graving docks, and the near-
est to Earth was at Alpha Centauri.
Marines swarmed through the

streets in the traditional manner of
rightist revolutionaries. Should a
face appear that hinted of Rigelian
blood, or should a half-breed with the
abnormally long hands and black
teeth of a Betelgeusian pass the ma-
rines, there would be bloodshed and
no questions asked. After a few
hours of the reign of terror, the ex-
traterrestrials crept into cellars and
stayed there for the duration.
The All Earth Executive Commit-

tee was imprisoned pending trial;

trial for what was never made clear.

Communications sending sets were
declared provisionally illegal ; anyone
caught with one in working commis-
sion would suffer death. The only
etheric voice that could be legally

heard was the light, mocking one of

Voss, personal secretary to Admiral
Fitzjames, and that only from the
powerful sender aboard the Admiral's
ship Stupendous, floating grimly
above the Bronx.
The receiving code set in the com-

munications room of the little suite

of offices once occupied by the In-

telligence Wing was clicking like a
mad thing, and never an answer
came, for the Wing had moved out
lock, stock and barrel. The message
that kept repeating (Admiral Fitz-

james had said: "Keep trying" two
days ago) was: "Why don't you an-
swer, Intelligence Wing? Bartok re-

port immediately aboard Stupendous
to show cause why you should not
be removed from office and the Wing
disbanded. Why don't you answer,
Intelligence Wing? Bartok re-

port
—

" et cetera.

A squad of marines would shortly

break into the office and find noth-
ing of interest to anybody.
But there were two people who

seemed to be partly Rigelian from
the greenish patches on their faces

and their peculiar scalp-lines, shaped
like tipsy S's. They were cowering
in a cellar as many other Rigelians
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were doing during those lunatic days
when the Navy had first taken over,

but there was something purposeful
and grim about their behavior that
didn't fit the disguises.

Babe MacNeice was tinkering de-

spondently with the central control

panel of the conference-type com-
munications system exclusive to the
Intelligence Wing. The panel was a
little thing, like a book in size and
shape, but its insides were so fear-

fully complicated that nothing short
of an installations engineer could
make anything of them. And the
panel was definitely shot to hell.

She said as much, and burst into

a flood of tears. Bartok, the other
Rigelian, snarled softly and handed
over a mussy handkerchief. "Take
it easy," he snapped, his own nerves
raw and quick with strain. "We're
sitting pretty compared with the rest

of the office staff."

The brave smile that always ended
the weeping spells flashed out as she
returned the handkerchief. "What
now?" she demanded tremulously.
"Now that we can't keep in touch
with the rest of the men?"

"Now," he said slowly, "I don't
know. But—" He snatched at her
wrist and dragged her behind a pil-

lar as the door of their cellar swung
open and a streak of light shot
through the gloom. The profile of

a marine's cap showed against the
light. Bartok raised his handgun,
resting the long barrel across his

left forearm, pioneer-sharpshooter
style.

The door opened fully. The ma-
rine called: "Come on out or I'll

shoot!" That was on general prin-
ciples. It was surprising how many
fell for the centuries-old dodge. Then
when the hider came out the marines
would have a little innocent fun with
their handguns and depart for other
cellars.

Babe sneezed. The marine started
and Bartok shot him through the
head. "Come on," he snapped in an
undertone as he tore off the Rigelian
wig. "Through the window, Babe,
and try to forget you're a lady!"

THE HUE and cry has been called

the most shameful tradition of

genus homo; for generations it had
been abandoned in favor of more
civilized and efficient methods, such
as teletype alarms and radio squad-
cars. Now, in the taking-over by
the Navy, the dishonorable tradition
was revived as a further testimony
that this taking-over was nothing
short of barbarism once you sheared
it of the nickelplate of the lineships
and the gold braid dripping from
officers' shoulders.
Behind the two fleeing people

poured a ragged mob of marines and
sailors, roaring inarticulate things
about what they would do to the
sneaking murderers when they
caught them.

Luckily—in a way—an officer of

the Navy popped from a doorway
armed to the teeth and charging them
to surrender. This they gladly did
as he stood off the mob with his wea-
pons.
They found themselves at last in

a lighter, one of the small boats con-
nected to the Stupendous. In an
off-hand way, as the boat left the
ground, the officer said: "I recog-
nized you, you know."

"Really ?" asked Babe, frozen-faced.
"Not you," he hastily explained.

"But Commander Bartok—I've seen
his picture. Did you know you were
proscribed, Commander?"

"I assumed so," answered the com-
mander dryly. The officer—an en-

sign — was very young and callow.

The hard lines were growing about
his mouth, though. When he could
call this "pacification" without laugh-
ing out loud, thought Bartok, he'd

be a real Navy mafi.

"How's everything going?" asked
the commander. "Would you know
how the campaign's progressing in

other parts?"
The ensign, seemingly delighted to

converse on equal terms with a Wing
Commander, even though a pro-

scribed one, drew nearer—or as much
nearer as he could, in the windowless,
tiny, completely enclosed compart-
ment that was the load-space of the
lighter, and grinned: "Some dashed
mysterious things have been happen-
ing, and I wouldn't be a bit surprised

if you johnnies in Intelligence were
behind them."
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He shifted uneasily beneath Bar-
tok's steady, piercing stare. "You
needn't look at me like that," he com-
plained. "Even if it isn't true it's

the official non-official news—if you
understand me." He chuckled.

Bartok moved swiftly then, clutch-

ing the ensign by the throat and
bringing an elbow into his midriff.

The ensign, not wholly taken by sur-
prise, apparently, drew his gun and
fired.

THEY DRAGGED his bloody body
—he had been shot in the face,

and it had run all over the enclosed
space—from the lighter a few min-
utes later. Babe was having an hys-
terical attack and the ensign fran-
tically signalled to the sailors who
took in the boat to relieve him of
her. The engineer of the little craft
came from his cubbyhole in the bow
and took her by the arm, led her
away from the mess on the floor.

"Poor girl," said the ensign. "She
must have loved him terribly."

To follow Babe MacNeice, after the
first torrential outburst she was dry-
eyed, but there was a catch in her
voice when she spoke: "Where are
you taking me?"

"To the 0. D., lady, he'll route
you."
The Officer of the Day decided

that she was important enough to go
directly to the Admiral.

In the super-sumptuous office of

Fitzjames she thought at first that

she was alone, but a snaky individual

who had a knack of blending in with
the furniture, as if he didn't want
to be seen, coughed tentatively.

She eyed him up and down.
"You," she said, "must be the Satanic
Mr. Voss."
He cocked an eyebrow at her. "In-

deed? How so?"
"It's no secret that you're the one

who started the—the taking-over."
"I defy you to prove it," he snick-

ered.

"You're a civilian. That's final

and conclusive. There isn't one of

these certifiable fatheads in uniform
that'd have the guts to do what
they've all been talking about for

ftfty years. You touched it off, and

you see victory in your hands right
this moment. Bartok is dead."
"No!" he spqt. "Where?"
"Coming up here on a lighter. He

rashly jumped the ensign who'd ar-
rested us. He got his face blown off."

"So," grunted Voss. "The end of
organized resistance to our program.
How did he manage, by the way, to
blow up our ships with their own am-
munition, or whatever really hap-
pened ?"

"I don't know the details," she re-

plied wearily. "We used glorified

lantern-slides to project the simula-
crum of a lineship; we could do that
with about fifty one-man craft. It's

a kind of formation flying. We
turned back your shells by magnetic
fields. Normally you could dodge
them, because you keep ready to
move whenever you fire the big guns.
But we dubbed in a dummy shell

—

like the lantern-slide lineship— and
you'd see that shell and there would-
n't be a thought in your heads until

you were blown up. But you're onto
that trick now. It only worked four
times, I think. I was a lunatic to
think that you could fight guns with
brainwork and hope to win."
She collapsed limply into a chair

and stared dully at the floor. "Bar-
tok's dead. The communication sys-
tem's wrecked. You can have your
taking-over, Mr, Voss; we're licked."

U
II

CHAPTER V

"ELL!" said the Admiral.
"Why can't I go out into

the street if I want to?"

"Because," said Voss patiently,

"you'd be shot down like a dog.

You're going to speak from behind

cover, and I'll post the best shots in

the Navy all over just in case."

"Right," said the Admiral. "Then
it's decided. I guess the old brain's

clicking right along, eh ?" He forced

a laugh, and Voss responded with a
meager smile.

Tapping on the door. Voss opened
it on the young ensign who'd been

boasting all over the ship of shoot-

ing down the insidious Bartok. He
was being avoided by his friends

now; he wouldn't let them get a
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word in about their own feats of

clubbing and mayhem.
"What do you want?" thundered

the Admiral. "I'm preparing my ad-
dress to All Earth and Colonies

!"

"Beg pardon, sir," said the ensign.

"But I was wondering if I could be
assigned to your guard of honor for

the address. After all, sir, I did

outwit Bartok."

"Since when," asked Voss coldly,

"does outwitting consist of getting

In a lucky shot?"
"Tut," grumbled the Admiral. "Let

him have his way. Why not, Voss?"

"I was going to," said the secre-

tary. "Report this evening."
Thank you, sir. And—and—

"

"Spit it out, kid. What do you
want?" demanded Voss.
"About Miss MacNeice, sir. She

seemed awfully broken up about what
I did. How is she now ?"

"Resting easy in Cell Eleven," said

the Admiral. "Now go away."
"Thank you, sir," said the ensign,

saluting as he closed the door.

"Good boy, that," said Voss. "It

pays to have semi-fanatics like him
in your train. They'll do the dirty

work when nobody else will. Remem-
ber that, Fitzjames."

"I will, Voss," said the Admiral.
"Now about this speech

—

"

The ensign was walking down one
of the very long corridors of the ship,

whistling cheerfully, oblivious to the
superstition to the effect that it's the
worst kind of luck to a ship; even
worse than changing her name.
And in Cell Eleven—neat and com-

fortable, but a cell—Babe MacNeice
was fiddling desperately with the
communications control. Trust those
bloody incompetents, she dryly
thought, to leave a woman un-
searched because a matron wasn't
handy . . .

Then, by the most convenient of
miracles, there was a little tone sig-

nal from the switchboard. "It

works," she said in a hushed whisper.
"It was bound to happen — nobody
could try as hard as I've been try-
ing and not get some kind of re-

sults."

She hissed into the tiny grid
mouthpiece: "Hello—who's in?"

A male voice grumbled: "My God,
woman, you've been long enough
about it! I'm Casey, heading to-

wards Spica because I can't think
of anything else to do. My fuel's

low, too."

"Keep going," she said. "When
you get there be prepared for any-
thing at all. I'm not making prom-
ises, but there's a chance. And my
God! What a chance! You get out
now. 1 have some heavy coverage
to do."

"Good luck, lady, whoever you
are."

She smiled briefly and fiddled with
the elaborate, but almost microscopi-
cally tiny, controls that directed the
courses of the Intelligence Wing.

"Come in, anybody, in the Twenty-
Third Cosmic Sector. Anybody at

all. This is MacNeice—urgent!"

"Not the famous Babe herself?"
came a woman's voice dryly. "I'm
listening, dearie."

"You locate on Aldebaran III, sis-

ter, in no more than ten hours. Keep
under cover. Now get out. Alde-
baran III has to be covered."

With an anxious note the voice

asked: "Just a minute — how's
Barty? I heard a rumor—

"

"Forget it, sister," snapped Babe.
"You have a job to do." She cut
the woman out and called in rapid
succession as many of the thirty Cos-
mic Sectors as she could get. One
set had fallen into the hands of

the Navy, and that was bad, but she
cut out before they could have traced
it or even guessed what it was.
There had been a confused murmur
and a single distinct voice saying:
"The damned thing's a radio, sir!"

before she cut out.

What she had been doing was to

locate operatives on the principal

planets and stations of the Cosmos;
operatives prepared for anything. It

had been a job of routing; they
bunched .together when they weren't
under orders. She had to break them
up—and she did.

After locating one stubborn fe-

male, she heard a man's tread in the
corridor outside and as quickly as

she could hid the little panel-like

affair, which, considering where she
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was forced to hide it, was not a
very speedy job of concealment.

THE ENTIRE CITY of New Met-
ropole was jammed into the vast

Square of the Living Statues that
evening for the ultimate proclama-
tion from Admiral of the Fleet Fitz-

james concerning the taking-over and
the new order to be established.

Though, of course, some historians

would say that there was nothing
new about it, but that it was a very
old order indeed.

There had been erected against the
superb backdrop of the living statues

a great booth-like affair from which
the Admiral would make his speech,

a speech to be heard simultaneously
by every living human and colonial

extraterrestrial alive. There was
even declared a temporary amnesty
on extraterrestrials; for this eve-

ning they might walk the streets

—

but only to and from the Square.

The booth was, of course, weapon-
proof. Voss had been most particu-

lar about that.

Crowds had begun to assemble
early in the afternoon; if there was
to be a new order they would make
sure that they would be its earliest

and heartiest boosters. By dusk the
press of people had grown so great
that there was no room to turn
around, let alone draw a weapon, so
Fitzjames could have no fear on that
score. The only free place was the
platform of the booth, flush with the
great transparent base on which the
living statues moved on in their end-
less perfection.

When night had fallen they turned
on the floodlights normally used to
illuminate the statues, removing the
color-wheels. The crowd was picked
out in glaring detail by the pitiless

glow. As far as the eye could see
there was a meadow of faces up-
turned, each sharp and distinct by it-

self. The statues were in the dark,
their sole remaining lights being
turned on the booth. The very mu-
sic had been subdued so that the am-
plifiers would lose no word of what
the Admiral would say. It was a
memorable occasion in many unsus-
pected ways.

Ten o'clock sharp enter the Ad-
miral, dropping from the heavens in

an ornate lighter which was then im-
mediately dispatched. Fitzjames was
afraid that his hour of triumph might
end tragically should a spanner fall

from the craft and crack his skull.

With him, of course, were Voss
and the guard of honor.

Five past ten Voss stepped to the
mike. "Friends," he said, "it is my
proud duty' to present to you the man
who has liberated us from the yoke
of the All Earth Exec—Fitzjames
The First!"

There was an astounded hush
from the audience, and then a pro-
testing murmur. The wildest fancy
they had indulged in hadn't included
anything like a monarchy!

Fitzjames The First stepped to the
mike as Voss bowed low. He said:
"My loyal subjects, I greet you."

The guard of honor fidgeted. It

had been a well-kept secret. The
young ensign strolled over to Voss,
who was surprised to feel a hand-
gun's muzzle pressed into his ribs.

"Excuse me?" he said strainedly.
"Are you sure you're quite sane,
young man?- Take that thing away."

"I'm not only sane," said the En-
sign, "I'm Bartok. When that silly

ass fired at me in the lighter he
missed, of course. So I switched
clothes in three minutes flat, Babe
made up my face with the kit that
every Intelligence Wing man carries,

then we blew the face off the en-
sign of yours. He was unconscious.
A pity."

"—magnificent demonstration of
the reversion to childlike faith in the
will of providence and the divine
right of king3—" the Admiral was
droning.

Voss, a slender, slimy, active man,
dived into the shadows as Bartok's
attention wavered from him to the
speaker.

The Wing Commander dived right
after him. "Where are you?" he
called into the darkness. "Don't be
a damned fool!"

The only answer was a slug zip-

ping past his ear.

"Bartok," hissed Voss from the
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blackness, "this is your last adven-
ture. I can see you and you can't
see me. Good-bye, Bartok."

THERE WAS a sickening crunch
from the blackness and a gasp

that sounded like a tin can in labor.

"The poor, damned fool," said
Bartok. One of the living statues
had stepped on the man's head in

the course of some intricate pas seul.

Bartok had known it would happen,
for the periodicity of the statues was
limited to .this: in the course of two
minutes and forty seconds every
square foot of the dancing platform
was trodden on at least once by at

least one of the two-ton feet of the
statues.

Meanwhile the remainder of the
guard of honor was vainly trying to

fire unloaded handguns—except one
slender young man who simply
grinned like a cat.

"Okay, Babe," said Bartok to the
slender young man. "You do it."

"With pleasure!"
As the Admiral had just got

around to the choosing of his palace-

planet—nothing less than an entire
planet would do for his regal es-

tates—he too felt a gun in his ribs.

He stopped short.

"Read this," said the slender
young man, who was trying to keep
from giggling.

Without ado of any sort the Ad-
miral placed the paper on the lectern

before him and read in flat, color-

less tones:
"I hereby declare that I personally

had no such nonsense in mind. It

was the work of my secretary. I

hereby state that 1 assume no pow-
ers beyond my naval duties.

"General Order to All Officers:

any seditious talk of taking over will

be severely dealt with by the Intel-

ligence Wing which is

—

ulp!—hereby
constituted as supreme police au-

thority over the Navy.
"Memorandum to Wing Com-

manders: you will turn over all

insignia of your office to representa-

tives of the Intelligence Wing who
will make themselves known to you."

In a very small voice he said

:

"That is all," and deflated into a
chair. There was a titanic roar of

applause from the assembled peoples

of New Metropole.
"Darling," said Babe, "if the tim-

ing doesn't come off right—if those

people I contacted don't show up to

the Wing Commanders soon enough,
before they recover— !"

"They will," said Bartok. He
laughed shortly, like the closing of a
heavy lock.

"What's funny?"
"They

—

they—had the guns and
we didn't have a thing but ourselves.

Sweet, this is one stunt they'll never
try again."
The crowd, still applauding, began

to disperse into the night.
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WHEJV H\ia -woni ns meet

(Author of "Power," "Rebirth of Tomorrow? etc.)

TItb third planet of the solar system was half Earth and half Mars. And the villain of

tha piece was the speed of light. One of the strangest stories ever written!

JO-AD DUG his heels into his hump-backed steed's ribs and grunted.

"The moon used to be up there," he said morosely, pointing sky-

ward.

"What did it look like?"

He stared at the heavens and, for an instant, his dull eyes glittered.

"Mo-Ad, there was nothing to compare with it in the sky for sheer

beauty. A giant globe of the most delicate yellow with black markings over

21
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the surface that took on the sem-

blance of a face. It was utilized

mainly for romance. Lovers wooed

each other in its glow, in cities and

countries alike ..."
Mo-Ad rested himself in his saddle.

"What were cities and countries?"

he asked.

Jo-Ad sighed.

"The cities were great beehives of

industry—that was something that

meant producing articles in quan-

tities," he added hastily as he saw

the instant question form upon his

son's lips, "wherein they, worked and

played, lived and died, loved and be-

gat their children. Beehives of in-

dustry, where they made by the

millions, in almost less time than it

takes to tell, the instruments we pro-

duce today by hand. Giant social

centers where everyone was happy,

where everyone was warm and safe.

Countries—well, they were sections

of land each inhabited by different

races of people. Races, my son, were

sections of humanity. Some were

different from others. Some had

black skin, some yellow, some pale

like ours. Some had long noses, some

short. A lot of them were tall and

a lot were runty. They were not

like us." He raised his head and,

shading his eyes, peered ahead.

"We are approaching the Cliff.

You must know of that as well. And
when you see it you will understand

why our skins are pale and why the

skins of the People of the Top are

black. . .
."

Mo-Ad broke in, eager to show his

father a glimmer of the analytical

intelligence that alone of the People

of the Bottom was Jo-Ad's.

"But father, you said that no one

could ever reach the country of the

People of the Top. The Cliff is too

high. How then do you know that

their skins are black?"

Jo-Ad pulled his burnoose closer

about him to protect his thin skin

from the evening chill.

"Their bodies have been found—
torn and mangled at the bottom.

Some careless individuals fell the aw-
ful height of the Cliff. According to

the ancient reckoning, it is a hundred
and fifty miles high. Their skins

were as black as coal. You see,

Mo-Ad, when the Top grew over the

Bottom, the atmosphere poured down
on us, leaving a thin layer on the

Top and burdening our Bottom with

billions upon billions of tons of air.

That is why we are pale skinned. The
sun must penetrate additional hun-

dreds of miles of atmosphere. The
Top people compensated for the loss

of air by developing larger lung-ca-

pacities."

"And how do you know all these

things?" asked Mo-Ad with the

skepticism of the very young.

His father looked at him long.

"I have read the Books," he said in

an awful voice. "And I know why
the Top grew upon the Bottom and
why we are pale-skinned and where
the Moon went and why we have no

industry or cities or countries. And
many things more which you shall

know."

Mo-Ad jogged along in silence for

awhile. The undulating desert flowed

by. Far ahead loomed the Cliff.

"I have heard it said," he breathed

softly at length, "that once this land

was buried beneath a bottomless

ocean."

"You heard aright." Jo-Ad sat up
very straight and gazed sadly about

the empty wilderness lit by the rays

of the setting sun. "The ocean grew
when the Top grew and pressed down
what it grew over and the Bottom
was flooded. The cities were drowned
and almost all of the people. The ma-
chines rusted and fell apart and their
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secrets were lost. Presently, the Peo-

ple of the Top, who had all these

things, bored through their planet

and began draining away the ocean

that buried the Bottom. It flowed

into the empty chasms under the

Top. In a little while it was all gone.

The remnants of the people from
whom we are descended came down
from the mountains to the dry lands

and grew and multiplied—but slow-

ly. In the course of time some wa-

ter returned—and thus our people

lived." He paused and looked at the

looming Cliff with hatred. "But

enough ... we are approaching the

Cliff."

WGH SOARED the Cliff, one

hundred and fifty miles into

the dense air. From where their

camels coursed, up and down and

over the sand-hills, they could see its

curving bulk stretching away to the

uttermost limits of the horizon. An
insurmountable barrier, it reared its

grim, absolutely sheer wall to invis-

ible heights. The top was lost in

shifting clouds that poured over the

barrier and floated down to condense

in watery vapor which buried half its

height in impenetrable mists.

"It goes around the world," gasped

Jo-Ad, as he was jogged roughly by

his camel, "and no one can climb it.

It is too high. It is too smooth."

"But the flying birds. Could they

not have scaled the Cliff?" asked

Mo-Ad naively.

"I have told you, my son, that all

those secrets were lost when the Bot-

tom was drowned."

Mo-Ad stopped his camel and slid

to the ground. He set his feet firmly

in the sandy soil. He looked inquir-

ingly at his father who also dis-

mounted and stood, lost in thought,

one hand on the tether of his mount,

the other cupping a weary chin.

"Father, where is the Moon?"
Jo-Ad lifted his head and pointed.

"Beyond the Top. During the

course of ages, the uneven pull of the

Top slowed the satellite in its orbit to

a point where it hung stationary in

the sky above the Top." He bent

down and with the end of his camel-

whip drew a diagram in the sand.

What looked like two badly fitted

halves fitted to each other, one great-

ly overlapping the other. A smaller

full sphere hung beyond the wider

half.

"This is what the three planets

look like now, Mo-Ad," he said.

Mo-Ad gazed earnestly at the dia-

gram, eager to please his father who
had done what no other parent of his

race would — imparted precious

knowledge to his son.

"And what is the name of the Top,

father?"

"Mars, my son."

TOROFESSOR CHARTERS Ran-

dolph was no snob. He did his

plowing himself. The little college

town was too poor to support him
adequately and pay for the wild ex-

periments his faculty colleagues

frowned on. He cracked a whip in

the air above the heads of his two
blowsy horses and felt the plow-belt

about his waist pulled forward sharp-

ly.

His action was automatic, because

he really wasn't thinking of the plow-

ing at all. The long furrows length-

ened out behind him in mathemati-

cally straight lines, and occasionally

he absently cracked his whip and was
pulled forward when he got around

to noticing that the plow had stopped.

Randolph jerked his head up and

mopped it with a violently red hand-

kerchief. He looked around with a
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startled gaze and realized that he and
his horses had reached the end of the

field. Wearily he started to turn

them around. Half-heartedly, he

hitched up the belt encircling his

waist, then, suddenly let it drop,

stepped up to the horses, disconnect-

ed their reins and with a slap on the

rump sent them ambling toward the

barn. He took himself painfully to-

ward the distant cottage settling like

a grey brick on the brown hill-side.

His wife Martha greeted him in

the front yard which crouched close

to the country road. She waved a

hand at him and wiped the sweat off

her own brow with the other. Hard
toil had changed Martha Randolph

from the city stenographer who had
fallen in love with the Professor into

a tall, hard woman of the soil who
broke her back during the day with

farm chores and spent the evenings

reading Shakespeare and holding

fuming test tubes for her husband.

"Martha, I'm sick of it," Jie said

with a droop in the corners of his

mouth. He passed her and went on

up to the"porch where he doused his

sweating head in a pail of cold water

and dipped a panful of it into his

mouth.

She came up behind him and, lay-

ing her cheek against his shoulder,

hugged him fiercely.

"Go on in the house and lay down,"

she suggested.

He turned to her and stood arms
akimbo.

"No, I'm going into the lab. When's
supper? Is Charley coming over?"

She bent over the pail of fresh wa-

ter and took a long drink before re-

plying. When she straightened, she

flashed her white teeth in the light

of the sun.

"Charley'll be over after supper.

We're having steak. Want any beer ?

I can drive into town."

"Never mind, darling," he replied,

"steak's enough. Thanks."

He turned abruptly and walked

around the house to a small shed

with a heavy door which he unlocked

with a big old-fashioned key. The in-

terior was dark. He carefully lit a
kerosene lamp and sent some of the

gloom skittering.

Well, he thought, I'm in my castle

now. The farm and the back-break-

ing labor lay far behind. This was
his citadel—his citadel of science, as

he called it, a safe haven against a

disintegrating world. He pulled up a

chair, sat down and looked around,

gloating.

The interior of the shack was
rough pine, unpainted, but clean.

Lined with shelves, it measured about

fifteen by twenty feet and was con-

nected with the rest of the house

with a very small door at one end.

The shelves were piled high with col-

ored bottles of chemicals and under

them, at intervals along the walls,

big machines were set on concrete

slabs sunk into the earth. Big metal

working machinery, bought and paid

for with sweat and blood and tears;

machinery begrudged Randolph by a

jealous world that took far more than

it gave. He shrugged his shoulders

in the half darkness and smiled a

crooked smile. He'd given it more
than it could have given him. Inven-

tion after invention to brighten the

world and clean up the dirty corners.

It had all been stolen, by crooked

business men and greedy schools. The
Professor was a singular man in his

conduct toward the world. He was
invariably honest and direct. So his

brain work was stolen and he starved

more often than he ate.

Between the machines, which were

fed by heavy power cables leading

out to the field where power lines

leaned crazily in all directions on
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their way up the mountain to the

town, were piles of metal slabs,

wires, tools, insulation and more
chemicals in cans. Where the

shadows lay, thrown by the feeble

light of the kerosene lamp, they

loomed dirty and like a shambles.

He didn't care. The roughness

of the assemblage of machinery

pleased him. It owed nothing to the

outside world. But it was his baby.

HE SAT IN the darkness for a

while and then Martha called

him in to supper. They ate slowly

and meditatively and looked at each

other with deep love in their eyes,

and sopped huge chunks of bread

into the gravy and ate them. As
they were having coffee, the unlocked

front door opened and Charley Small

came in.

"Evenin' folks," he said slowly and

took off his cap and sat down.

He was a big, lumbering farmer,

who had a brain with a razor's edge

and nobody but the Professor to give

it something to cut into. He worked

during the day at an iceplant in the

town and spent as many of his eve-

nings as he could sitting with Ran-

dolph in his shack helping him fash-

ion strange machines. He had a

queer love for the shiny contraptions

turned out by his friend. Somehow,

they signified the outside world to

him with all its splendor and glory.

He was a poet, but only the Profes-

sor and his wife knew it.

Martha smiled up at him and

pushed a chair against the supper

table.

"Have some coffee," she said.

Charley sat down and took a news-

paper out of the back pocket of his

work overalls and handed it without

a word to the Professor. Randolph

picked it up, glanced briefly at the

headline and threw it into a corner

where reposed stacks of old papers.

They often came in handy for kind-

ling fires in the big brick stove.

"What's new?" asked Randolph as

Martha got up and reached for the

big coffee pot.

Small scratched his thick-thatched

head and grunted.

"Nothin' much, Randolph."

"Get that tobacco?"

The big man hitched his pants and
brought out a huge package of cut

plug. Randolph reached for it.

"Thanks; don't know what I'd have
done without it."

He pushed back his plate and
leaned aside while Martha stood over

them pouring coffee. When she'd

finished, she walked over to a shabby
studio couch, reclined on it and
snapped on a small radio. Presently

the strains of a symphony filled the

confines of the small house.

They finished their coffee in si-

lence.

"Say, Doc," began Small after a

few minutes, "I got a question."

From a vest pocket underneath the

overalls he produced two small mir-

rors, of the variety sold on notion

counters in five-and-dime stores, and
held them up to the dim light.

"What are those ?" asked Randolph,

interested. He filled his pipe and
puffed, looking at the two baubles

suspended in the air before his eyes.

"Just an idea I got today. I was
sittin' in Sloan's lunch. Sloan has

two mirrors on opposite walls and I

was sittin' between 'em. I got a

look at myself down both mirrors

—

and there I was about a million times

on both sides . .
."

The Professor chuckled.

"Rather startling when you se8 it

for the first time."

The big man scratched his head
again.

"Yeah. Sorta curious. There I
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was curving away on both sides. Say,

why don't those images line up?"

Randolph chuckled again.

"They can't. No two mirrors can

be brought exactly into line with

each other. In the first place, no

two planes are ever exactly parallel

and that's what you'd need to start

off with. Even the slightest unbal-

ance is enough to start the images

curving away. And they always do."

The two small mirrors still hovered

in the air.

"Yeah, but suppose you could get

two of them tilings in exact line with

each other. What would happen?"

Randolph looked at him queerly

and thought to himself for a min-

ute. Well, what would happen? It

had never happened before, so he

supposed some result was bound to

occur. For some reason, an irrele-

vant picture of an explosion filled his

mind, then faded. It had been a ran-

dom thought, nothing more. He bal-

anced his pipe in his hands.

"I don't know just what would hap-

pen. It's a phenomenon that has

never been observed." He reached

over and plucked the two mirrors

from the big man's calloused hands.

"Yes," he mused, "I wonder what
would happen . .

."

"For instance," interrupted Small,

"if you could do it and I got between

'em, what would happen to the reflec-

tion? Would it stay there after I

got out of the way?"
Randolph looked at the mirrors

and held them up.

"No, I don't think it would. The
reflection is light and light has mass.

Astro-physicists have proven that

light loses velocity every time it is

reflected. Somewhere the reflection

would stop and become mass. Nat-

ural law governs that."

"Well," persisted Small, "what
.would happen to it after it turned

solid? Could you put your hand
on it?"

The Professor looked up with a
jerk. He turned wide open eyes on
Small.

"I—I suppose you could. Every
time the light was re-reflected from
mirror to mirror it would lose some
of its velocity and get nearer the

solid state."

The other drank his coffee and lit

a pipe himself.

"Suppose," he continued along his

line of reasoning, "suppose you got a

bit of sunlight in between 'em. What
would you have after it stopped?"

Randolph sat up and stared.

"My god!" he ejaculated, "And
they say that yokels can't think!

Charley, you've got an idea there.

But—it's impossible! Nobody could

ever get two mirrors in exact align-

ment. If they did . . . but damn it,

nobody can."

Small stared moodily into the

gloom.

"Well," he said, licking his lips.

"It was a good idea."

rq^HEY PLAYED cards for awhile
-"- and then went into the labora-

tory where the two of them worked

over some machines shaping odd
lengths of metal and wood. Finally

Small went home.

In bed that night, the big man's
idea haunted Randolph's dreams. He
awoke at last from a deep sleep,

sweating. He'd been dreaming about

mirrors. He'd been caught between
two of them in exact alignment and
hurled, spinning, into infinity.

"God!" he ejaculated and ran his

fingers through his hair.

His wife stirred and woke up.

"What's the matter, dear?" she

asked, shifting around to face him.

He was still running his fingers

through his hair.
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"Martha," he said after a time,

"It's coming again. An idea. Do
you think we can go on short rations

for awhile?"

She smiled sleepily and kissed him,

used to his sudden notions.

"Of course, darling. I didn't mar-

ry a plow horse. I married a man.

Be one. Is it more machines, this

time?"

He nodded. "Yes," he said hoarsely.

She kissed him again.

He went down to his shack many
evenings now and worked among the

spinning machines powered by the

little dynamo that hummed endlessly

away, driven by the underground

river his science had found. Charley

Small helped him shape the box he

built and the queer mirrors he care-

fully polished and ground, and stood

over him with infinite patience hold-

ing the necessary tools like a nurse at

an operating table. Gradually the

machine he was building took shape.

Martha came down one evening

from the upstairs bedroom whence

she had retired after supper for a

wink of sleep. It was a dark, warm
night and both men were working in

their pants and undershirts. Their

bare feet made pattering noises on

the pine floor as they moved and the

room was lit up by the weird glow of

a small metal-cutting torch wielded

by her husband.

As she entered the room, the Pro-

fessor swung back the visor which

protected his eyes from the flame

and stood up painfully. He arched

his back. She came over and rubbed

it for awhile. Charley looked on, one

hand on the controls of the torch, the

other tamping the ashes in his pipe.

Hi3 huge eyes glittered with the light

of discovery.

"Anywhere near finished?" she

asked.

Randolph wiped his .hands with
some cotton waste and lit his pipe.

"We've got something, and I don't

know what we've got. Remember
that centrifuge I built for the Poly-

clinic that made a dozen separate mo-
tions simultaneously? Well, this is

a hundred times more complicated."

She straightened her gingham
dress and tucked away a wisp of

hair behind her ear.

"What's that?" she asked, touch-

ing a smoothly rounded bump at one

end of the metal box lying on the

floor. Looking over it she noticed

another at the opposite end.

Her husband grunted.

"That's the nub of the whole thing.

It equalizes about a million different

factors all at the same time: plane

distortion, temperature warp, atmos-

pheric density inside the box, impact

of cosmic rays, vibrations from one
end of the spectrum to the other and
ordinary earth movements. In some
ways, though, it isn't as important

as this prism." He paused and
touched an arrangement of polished

glass directly in the center of the top

of the steel box. "This reflects light

down into the box to another prism

which directs the beam toward one of

the mirrors mounted on the inside of

those bulges."

She considered this for awhile.

"Didn't you tell me that the in-

terior prism was the last stumbling

block? You had to get it out of the

way without destroying the reflec-

tion."

He puffed on his pipe. His eyes lit

up with deep satisfaction.

"That's easy—now." He walked

to a cabinet and brought out a violin.

Caressingly, he ran his fingers down
the polished surface.

"At the precise instant when the

beam flashes down through the

prisms and into the mirrors, I play
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a certain note on this violin and the

interior prism shatters. The note is

attuned to its structure and to none

other. A neat bit of reasoning. I

wonder if it will work."

She smiled, patted him on his

shoulder and left.

FOR A WHILE he stood silent,

then lifted the instrument, placed

its chin-rest against his throat and

played. Charley remained motion-

less, squatting near the floor, bathed,

like a devil out of hell, in the glow of

the torch still spitting noisily on a

metal grid.

Randolph put down the violin

abruptly.

"Let's see if it works," he said

softly.

They played with it for a while

until their supply of prisms ran out

and then opened the box. On the

dark metal floor, between the poised

mirrors, lay several microscopic

lumps of matter that had not been

there when they locked the top earli-

er in the evening.

Randolph shut off the flashlight

that had been shining into the pri-

mary prism and rolled it into a tool

box. He moved to a wooden bench

and sat down. Nervously he relit his

pipe which had gone out and set his

face firmly between his hands, el-

bows planted on the top of the table

• before him.

"Charley," he called softly, inclin-

ing his head.

The big man shuffled over and

leaned heavily on the table, the mus-

cles on his brawny arms standing out

like linked walnuts.

"Yeah, it worked. What are you

going to do nowV
The Professor looked up at him.

"Charley, I'm going to materialize

a sun beam."

The other stared at him for a mo-

ment, uncomprehending. Then, the

untutored brain, keen, penetrating,

direct, suddenly understood. But
Small, although a grown man, was
still emotionally a child. He ran out,

holding his head in his hands.

The next morning Randolph had
the thing out in the big pasture. It

was a strange sight, the bronzed

body bent slightly over the huge box
supported on an old table, his arms
holding lightly the body and bow of

a violin. He opened the shutter of

the prism, aimed it at the sun and
drew the bow across the strings of

the instrument. There was a tear-

ing noise and a faint tinkle and sud-

denly it was all over.

Randolph quickly unscrewed the

top of the box and looked within.

Suspended in the center, directly be-

tween the two mirrors, an infinitely

tiny, bisected ball of pure light spun
and hummed. He'd gotten more than
his sunbeam. He'd gotten a tiny half

sun.

As he watched, the tiny dot began
to grow. In half an hour it was dou-

ble its original size and getting big-

ger every minute.

Randolph, paralyzed, stared at the

growing dot with undisguised terror.

He realized, with awful clarity, that

he had stumbled upon something en-

tirely new, and that a whole set of

laws governing its action and reac-

tion was coming into being. He fled

to the house, frantically grabbed pen-

cil and paper and busied himself for

an hour with calculations.

Martha came home from town as

he rushed out wildly waving a sheaf

of papers. He was shouting incom-

prehensibly, something about the dot

growing until it burned the earth to

a cinder. She calmed him down as

only she knew how and presently he

poured out the whole story.

"But if it increases in size only in
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light, why not bury the thing? It

can't grow if it can't feed." Her
voice was calm, reassuring.

"The thing will grow on any sort

of impact vibration whatsoever.

These figures prove it. What about

cosmic rays? They penetrate many
feet of lead. We'd go bankrupt buy-

ing a box big enough to hold it."

She shook her head.

"You told me once that a certain

amount of ground depth was the

equivalent of the quantity of lead

necessary to stop the rays. Why
don't you throw it down the crack in

the rock on the other side of the pas-

ture?"

He looked at her wildly.

"Darling, of course!" he shouted

and danced a jig.

She stood for this a while, then

drew him away to the box. Peering

over the edge, she glimpsed the evilly

glowing whirling dot and shuddered.

"The box is too heavy," she cried,

"And that crevice is over half a mile

away."

He considered a moment, then

brought his fist down on the edge of

the table on which the machine rest-

ed.

"Martha, empty the fish-bowl and

bring it back here, quick. Just the

fish, not the water!"

She left at high speed and re-

turned in a few minutes. Seizing the

huge object, he turned it over, and

with a hiss the ball of fire fell into

the large bowl of water. Without

wasting an instant he cupped a hand

over one end and dashed madly for

the other end of the field.

He returned in about an hour to

find his wife screwing on the top of

the box.

"Is it safe?" she asked anxiously,

wiping a smear of grease from her

hands.

He looked at her with a relieved

expression on his face.

"Safe. Buried a thousand feet

down."

They walked arm in arm toward
the house.

FOR A WHILE the box was for-

gotten, but little by little the de-

sire to explore its possibilities grew
back in Randolph's mind. He spent

long hours of the evenings porjng

over calculations, working out its

mathematics. Finally he decided to

have a go at it again. This time there

would be no danger, he promised him-

self.

. He went to see Saunders, the pres-

ident of the town's small bank.

Saunders was sitting at his desk

as he walked in. He blinked his small

piggish eyes rapidly and fiddled with

the gold watch chain strung from
the pockets of his vest.

"Afternoon, Professor," he said

evenly in his clipped mid-western ac-

cent. "They told me you'd phoned
about a loan."

Randolph sat down.

"Yes. I'm conducting some new
experiments . .

."

Saunders smiled primly and looked

over the top of his pince nez.

"Yes, yes. Of course. I know of

your work. Some very valuable things

you turned out for the clinic. Pity

you didn't patent them."

As the bank president had been one

of the cabal who had swindled him
out of the proceeds of his clinical re-

searches, Randolph tried to let this

pass with as much aplomb as was pos-

sible considering the circumstances.

"I want fifty thousand dollars," he

said flatly, without further pause.

Saunders blinked his eyes twice

when he heard this. The pince nez

came off and fell with a clank into his

lap.
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"Wha—wha—what's that? Fifty

thousand dollars?"

The Professor nodded grimly.

Saunders raised his hands in hor-

/ ror.

"What could you do with so much
money?" he asked in a strained fal-

setto.

"I said that I was conducting some
new experiments," replied Randolph

firmly.

"Of what nature?"

"I cannot explain that until I've

some concrete results to offer. But I

need enough money to buy immense
quantities of lead. Once that is ac-

complished I feel that anyone finan-

cially connected with the experiment

would be in on a goldmine."

"You mean that literally ?"

The Professor's face lost its serious

mien.

"Yes, I do," he said, smiling. "A
goldmine. Quite literally."

Saunders opened his eyes as wide

as they could go and pressed a stud

on his desk. Within a minute his sec-

retary walked in. The bank president

looked up at her with an amused
smile playing about his thin lips.

"Please show the Professor out,"

he snapped, losing his smile almost

immediately, "I'm afraid he's slightly

touched."

Randolph stared at him for a mo-
ment, then began to laugh. He waved
the astonished secretary aside and

walked out.

THERE WERE no experiments

for a time after that, and the

box lay untouched in a corner of the

shack because it represented a tril-

lion tons of unexploded trinitrotolu-

ene. He looked at it during the long

autumn evenings, and sometimes his

wife came in and stood by his side

and regarded the box anxiously. The

bolted top imprisoned a devil and
her supple hands caressed away at

such times his desire to let it loose.

But it could not remain the same
always. His machines were silent,

and Charley came over oftener now
and helped him stare at the bulky

object. Finally flesh and blood col-

lapsed. Caution flew out of the win-

dow.

He bought a telescope and rigged

it up to focus on small objects such

as clay pigeons and dolls bought in

the five-and-dime store in the nearby

town and he found that when his

prisms shattered, a small, almost mi-

croscopic, replica lay amid their

powdered ruins. Complex physical

laws governed the various reactions.

All the replicas grew slowly, in pro-

portion to the amount of light used

in reflecting them, but faster when
more vibrations were allowed to

drench them. In some unknown fash-

ion the scanning tele'scope became al-

most a living thing, automatically

adjusting the rate of expansion in

accordance with the light used and

the size of the original object. Thus,

when one day he trained the refrac-

tor on the top of a nearby mountain,

the resulting bisected image grew
much more rapidly than usual until

it threatened to bulge the sides of

the reproducing machine. With infi-

nite labor he carted the expanding

mass with the generous help of Char-

ley Small to the crevice and buried

it safely. Small objects when repro-

duced reacted differently. Their rate

of growth was slower. And there

seemed to be a limit. The magical

power of the simple telescope as-

tounded him. Sitting at his calcu-

lations he concluded that he had

stumbled across natural laws un-

known previously, operating logically

with rigid mathematical precision.
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Many strange reproductions fol-

lowed the first few simple things.

The side of a horse, a frothy section

of cloud that inundated the shack

and only ceased growing when the

ground had absorbed it completely,

a clock with hands but only a solid

mass where the works should have

been. The matter composing the ob-

jects seemed totally different from

any earthly composition. It seemed

a sort of rubbery soil that varied

in composition, texture and strength;

it duplicated the matter of the ob-

ject, but only in a thin shell.

Presently the crevice filled up. He
spent days blasting out another.

THE CROWNING experiment

was undertaken on a snowy win-

ter's night in January of the follow-

ing year. Ensconced on a tall chair

beside the box, which was mounted

on its table in the pasture, and at-

tended by the faithful Small, he

opened the shutter of the device

after focussing the telescope appara-

tus on Venus and then calmly drew

the bow of his violin across the taut

strings.

Venus lay within the reproducer, a

small, solid half sphere that grew

as they watched it in the pale star-

light. Randolph risked for a few mo-

ments the faint light of a flashlight

shining on the planet. It lay fuming

quietly on the bottom, a circular disc,

growing, heaving, outlines of moun-

tains and continents appearing. Fi-

nally they smashed it to powder with

a pickaxe and dumped it down the

new hole in the rock.

With money saved from lowered

food expenditures and articles writ-

ten at a constant stream for well-

known scientific journals which

snapped them up because he was a

genius and they knew it, he built

large but flimsy lead boxes which
held the halved reproductions of

many commonplace objects and some
which he never permitted Martha to

see. He kept them for a while, made
voluminous notes, then disposed of

them in the usual way.

When Spring came he understood
the process thoroughly.

"Stated simply," he said to Charley
as they leaned against a fence watch-
ing a nearby stream liberate itself

from the winter ice, "it's like this:

The light is reflected between the

two mirrors and, losing velocity, be-

comes mass, retaining its inertia.

Just pure mass

—

matter, peculiar

matter. And it grows. Slower or

faster in proportion to the size of

the object reproduced. It feeds on
vibration because—well, because it's

matter that's been born suddenly and
knows it's alive. Not really alive,

Charley, more like a stretched rub-

ber band that is released and flies

past its limit of elasticity. It's based

on a physics that seems to operate

through the fourth dimension and
into our space. I say the fourth di-

mension because I don't know where
it comes from and that's as handy an
explanation as any."

Small scratched his head.

"Can it make money?" he asked

naively.

Randolph laughed.

"I told Saunders it could. Yes, with

that machine I could reproduce

enough gold, by simply focussing the

telescope on a treasury Eagle, to buy
the continent. And that's precisely

why I won't. We'd inevitably over-

produce and ruin the market and

probably the whole economic system.

"I'm just a damn fool, Charley,"

he continued, "I've got a God in a

box and I can't even ask him for a
bent penny."
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ON A BRILLIANTLY sun-lit day

in July, a lead box containing an

image of the planet Mars cracked

from the pressure of the growing

half-sphere within and began to ex-

pand over the floor of the shack. It

grew unhindered because the Profes-

sor and his wife were in town buying

household goods and nobody was
there to stop it.

Charley saw it as he approached

the shack on Sunday. He saw the cot-

tage suddenly pushed up in the air

from beneath and suddenly a great

hollow half-globe of rusty-red with

many strange markings and convolu-

tions on its surface began to spread

out and grow larger and bulkier on

the flat Illinois farm.

By morning it had covered the

town and the residents of the whole

county were fleeing. Randolph and

his wife drove the car until there was

no gasoline left in the tanks, then

stole some and continued to flee to-

ward the west.

In a month the state was over-

whelmed, and the next three months

saw the enormous mass of expanding

matter pushing out over the Atlan-

tic. Beneath it, from California to

New York and from Maine to Mexico,

the American continent lay crushed,

pulverized. The expanding jugger-

naut had obliterated the highest de-

velopment of a culture fifty centuries

old.

RANDOLPH and his wife man-

aged to reach the coast and

take passage on a steamer that sailed

south until it reached a tiny collec-

tion of islands near the center of the

Pacific. There it landed. And the

Professor began to write a diary in

which he analyzed the Martian de-

stroyer.

"The ocean level is rising," he
wrote, "and soon even these high is-

lands will be inundated. The enor-

mous mass of Mars has filled up the

ocean beds and will continue to grow
until it reaches its theoretical limit

of expansion. That limit is almost

precisely half way around the Earth.
From where I sit I can see the ap-

proaching wall—it must be fifty miles

high—which signals the final de-

struction of life on this part of the

globe. The Moon, sun and stars are

no longer visible because of the

weather. I do not think any life sur-

viving in these latitudes will ever see

the Moon again. The added weight
on one half of the planet will exert

a tremendous pull and slowly bring

it to a standstill, much closer to the

Mars half of earth. The people up
there—millions must have 'climbed

aboard'—will be lighter because the

Moon's pull will offset the combined
gravitation of Earth and its Martian
cap. The people down here will not

be lighter or heavier—for they will

be dead. I have murdered more than
half a world. Maybe I'm the Devil.

Maybe I'm just Science gone hay-

wire."

And on another page.

"Today is the last day. I've rigged

up a steel container and I'll put these

papers in it and throw it into the

dead volcano. I don't know why.
They're Science and death. It can be

of no use to any future civilization.

But somehow I feel that it must go

on. I feel no regrets. Mainly be-

cause the world was destroyed not by
its evil but by its best. The end is

clean. The esd is Science."

MO-AD STEPPED back from the

diagram and thoughtfully
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erased it with his foot. He glanced

timidly at the Top and regarded for

a long moment its lacy crown of

swirling vapor.

"Is there no way to mount the bar-

rier?" he asked, finally.

His father's face was grim.

"There is no need for us now to

conquer the Cliff, Mo-Ad. Shortly

we shall return to our home in the

South and I shall create from the

Books—with your help, my dear son

—a machine that will rescue our peo-

ple from this dry half-world of hun-

ger and death. Come."

For many days and nights, the two

traveled toward their home and came
at last to the small village of tents

that was the mightiest metropolis of

the Bottom. They were welcomed

joyously by the small population and

feasted for several days.

At the end of a week, Jo-Ad drew

Mo-Ad away from his studies and

showed him several old notebooks.

On the cover of one, old, threadbare,

worm-eaten, was written in rust-

brown ink the words, "Diary of Char-

ters Randolph." Two others, in the

same condition of decay and decrepi-

tude, were printed books. There were

also several tightly-rolled parchment

scrolls of a peculiar blue sheen with

white lines upon them.

Mo-Ad read the Diary through. It

was written in an ancient form of

his tongue, but the surpassing intel-

ligence inherited from his father, the

sole intellectual genius of the Bottom,

stood him in good stead. When he

was thoroughly acquainted with the

story, Jo-Ad began work.

Out of the poor materials dug from
the earth by the tribe, he fashioned

with infinite labor a small mirror-

lined box surmounted with an intri-

cate prism arrangement of smaller

mirrors which were polished with

great pains by Mo-Ad. Presently the

apparatus, at the end of six months,

stood complete in the sandy open cir-

cle surrounded by the city of tents.

In the deep blackness of one star-

ry night, Jo-Ad gathered the mem-
bers of his tribe together and ex-

plained that they were to go forth in

the morning upon a great adventure.

He bade them pack their goods upon
all the available camels. Then, with

Mo-Ad, he went to the Box.

For a while he did nothing but

stand silently in the darkness star-

ing at the sky. Mo-Ad, by his side,

grew restless.

"Look, my son," cried Jo-Ad sud-

denly, pointing to a dim red st r

slowly rising from the horizon. "That
is the planet Mars. It was the old

God of War. He was a powerful God,

but ever stronger was Jupiter, the

mightiest of them all. Observe,

Mo-Ad, the great blue planet far

above. That is the planet Jupiter.

And tomorrow, the King of the Gods
will resume his sway."

He drew from beneath his gar-

ments a simple one-stringed musical

instrument, stepped to the small,

crude telescope connected to the

prisms and sighted along its length,

bringing the barrel into line with the

blue planet. With a free hand he

opened the shutter. Then, raising his

instrument he poised himself in the

cold desert air and drew a short bow
across the single string.

"Now," he breathed. And as the

squeaky note died away, a faint tin-

kle sounded on the air.

Jo-Ad dropped the crude violin and
with his son's aid unscrewed the top

of the Box. He peered into its depths

once, and heaved a deep sigh of sat-

isfaction.

"We shall wait, Mo-Ad, for the ris-

ing of the sun," he said.



THE COSMIAN
LEAGUE

WrjTH THIS ISSUE we
think that the Cosmian
League is beginning to

get the feel of itself; the flow of

forces through its new-born veins is

beginning to create stirrings, and the

League is looking around slowly,

thinking as one.

We have undergone considerable

thought as to the whys and where-
fors of our existence; we have ex-

plained to ourselves the state of

science and the world ; we have stated

our position, the stand we prefer to

take, our attitude on things. Now
we must ponder just what reaction

our Cosmians will take to all this.

What next?
If, indeed, the world is on the very

brink of an age of atomic power, of

interplanetary flight, of tremendous
developments; if these things are
actually now merely a matter of a
decade or less, what shall we do to-

day in science-fiction to take ad-
vantage of that? We have stated

simply our code: we believe in

science and human progress. That
should be sufficient to work on.

Clearly, we all mean the same thing
by science—we mean the accumula-
tion of human knowledge, the acquisi-

tion of the technical means of mas-
tering the natural forces about us
and of bending the world about us
to human will. It is doubtful if our
ideas of human progress are all the
same, but the Cosmian League is

not going to pursue that definition

any further. Humanity has not yet
clearly defined its attitude on prog-
ress in unemotional terms. But it is

probable that we will all agree that
believing in science and human prog-

ress together does definitely bring us
all in the same general stream.
The Cosmian League is not an or-

ganization to remake the world; it

is a science-fiction club. We must
seek a way to make ourselves heard
among the readers of science-fiction

and impress upon them our convic-
tion that the world we read about
is an actual one awaiting its birth
soon. There are many who cast doubt
upon science, basing their doubts
upon the bombs, the tanks, the ma-
chines that replace men. But human-
ity cannot go backwards for that way
lies the animal and unending toil and
eventually death. To go forwards we
must have the machine and science,

therefore we must not give way to

the misusers of science. We must
affirm our faith everywhere that
science itself is not to blame, that
progress will overcome the flaws of
today and bring about that world of
tremendous events we read about.

The universe is ours, but only if we
l'esolutely support science and the
progress for the world to be derived
from its humane application.

The Cosmian League is working
out a program for its followers in-

terested in joining clubs and meeting
and discussing with others. Mean-
while the immediate necessity is for

our membership to continue its

strong growth. If you have not yet
joined, write to The Cosmian League,

% Cosmic Stories, 19 East 48th St.,

New York, N. Y., stating that you
are in agreement with its principles

(which are support of science and
human progress). Enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope for your
membership card.
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INTERFERENCE
Juf Watte* 6. ^boated.

(Author of "Forgotten Tongue" "New Directions" etc.)

Alone in the emptiness of" space, the two psychologists suffered the mental static of

a whole planet, and no matter where they went the interference followed.

//^^AKE IT EASY, now," warned the President of the United

Ti
°

States. "A lot depends on you—don't go off half-cocked. You
only get one chance. That's all we can afford."

Boyle took the extended hand and shook it heartily. "We'll certainly

do our best, sir," he said. And from the tone of his voice you could tell

that he meant it.
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The vast field was crowded; be-

neath the hot summer sun sweated

twenty thousand people, surging,

cheering, breaking through cordons

of police lined up for their own pro-

tection. Dips were doing a thriving

business; more than one light-fin-

gered gentleman was planning to re-

tire on the rich pickings from the

crowd. People were far too excited

to consider whether or not it was
their own hands in their pockets or

that of some total stranger of preda-

tory instincts. The crowd was in a

holiday mood, exalted to be in the

same rocket field with Boyle and
Cantrell.

The two objects of adoration were
bearing up well under the strain,

humble psychologists though they

had been up to a few weeks ago.

After shaking the President's hand
and being clapped on their backs by
enough distinguished foreigners to

fill an embassy the size of the great

pyramid, they were blushing a little

and very happy at their good fortune.

"But," whispered Boyle from the

corner of his mouth, "if we don't

come back they'll know we died try-

ing." Suddenly grim, he surveyed the

vast sea of faces stretching before

him. An emcee took him by the arm
and led him to a mike through which

he would address the crowd.

"Hello
—

" he began, and then broke

off, startled by the sound of his own
voice roaring out across the field.

"Hello, all you people. My partner

and I just want to thank you before

we leave in the Andros. If we don't

return send out more men, men better

than Cantrell and I. Because we
aren't coming back before we crack

the problem that's assigned to us.

When—if —you see the jeto of the

old Andros in the r.ky again, maybe
in a week, maybe in a year, you'll

know that the answer is in our hands

and that the plague, the spastitis, is

over. Or as good as over."

The roar that went up from the

crowd was deafening as he modestly

stepped back from the mike. The
emcee was yelling things into it, but

the tremendous ovation drowned out

even the tornado of sound that the

loudspeakers created.

Boyle waved at the crowd again.

"All ready?" he snapped at Cantrell,

his partner in the enterprise. "Every-

thing checked?"

"Betcha life," said Cantrell. "Get

in." Like an insect disappearing in

the knothole of a giant tree trunk,

Boyle eased through the tiny port

in the grey, slab-sided hull of the

Andros. Cantrell vaulted in im-

mediately after him, and the huge
plug of metal that sealed the ship

swung into place from the inside.

The crowd had quieted, and the

annunciators roared warnings to

stand back from the breath of the

fiery Titan that soon would roar its

own message. Police cleared the mob
away from the firing area with squad

cars driving masses of people before

them. Hastily the reviewing stand

was rolled away from the ship.

The President got into his car, a

long, low open Jefferson 22. He
looked a little ill. "I hope they make
it," he said, with a visible effort.

"They're plucky young—" Then he

could no longer contain himself. He
began to cough violently, his hands
trembling toward his mouth.

Doctors clustered around as he col-

lapsed. Even in unconsciousness his

body twitched grotesquely and his

finely modeled hands trembled as if

with cold. "He's got it," said one

surgeon grimly. "The President has

spastitis. It's spreading faster than

we thought. And there go the dream-

boys who have to get out into space

to find a cure." He gestured at the
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Andros, which was ponderously aim-
ing itself at the zenith with its own
self-elevators.

With a mind-staggering crash the

ship took off. The wind of its de-

parture almost tore clothes from the

surgeons at the Presidential car.

Long after it had vanished—seeming-

ly dead into the sun—their ears rang

with the concussion, and breezes

stiffly whipped along the field.

CANTRELL grinned feebly from

the bunk. "I'm all right," he

said weakly. "I can get up. This

damned space-sickness gets me every

time. You ready to try out the poly-

phone?"

The hardy Boyle grinned back

through a tangle of electronics sup-

plies. "It's all rigged up and ready

for you. Catch." He tossed over a

set of headphones connected with the

machinery and donned a similar set

of his own. "Relax," he warned. "If

we're not far enough out this ought

to be a full-blooded shock to mind

and body." He switched on a dull-

glowing tube.

Cantrell squinted his eyes shut and

concentrated on the familiar thought

patterns of his partner. He caught

ihem for a moment. Boyle was think-

ing of the blackness of space through

which they were speeding and won-

dering vaguely whether the meteor

interceptor would work as well under

stress as it had in the tests. He
held up a hand with thumb and fore-

finger meeting, both crooked, in the

time-honored technicians' gesture of:

coming over 100% •

Then there was a sudden rip in the

smoothly unreeling pattern. It was

as though a panorama were being

opened before his eyes ; the panorama

of his partner's mind. Then a seam

opened suddenly and without warn-

ing. He was reading the minds of

total strangers, people he'd never

heard of.

In rapid sequence he caught the

image of a grubby little room as seen

by a short man, and then surges of

physical disgust at the sight

—

through this short stranger's eyes—
of a big, muscular woman. Following

that image and impression was a

vision of staring dead into the sun,

some fool who was looking for their

ship, no doubt. Back to the grubby
room, but this time seen from the

slightly higher elevation of the mus-
cular woman, who obviously didn't

like the little man she focused on any
more than he liked her.

For a full hour Cantrell tried to

claw his way back to the mind stream

of the man who was raptly sitting a
few feet from him, but the obtrusive

thoughts of people back on earth in-

sisted on popping up. For a full hour

Cantrell plumbed the depths of deg-

radation in some minds, read the

noble and exalted thoughts of others.

He tuned in on one murder and two
suicides, seen in dizzy angles by the

different participants in the violence

done.

Through them all was a continual

undertone of abominable worry and

expectancy of death. Cantrell grunted

softly whenever that image emerged.

He recognized it easily; that was
what he and Boyle were out there in

space to fight. It was the ever-pres-

ent dread of being struck down by

the plague raging on Earth—the

shakes, spastitis malignans, whatever

you wanted to call it.

Cantrell saw people drop in the

street, only to begin to tremble hor-

ribly at the hands and feet with the

disease. Finally he tore the headset

off in disgust. Boyle looked at him

mildly.

"You try it solo," said Cantrell. "I

can't get a damned thing out of the
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ether except the pressure-waves from
Tellus. And they aren't pretty."

Boyle removed his own set care-

fully. "It's eavesdropping," he said.

"I tried to get you every second.

What were you doing?"

"Just what you were," grunted his

partner. "Just exactly. I was try-

ing to get you, but you weren't to

be had. We have to move on, Boyle.

Do what you can with the accelerat-

ors."

Boyle went to the instrument panel,

worked the multiplex of levers. Too

near the Earth! Too near to the

suffering stew of human beings in

agony, never knowing who would be

next with the shakes. That was what

they had to get away from—the emo-

tional jags and lunatic vibrations

from the home planet.

He and Cantrell had been carefully

teamed as psychological mates for the

full utilization of the polyphone. Es-

sentially the machine was intended to

heighten to the nth degree the rap-

port of a pair like this one. But they

were too sensitive for the machine.

There was interference from the

thousands who passed in the street,

from everybody all over the globe

who was thinking consecutively at

the time.

And because the shakes was a dis-

ease of psychological degeneration

you had to fight it by probing into

a mind and finding what was wrong.

It didn't have to be a diseased mind,

for every normal mind has in its

depths the seeds of every psychologi-

cal affliction that breaks out in wilder

form. In Boyle's well-ordered brain

were minute traces of megalomania,

satyriasis, schizophrenia, all the

words ending in philia and phobia as

well as other unpleasant matters.

Everybody has them, whether he

knows it or not.

The idea had been to shoot these

two out into space, far from the in-

fluence and interference of Earth;

then they would work deeper and

deeper into each other's minds, final-

ly to discover the seeds of the shakes

that were inevitably lying dormant.

One of the pleasant features of

psychiatry is that once you have your

problem broken down it is already

solved. The synthetic element of

logic is superfluous; analysis is suf-

ficient. It might be that the shakes

consisted of a fear of technical prog-

ress reaching epidemic proportions

through hysterical contagion. You
see a man fall in the street feebly

kicking his heels in protest at being

deprived of the liberty to roam on

grassy fields and your own elements

of protest are somewhat stirred. Then
one day you feel despondent and they

explode when your censor band is

not on guard against subversive

urges like that. And for the rest of

your life you are a spastic, kicking

and squirming uncontrollably. Or
until someone calmly explains to you
what is wrong—about the machine

age and the rest. Then you are mi-

raculously cured. And one cure breeds

a thousand as confidence grows.

Meanwhile there was the matter of

interference from Earth. Boyle

pushed the fuel rod down to the

limits of the outward bound trip.

Dammit, they'd have to get away
from the static, he brooded.

<<w^«THAT'S OUR POSITION?"
ww queried Boyle. He was re-

laxing, Cantrell at the driving panel.

"Practically ideal," said his part-

ner. "I haven't checked, but we
should be well out of the range of

anything from Earth. Going high and

fancy, we are—per second accelera-

tion for two weeks. That's plenty

far. Do you want to try out the

polyphone again?"
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"Blow off the dust," grunted

Boyle, swinging himself from the

bunk. Gravity on the ship was at

Earth level; that had meant tons of

extra equipment and power consump-

tion far above normal, but these two

on whom the fate of their planet

depended could not be distracted by

space sickness and flying soup.

Cantrell readied the polyphone,

testing and checking the scores of

minute connections and solders that

held the complex creation together.

Some he tightened, others he ripped

out and replaced. At length the psy-

chologist reported : "All ready. Let's

make this tryout a good one."

"Right. You stay open and re-

ceptive; 111 drive as deep into your

mind as I can. And Cantrell—I know
it's not a nice thing to ask, but you'll

have to have complete confidence in

me. I don't want you to seal off any

sections at all from me. I want you

to stay as open as though you weren't

being probed. You're a specialist;

you could close off whatever you

wanted to. But we don't know where

the spastitis seeds lie. It may be in

some group-unconscious engram or

some especially unsavory crime

you've committed and forced yourself

to forget. I'll play square with you,

Cantrell. For the sake of the whole

planet back there—don't keep any

secret places."

His partner stared at him curious-

ly. "Okay," he said at last. "You

know best. But if you find anything

especially nasty, do me the favor of

not telling me about it."

"Agreed," said Boyle with relief.

He switched on the machine as they

donned the head sets. The great tube

glowed.

Cantrell relaxed in body and mind

as he felt the probing fingers sent

from his partner's brain pluck away

at his grey matter. It wasn't an un-

pleasant sensation, rather like a
mental Swedish massage. Vaguely,
images came through. He stiffened

a little. There shouldn't be any
images here, and if there were he
shouldn't get them. For the moment
putting aside the receptive mood, he

reached out, shutting his eyes and
wrinkling his brow in an effort to en-

compass the foreign thought vibra-

tions that were filtering into his skull.

He saw a sky then through the

eyes of some person on whose mind
lie had landed. The sky was curious-

ly dusky. And with the vision of the

sky was a poignant sense of longing

that filled the mind of Cantrell's host.

The words of it seemed to be: "My
loved one! My loved one—on their

side. Now we are enemies . .
."

A quick start of alarm. The sky
swiveled away, and Cantrell saw
through these other eyes a group of

horsemen bearing down on his host.

A shrill scream of terror, an intoler-

able wave of revulsion and regret,

and then the blankness of death.

Cantrell s host had been ridden under

the hooves of the horsemen.

The psychologist, not believing

what he had experienced, reached

out with his mind and seized on one

of the riders. He did know that there

was a sense of guilt in the rider's

mind ; what it meant he could not

tell. He heard a conversation begun

with a shrill, nervous laugh. Then:
"Damned rebel—we showed him."

"Right. Fix them all up like that

and this world will be worth living

on, sir. Where do we go now?"
"Keep scouting. Look for rebels

and treat them the right way, like

that dead thing back there
—

"

Cantrell had suddenly lost interest

in the conversation. The talk of

rebels was beyond him anyway. He
had been studying, through his host's

eyes, the costume of the riders. They
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were unfamiliar, and somehow totally

alien to anything earthly. Then,

with a shock of terror Cantrell saw

that the horses had peculiarly long

heads—and six legs

!

HE TORE THE set from his head

and stared, wide-eyed, at Boyle.

"Where were you?" he demanded.

There was a shrill, hysterical note in

his voice.

"Trying to get over," said Boyle

as he switched off the set. "But

there was interference. We'll have to

go farther yet. I tuned in on a series

of love-affairs from back on Earth."

"Sure of that?" countered Cantrell.

"Are you sure it was from Earth that

you got the vibrations?"

"Why?" snapped Boyle. "What did

you receive?"

Cantrell told him, and Boyle sat

quietly for a long time, rattling his

fingernails on a tabletop. "Yeah,"

said Boyle at last. "I suspected

something like that. Those women
reacted in wholly unearthly fashion.

The anatomy of these broadcasters is

similar, but they aren't homo sa-

piens."

"Fourth dimension?" wildly haz-

arded Cantrell. "Could we have

tuned in on that?"

"No. For the reason that waves

from the fourth dimension would

have to be vectorially sub-operative

to the seventh power, at least, and

the machine would register any ab-

normal strain like that. No—not the

fourth or any dimension except this

one. Are there any invisible planets

floating around? That alone would

explain everything."

"None that I know of, and I used

to specialize in astronomy. Maybe—
maybe we've caught up with the

thought-waves from Earth on a re-

turn trip from the end of space ? That

would explain the talk about rebels."

"And your six-legged horses, of

course. Don't be silly. We have to

push on and get so damned far away
from this spot that we won't even

remember where it is. I'm going to

gun the ship hard and fast. You get

on the polyphone and tell me when
the thought-waves from the place

begin to weaken and die out."

Boyle squared his jaw at the fuel

gage and began to reckon how much
they could allow for steerage and
headway. How thin they could cut

the corners for the return trip to

Earth when the problem of the

shakes was solved.

Cantrell donned the head set and
turned on the machine again. Again
he reached out probing fingers into

the crazy planet where horses had

six legs and you could kill a man
because he was a rebel against some-

one or something unspecified.

On the screen of his mind things

began to take shape. He had landed

plumb in the brain of a lady who was
waiting for a lover whom she pictured

as tall and handsome. The lady

turned slowly and surveyed a colossal

city that rose about her. She was
standing just outside its walls. They
were fine walls, solid and ponderous,

fitted with gates able to withstand

the charge of a battletank.

Her lover strolled up and there was
a tender scene of greeting. Cantrell,

feeling like a cad, reached out for

another mind. He lighted on the

brain of a person within the city;

a person who considered himself as

being of vast importance. All sorts

of ponderous speculations were re-

volving through the important per-

son's head, principally when he would

eat next. A young man, clad in a

sort of tunic, approached.

The important person smiled.

"Ah," he cried. "My dear boy!"

The dear boy grinned briefly.
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"You'd better come. There's a strike

on at the tubing works. They seized

possession of the whole plant." The
important person exploded with rage,

swearing by strange gods. Cantrell

shut off power and looked up.

"When," he asked impatiently, "are

you going to get going? It comes
in as strong as ever."

Boyle stared at him with a kind of

sickly horror in his face. "Cantrell,"

he said, "since you put on that set

we've gone half a million miles at

right angles to our former course."

"Lord," whispered his partner.

"They're following us!"

MSROM RANDOM SNATCHES of

•**- thought, and casual, everyday

conversation it is not easy, it is al-

most impossible in fact, to recon-

struct the politics, biology and eco-

nomics of an entire planet. Yet that,

essentially, was what Boyle and Cant-

rell had to do. For flee where they

might, nearer to or farther from
Earth, they could not escape the vi-

brations from the land where horses

had six legs.

From long periods of listening in

and comparing, they discovered one

important fact: that evolution was
proceeding on that planet at a

staggeringly rapid pace; that in fact

the two partners had started out with

a violently mistaken notion of the

place's tempo. It was swift, swifter

than anything with which they were

familiar.

But their eavesdropping made it

seem close to normal, for the human
brain can accommodate itself to any
speed of delivery. .It can assimilate

and synthesize at a faster rate than

either of the two had previously sus-

pected. It was natural that this dis-

covery should wait for a moment like

this, for never before had the human

mind been called on to deliver at that

rate.

They discovered that the nameless

land was tearing along at a scale of

one to a million, approximately. When
Cantrell had heard the horsemen
curse the rebels, that had been the

equivalent of the Puritan revolution

in England, period of 1650 or there-

abouts. A few minutes later he tuned
in on a general strike that meant a
lapse of about four hundred years.

In two weeks of voyaging through

space the strange planet had arrived

at a world state which Earth had not .

yet attained.

Boyle, irritably tuning in on the

lunatic planet one day, drew a deep

breath. "Cantrell I" he snapped. "Put
your set on and follow my mind. I

have a conference of astronomers!"

His partner grabbed the ponderous

metal bowl and clapped it on, groping

out for the familiar mind patterns of

Boyle. He caught onto him in about

three seconds, then switched to one

of Boyle's mental hosts. Through
the eyes of that person he saw a

sizable hall built up into a structure

like the inside of a mushroom. As
he studied the other persons in the

hall he realized that physical evolu-

tion had progressed a few more steps

since yesterday, when he had last

tuned in on the place.

His host's mood was one of confu-

sion; through it he was speaking to

the large gathering: "This sympo-

sium has been called on a somewhat
abstract question. You all know what

it is, I presume ; otherwise you would

not be astronomers.

"As one looks back towards the

glorious dawning days of our science

the names of those who were mar-

tyred in the cause of truth rise before

us. Despots, with their piddling

knowledge and tiny telescopes, main-

tained that the world was round, did
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they not ? It remained for the genius

of our clan to demonstrate that it

was a truncated paraboloid.

"Jealous superstition preached that

like all other worlds ours had a core

of rock in the state of stress fluid;

it remained for us to prove that no
such thing was true of our world

—

that we alone of all planets lived upon
a shell of rhodium, and that that

shell, though inconceivably thick,

was not solid, and that our planet

was definitely hollow."

Cantrell looked up. "Lord," he said

softly. "Oh, Lordy! Nov: I know
where those six-legged horses came
from."

"Yes," said Boyle as he turned off

the machine. "That planet is our

ship, and those people are an entire

civilization living on the shell of the

old Andros. No wonder we couldn't

get away from them; they were be-

ing carried around with us."

"It's perfectly logical," argued

Cantrell. "We carry Earth gravity

for our own comfort; that's why we
drew down a. thin but definite atmos-

phere. Also dust and organic particles

which settled on the hull. There was
warmth from the inside of the ship,

and that wonderful old Swede Arr-

henius long ago demonstrated that

spores of life are always present in

space, driven by light-pressure. They
landed on our hull, went through

evolutionary stages, a man-like form
emerged and is rapidly reaching a

more advanced civilization than our

own."

"But," grunted Boyle, "that doesn't

help us out with the shakes. If

they're swarming out there we'll

never be able to probe each other.

How can we shake them off? Spray

acid on the hull?"

"No!" barked Cantrell. "We
couldn't do that—they have as much
of a right to live as we. Perhaps—

perhaps if we could communicate

with them— ?"

"Son," raved Boyle, "you've got itl

The answer to our prayers! A super-

race made to order for the purpose

of solving our problems. We'll have

to adapt the polyphone; that's the

only equipment we have. Son, we're

going to make this the most useful

interference ever recorded!"

-W^ITH BLOODSHOT EYES and
"™ almost trembling fingers Cant-

rell tuned in the adapted polyphone.

Then, through the eyes of a host he
was surveying from an apparent al-

titude of twenty thousand feet a

world enclosed in glass.

"Come in," he said to Boyle. "Work
toward the most powerful single per-

son you can find." Feeling his own
mind augmented by his partner's he

probed deep into the glassed-in world,

toward the highest building he could

find.

He landed in the brain of a highly

trained mathematician and felt a

swirl of fantastically complicated fig-

ures and tables. Then the mathe-

matician walked through an auto-

matic door into the presence of a per-

son whom he regarded with almost

holy awe. Cantrell realized then how
rapidly the acceleration of evolution

had curved upward on this tiny

world. The personage was small and

weighed down with a staggering

amount of braincells that could be

seen pulsing and throbbing under a

transparent dura mater. The skull

had been wholly absorbed.

"Right," snapped Cantrell to his

partner. "Push it out, son. Make
it stick like glue." The two psy-

chologists united their minds in a

staggering intellectual effort; there

were visible sparks as they fused into

one perfect sending outfit. Cantrell,

only vaguely conscious of the per-
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sonage and the mathematician, saw
the former start with alarm and

heard him ask as if from a distance:

"Do you feel anything?"

"No," said Cantrell's host. "This

matter of geodesies
—

"

"Leave me for a while," said the

personage. "I sense a message of

great importance." The mathemati-

cian exited, and Cantrell abruptly

severed his mind from the host. For

the first time he found himself to

be a point of consciousness hanging

before the personage, seeing, hearing

and sending.

He raised his hand in a choppy

gesture. Boyle nodded, and shut his

eyes. Sweat stood out on his brow
as he projected the message: "Boyle

and Cantrell speaking. Can you hear

us?"

The personage jumped as if he had

been shot at. He looked around cau-

tiously and said: "I can hear you.

But who are you—where are you

sending from?" In the language of

the mind there is no need of trans-

lation; with the polyphone any two
rational creatures can communicate.

The psychologists, now working as

a perfect team, sent: "Speaking from

the inside of your planet. But it

isn't a planet; it's our space-ship.

We're from Earth—third planet

around the sun. But let's skip the

formalities. What do you know
about

—
" and they launched into a

technical description of the shakes.

"Have you," asked the important

personage, "tried polarizing the crys-

talline lens of the eye? That should

do it. It is not, as you thought, a

psychodeficiency lesion but
—

" In

clear, concise thought images he gave

a complete outline of the cause and

cure of spastitis malignans. And he

knew what he was talking about, for

this personage later announced him-

self to be the Chief A3similator of

the planetary division. He was the

one who received all the technical

data and assembled it for reference

and use. Specialization had raced

ahead on this planet.

"Thanks," said the psychologists at

length. "Thanks a lot. We'll be

heading back to Earth now—" he

broke off in dismay. "If we do, that's

the end of your people. Because as

soon as our gravity plates switch off

you get flung out into space, and we
can't land without switching off the

plates."

"An interesting problem," brooded

the Assimilator. "But not insoluble.

We can make our own plates if neces-

sary. I advise you to set your ship

—

my planet—into an independent orbit

around the Sun. In about twenty
minutes of your time we will have

developed to the point where we will

have our enclosed cities reinforced

against anything but collision with a

major planet. We trust you to set

the orbit so that that will not hap-

pen. You must return to Earth by

some makeshift means." The As-

similator fell into a deep study, and

the two psychologists withdrew.

Boyle glanced at a stop-watch.

"That whole interview," he said dis-

believingly, "lasted exactly one one-

thousandth of a second. That was
thinking under pressure." Cantrell

was dashing onto paper what the

Assimilator had told him about the

shakes. And it made brilliant sense.

He photographed his notes and

handed a copy to Boyle.

"And now?" asked Boyle, carefully

buttoning the data into a pocket.

"Now we take the lifeboat," said

Cantrell. He gestured distastefully

at the little bullet of metal lugged

to the wall. "It's said to be the least

pleasant way of travel known to
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man." He turned to the control panel

and set a simple course around the

sun that would maintain itself after

the fuel was wholly gone.

JAMMED INTO THE little craft,

cans of food floating about their

ears and a hammering roar of ex-

hausts in their heads, they strained

to see through the little port that

was the only communication from the

outside. Boyle yelled something in-

audible.

"What?" shrieked Cantrell into his

ear.

Boyle drew a great breath and
pointed with one thumb at the little

crescent of light behind them—the

Andros. "I said," he shrieked, "that

it's a good thing we got away from
those submicroscopic Einsteins. They
gave me an inferiority complex."

Cantrell grinned briefly and
strained his eyes to see until the

world they had made was quite in-

visible in the black of space.

DENVENTION!
AX EDITORIAL

For several months now, every-

body who reads science-fiction has
been noting the various statements
in all the magazines about the Sci-

ence Fiction Convention to be held in

Denver this year. This magazine has
not been free from such references.

We are pleased, however, to make
a final definite announcement of the

affair, and we hope that all who are
in a position to do so can take ad-

vantage of it. Science-fiction fans
have made it a regular custom to hold

an annual get-together for the pur-

pose of talking over their favorite

reading and exchanging ideas on the
future and on fantasy, of meeting
the writers and editors whose works
they have followed all year round.

At these gatherings, science-fiction

functions as a human group—and in

so doing is unique among all types of

literature.

This year the Science Fiction Con-
vention is being held in Denver, Col-

orado, on July 4th, 5th and 6th. The
location of Denver was chosen in or-

der to enable Western readers to at-

tend—hitherto all such, affairs had
been held in the East. Yet many
Easterners will make the trip. And
a host of writers and editors, too.

The guest of honor of the convention
will be Robert Heinlein, one of the
leading writers and a remarkable per-
sonality.

The place of the gathering will be
at the Hotel Shirley-Savoy, in the
Colorado and Centennial Rooms. It

will start with an informal gather-
ing the morning of the Fourth. Get-
ting under way, it will go into formal
session, introduce personalities, hear
speeches by fantasy's leaders, see a
play, possibly a film, continuing
through July 5th and 6th with dis-

cussions, costume parties, and final-

ly a banquet. A special feature will

be the traditional auction of originals
from the illustration-files of the vari-

ous magazines (including this one).
Sponsor of the Convention is the

Colorado Fantasy Society, composed
of fans all over the nation who have
subscribed especially for that pur-
pose. Director is Olon F. Wiggins;
Secretary-Treasurer is Lew Martin,
of 1258 Race St., Denver, who will be
glad to answer ail queries.

We urge that you endeavor to at-

tend the convention. You will never
regret it, you will never forget it. To
summarize :—The date : July 4th,
5th, 6th. The place:—The Shirley-
Savoy, Denver, Colorado. The pur-
pose:—To put on the biggest, best
and most interesting gathering of
"science-fiction readers, writers and
editors in history! We'll be looking
for you.

Donald A. Wollkeim, Editor.



THE COLOSSUS OF MAIA
My jUauPiestce. lOoodi

(Author of "Strang' Return," "Black ttarnes" etc.)

There, in the depths of space, floated the body of an Earthman, but it was the body
of a giant sixty feet tall!

IN
THE DISC of the tele-screen, the well-known features of Michael

Boyer appeared; simultaneously throughout the nation a medley of

ohs and ahs emanated from the lips of eligible, unmated young wom-
en. It was not exactly that Boyer was handsome—his hair was too sparse

and his nose too thin. But there was something about those mobile fea-

tures and clipped voice that excited women and brought forth infatuation.

As for the males of the nation—for the most part, they rather liked him too,

called him a right guy, spoke of him in terms of slight amusement, and let

45
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it go at that. No pantjrwaist, this

Michael Boyer, at any rate.

"Cheerio," Boyer was saying with

a belying grin. Then, for the veriest

instant he hesitated, his face taking

on a more serious expression. The
tens of thousands of enraptured fem-

ininity leaned forward, breathing

more rapidly. They knew what that

hesitation, followed by the serious

look meant: today's report would be

a human interest story—something

different.

"Our story begins on Earth-Mars

voyage number 668 on the Liner

Peter Penguin, named after the car-

toon character which was so popular

a few years back. The first officer,

Lt. Arthur Rockwell, is on duty in

the control room. Fifteen days out;

Mars will be reached in three days

more. The ship has long since been

rotated so that it approaches Planet

4 rockets-on, ready to splash-fire for

deceleration 8. The controls are set

;

there is nothing' for Rockwell to do

but watch the dials and be prepared

for an emergency breakdown—some-

thing which has not occurred for the

past three years.

"Suddenly an alarm-bell rings from

the gravitometer. Most of you have

seen pictures of this device, if you

haven't had occasion to look over a

space-liner. But, for the benefit of

those of you who may not, I'll de-

scribe it for you. It's a small iron

ball, about an inch in diameter, sus-

pended in vacuo, centered in a large

glass globe. Electro-magnets at top

and bottom keep it there; along the

equator of this transparent globe, at

90 degree intervals, are set four in-

struments: the two in the side, open

to view, are photoselenic cells; dia-

metrically opposite each of these is

a lens. Two beams of ultraviolet

light, crossing each other in the mid-

dle, constantly focus on their respec-

tive cells. But the light does not

reach those cells because the iron

ball, stationed in the center, blocks

the flow of beams perfectly.

"This is the gravitometer. Can you
picture it? Carefully adjusted to the

ship's pull, and that of known as-

tronomical bodies, the ball remains in

the center of the sphere. But let

some unknown body approach the

ship, and its gravital drag will draw
the ball in that direction ; ever so

slightly it will be drawn out of align-

ment. Immediately a tiny ray of

light from one or the other of the

beams finds its way past so that it

falls on the cell. An automatic alarm
is set off; thus the approaching body

is sighted and avoided.

"Rockwell leaps to his feet, checks

the oncoming direction of the body
from the dials connected with the

gravitometer, then trains the finder

through a port. He sees a point of

light, indicating the body which in-

fluenced the instrument; rapidly cal-

culates; it will pass close to the ship,

but not too close.

"He watches as it grows larger; a

puzzled look comes over his face—can

this be a meteor? He strains his

eyes trying to make out the details."

BOYER'S FACE edged closer to

the screen; his voice dropped.

Throughout the nation his listeners

likewise drew themselves closer un-

thinkingly.

"Suddenly his face turns white; he

gasps, staggers back. Then he puts

his eye to the finder's lens again as

if unable to trust his senses. Yes, it

is! He turns on the automatic

cameras, rings for the Captain, and

paces nervously about the room as he

waits.

"In a moment Commander Benson

appears, turns to the telescope at

Rockwell's motion. He, too, stares in-
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tently and gasps. The two look at

each other, then Rockwell whispers:

'What did you see, sir?'

"The Captain starts to speak, then

stops. 'Impossible!' he murmurs as

he turns again to the finder. 'Impos-

sible!' They shut off the camera,

quickly wheel it into the darkroom.

Again Benson turns to the finder.

'Impossible!' he murmurs again and

again, then, as Rockwell beckons him
over to the chart-table where a fresh

print has been laid out, 'but it is

there.'

The two both look out the port, for,

by now, the thing has approached

close enough to be visible to the

naked eye. In a few moments, it will

be observable to the passengers in

the observation center. Rockwell

whispers to Benson: 'It's a body, sir,

isn't it?'

"Benson nods: 'Yes, it's a body,

but—
" 'But it's too large.' Yes, floating

in space is the body of a man, naked

save for a ragged loincloth of some

nondescript material. A young man,

well-featured, brown hair, his blue

eyes staring ahead sightlessly, his

mouth set in an enigmatic smile. The

features and build are decidedly

Anglo-Saxon.

"But the most brain-staggering

thing about this corpse is its size.

It is fully sixty feet long from toes

to crown, floating silently through the

void in an orbit of its own.

"Now, from the ship, come cries;

the passengers have seen it. Com-
mander and officer stare at each

other, a new thought in their minds.

Whence came this thing? A planet of

giants? A member of the crew of

some extra-Solarian explorer from

beyond the realm of stars? Or per-

haps some unfortunate inhabitant of

a world torn apart millions of years

past in the endless vistas of the

universe, a body floating aimlessly

through the void ever since? Could
any of these be the solution to the
mystery ?

"Several hours later, Rockwell
looks up from a mass of calculations.

'I've got it, sir,' he says simply. 'It

comes from the asteroids, from as-

teroid number 66. The given name
of this one is Maia; its orbit goes

straight there and apparently origin-

ated there.'

"What is known about Maia? This

thought is uppermost in their minds.

But little can be found. None has

ever been known to have landed

there; Maia is but a midge among
the many thousand worldlets that

make up the asteroids."

Boyer paused a moment, ruffling

a sheaf of papers to which he re-

ferred at times. In the background,

appropriate music swelled, then died.

UB"T IS A MONTH later. A small
'I ship is rocketing its way

through the asteroid belt, dodging

every little while as its reflectors

warn of approaching danger. All

around it space is filled with tiny

glowing discs of light. Each is visibly

moving; each close, dangerously close

to the ship. Every once in a while

one of these lights will seem to flare

up, seem to grow tremendously as

it comes directly at the craft. No
human could possibly work the con-

trols with the delicate swiftness re-

quired. But, as the danger ap-

proaches, an automatic reflex senses

it; simultaneously comes the spurt

of a rocket jet, just enough to shunt

the ship aside thus to avoid the

danger.

"Lt. Rockwell calls out, 'Maia dead

ahead ; we'll land in an hour.'

"The other occupant of the scout-

ship comes forward. He, too, had
been on the Peter Penguin when the
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monstrous corpse was sighted. Rock-

well has been detailed to accompany

Dr. Burton on this research-trip.

Maia is close now; its disc can be

made out plainly. A small planet,

about twenty miles in diameter as

Burton measures it.

"The ship decelerates, then swings

in close and circles. They can see the

surface unrolling before them. A
strange little planet, containing an

atmosphere, hills, mountains, rivers,

seas, and oceans. Almost an Earth

in miniature. But the highest moun-
tain is only a few feet high ; the

oceans are shallow lakes, and the

widest rivers are but tiny trickles.

Vegetation is Kez'e; green moss and

lichens. Is this world filled with tiny

animals and microscopic fish?

"They come to a desert region.

Here, for several miles (hundreds in

proportion to the other land on the

little world) barren ground rolls. It

is broken here and there by canyons

less than a foot deep at the most.

Suddenly Burton seizes the other by

the shoulder. 'Look!' he exclaims,

pointing.

"It is a cabin. A small, one-room

building made up of mud and clay

packed together to form a sort of

adobe. And it is large, about ten

feet high, quite Earth-size. Behind

it is a deep pit where the materials

were dug; before it is a cleared path

leading to where a river flows

through the desert. Along the banks

of this river are plants—earth plants.

Wheat, corn, flowers. Lining the

bank for at least a mile on each side,

this strange garden flourishes, al-

though it is but a few feet thick.

"And now, in the desert, they see

something else. A wreck. It is the

remains of a small space ship. They
circle and land beside the river, test-

ing the atmosphere while so doing.

It is breathable, but they will need

air helmets and air condensors to

make the required pressure.

"Rockwell lands first. He puts his

feet on the ground, carefully takes a
step, and goes up about thirty feet;

his weight on this world is less than

one pound. Burton quickly gets

superweighted shoes for the two of

them, but, even so, their weight is

less than a half-dozen pounds and
walking is unnecessary. AH they

have to do is to lift their feet off

the ground and flap their arms—they

can fly quite as well as if they were
birds.

" 'Look at that wheat,' calls Bur-

ton. It is giant wheat, towering at

least tw'enty feet into the air. At
length, they come to the clay hut,

descend to -the ground and enter. It

is a one-room affair—a stove, two
beds, a table, shelves well-stocked

with a large variety of utensils and
books. One is lying open on the ta-

ble—a diary." Boyer paused again,

smiling slightly. "Tomorrow, at this

same time, I shall reveal the amaz-
ing contents of this diary"—he held

up a small volume so that all could

see
—"which contains the secret of

the colossus of Maia."

BOYER COUGHED slightly, ruf-

fled the leaves of the Diary.

"Much of this," he began, "is repeti-

tive. I have, however, selected a

series of annotations which give a

complete story without going into too

many unimportant details. There are

no dates mentioned here—naturally,

the writer would have little or no

way of reckoning Earth-time on

Maia. I now quote from the diary

of Richard Lyman."

My name is Richard Lyman. I

was a passenger on the small

space-ship Astrodart, en route to

Ganymede, third moon of Jupit-

er, along with my wife and
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seven-year-old son. We were
passing the meteor belt when the

ship was struck and thrown out

of control. We finally crashed

here on this planetoid; only my
son and I survived. The air here

is very thin, and breathing is dif-

ficult. Also, there is difficulty in

walking because our weight is

so slight as to be negligible. I

have salvaged enough food from
the wreck to keep us going for

an indefinite period, and there is

a small, two-foot stream nearby

where we can get fresh water.

—I have managed to build a

hut, making bricks out of clay

mixed with water, thus making
quite a credible little home. It

is furnished with things salvaged

from the wreck and we are liv-

ing comfortably enough. David

used to cry often, as he missed

his mother. But I have taught

him not to give way to tears ; he

must learn to aid me. He eats

heartily, however.

—I have planted some corn

and wheat recovered from the

wreck, putting them along the

banks of the stream. As yet,

there has not been time to ex-

plore this world thoroughly,

simple a matter as it should be

due to the ease of moving about.

—The crops are growing

amazingly fast. It is only a few

weeks since they were planted

and already they are full size.

This little planet revolves on its

axis every thirty hours by my
watch, but I cannot tell how ac-

curate the watch is in relation to

Earth-time. The days and nights

are warm enough—the days even

hot; that will be good for the

corn. It must be the thin at-

mosphere.

—I have just finished walking

all the way around this world. It

is only 59'/2 miles in circumfer-

ence, and, due to the light grav-

ity, it was no trouble at all. A
strange world, this: there are

continents and oceans just as on

Earth, but all are so very small.

I was able to sit on mountain
tops and let my feet rest on val-

ley floors. And they are real

mountains, too—that is what is

most difficult to grasp. When
you see them and note the rock

strata and geologic markings, ex-

actly of the same type as on Ter-

restrial mountains, it is really

breath-taking to realize that

they are not the boulders that

their size might indicate. I have
actually waded across oceans, the

deepest of which came up to my
neck. And, strangest of all, is

the life oh this world. There are

tiny, almost microscopic, fish in

the water. The land is green with

mosses and growths that bear a

great resemblance to trees a few
inches high. There are tiny ani-

mals as small as, and, for the

most part, smaller than insects.

I am afraid that I must have
slaughtered thousands of them
by accidently stepping on them.

A bridge on this world would be

a tiny twig set across a trickle.

I wouldn't recognize it. It is like

having a world all your own; I

am actually growing to like it

here.

—Dave is nine today. I

brought a strange thing to ac-

count now. During all the time

we have been here, he has been

growing at a prodigious rate. He
eats a terrific amount to keep up
with it. I have to skimp quite

often on my own meals.

I measured his height; he is

actually eight feet tall. It is un-
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believable, especially since he is

perfectly proportioned. He has

grown over four feet in the two

years we have been here, seems

to be trying to overtake the

wheat which reached fifteen feet.

I measured myself, too; when I

came here, I was five feet eleven

;

now I am six feet four. This is

strange—a man of 37 doesn't

grow any taller, yet I am grow-

ing. It is quite slow as compared

to David, but fast enough. I can-

not understand it.

—We have extended our crops,

managing now to get a little

more to eat than before. We are

now satisfactorily set for the

first time, having found that we
can eat some of the natural min-

ute growths of this planet. To

do so, however, would necessitate

deforesting the globe eventually,

so we content ourselves with our

own food. It grows monotonous,

but we have to bear it. There is

no meat at all, so we are vegetar-

ians. But we can fish ; David

walked five miles to the ocean

(it only takes a few minutes)

and set a net of cheese cloth.

We got quite a number of

whales. Yes, real whales, the size

of minnows. We eat them as a

rare delicacy, prepared like sar-

dines.

I
HAVE BEEN teaching

David as usual, intend-

ing to educate him as best I can.

I am telling him about Earth

and customs there. He remem-
bers a great deal, of course; still,

a child's impressions are some-

times quite a bit garbled and

vague. He's a bright boy—an

odd thing to say when he is

taller than I am.

—It is now three years since

we landed here; three Earth-

years, that is. I have to go on

the basis of my watch which is

still running well. A year on
this asteroid, I have calculated,

must be around 1587 Earth days,

but I cannot be sure. Life has

become very dull save for my
teaching David. He has grown
astoundingly, now being ten feet

high. I am six feet eight; the

plants grew to twenty feet, then

stopped. I think I am begin-

ning to solve the enigma of our

growth.

—It is due to the gravity or

rather, the lack of gravity. On
this world, we weigh practically

nothing. Actually, I weigh a
little over a pound—although the

term has no meaning here. Now,
what about growth: why do we
grow to only six feet on Earth?
It is because, among other

things, our weight slows down
our body. The glands of growth
are impeded by this. Growth is

a constant battle between grav-

ity and the glands; somewhere
in the twenties we stop. This

growth is controlled by the pit-

uitary gland at the base of the

brain and aided somewhat by
other organs. On Earth, this

gland is powerful enough to en-

able us to reach six feet in twen-

ty years; that is, of course, in

round numbers. Now David is

growing ; his glands are working

at Earth speed and as strong as

if he were on Earth. But he

isn't; the gravity here is so small

as to be negligible, thus his

glands have it all their own way

;

his growth is unimpeded by
weight. He will continue to grow
at a terrific pace till he is ma-
ture. How tall he will be then,

I hesitate to calculate.
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As for myself: why do I keep

growing although I matured
long ago? It is because the other

glands also have something to do

with growth. They help to re-

place my worn out body cells

by growing new ones. Cells are

always being worn out, a natural

process. But, with the loss of

gravity, even this renewing of

cells is able to cause one to grow
taller. Of course, it is nothing

like the pace at which David is

growing. My height will never

be beyond that of the Earth

giants.

—What about the natural in-

habitants of Maia: why aren't

they gigantic, too? It is because

they evolved here; a tiny crea-

ture is more natural to a tiny

world. They are about the same

size in relation to Maia as Ter-

restrials are to Earth. To them,

Maia is as large as Earth, its

atmosphere as thick, its oceans

as deep and as wide. It is we
who are out of proportion. The

idea is amazing, but perfectly

logical.

MICHAEL BOYEK looked up.

"Lyman was stretching the

case, quite a bit, of course," he

smiled. "If the fauna and flora of

Maia was in proportion to the size of

Maia as Terrestrial flora and fauna

are to Earth's diameter, then he and

David could not have discovered them
with a microscope. To go on with

the diary . .
."

—We have been making a map
of Maia, getting great delight

out of naming the various places.

There is, for example, David

Ocean and Richard Ocean,

Triangle Continent and Lyman
Continent. We have given

romantic names to everything.

One large body of land we named
Tuttle Continent after the man
who discovered this world. I

might mention here that our

cabin is situated in the middle of

Astrodart Desert, close by the

River Nile which flows from
Gnome Mountains to the David
Sea.

—We both sleep outdoors at

night ; indeed, David can no long-

er come inside; he is too big.

—David has extended our

crops. He has proceeded to cut

a canal a mile long diverting

another river to ours. This work
took only a few days. He is

quite strong even for his size

and it is easy for him. He says

that he will need plenty of food,

setting out also to plant wheat
and com seeds by all the rivers

and waters nearby. It will go

hard with the native vegetation.

—Four years. We expect fully

to live our lives here. No space

ships visit the asteroids—they

would never come to this world

save by accident. Why do I

keep this diary, I wonder?
David is now thirteen feet tall,

even though he is only eleven

years old. As for myself, I am
seven feet tall. Not much dif-

ference now, though ; I am used

to seeing my son grow. He is

taller every morning; it is de-

tectable at once.

Our life has settled down to a

dull routine. David is busy at

the present time exploring the

ocean bottoms. All he has to do

is stand in the middle of the

oceans, hold his breath, and

plunge his head under water. He
can thus observe at first hand

the contours of the sea bottom

;

he thinks he has discovered sev-

eral lost continents.
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As for myself, the only kick I

get out of life is lying for hours

on my stomach at the edge of

the desert where the forest

comes right up to it. I have a

magnifying glass in hand and
stare through it at the tiny ani-

mals going about their business.

Most of them are insect-like, but

I am sure some of them are

mammals or reptiles. However,

they resemble none on earth.

—Seven years have passed

since the wreck. Three since I

last made a note in this book. I

had almost forgotten about it.

But I decided to keep it up.

David is a full twenty-five feet

as best as I can measure; I am
eight. He no longer lives with

me; he is afraid of doing dam-

age to the cabin and the crops.

He emigrated to Triangle Con-

tinent on the other side of the

world; there he lives, having

uprooted most of the native

plants there and flattened out the

ground. He's planted his own
fields all over the place so that

the planet looks like a vast farm

;

the desert cabin and river crops

are mine. To irrigate his great

farm he has dug many canals

across his land from the seas;

thus we still manage to get

enough food. He is still young,

only fourteen years old. I am
sure that he pines for more com-

pany but he does not reveal this

to me; I am used to being a

hermit.

—In these years I have been

making a catalogue and classif-

ication of all the different forms
of life on Maia. I've rigged up
a simple microscope out of sev-

eral lenses salvaged from broken

astronomical instruments. With
this, I have discovered and classi-

fied thousands of varieties of

flora and fauna, made studies of

their life-habits. One must do

something; I haven't found any
intelligent beings yet.

IT IS DAVID'S eighteenth

birthday. He is here with

me tonight, or rather, outside in

the desert, sleeping. I measured
him today; he lay flat on the

ground and I walked from his

head to his toes with a measure.

He is a little over forty-three

feet tall. In order for us to con-

verse, he must whisper; even

that is deafening. He has to lie

down for me to yell in his ear;

the result is that we do not talk

much. He has succeeded in mak-
ing his grain reach a height of

forty feet by selective breeding

and careful planting. I shall not

try this myself as I have dif-

ficulty in harvesting my huge
stalks anyway. He tells me I am
becoming old; I believe him; the

hermit's life does not agree with

me.
David is quite moody. He is

tired of being alone, says there is

no hope for him or anything to

live for. If a rescue ship did

come, it could take me, but never

him. He would be unable to live

anywhere except Maia, and there

is no joy m living here. He
wants to commit suicide, but he

will not do so because of me. I

fear for him when I am gone.

—It is over fourteen yeare

since we have been stranded

here. Earth is like a dream.

But, the time has passed quick-

ly, now that I look back on it.

I am old—very much older than

I would be on Earth, I know.

Haven't been feeling well for a

long time—I have a bad cough
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and a dull pain in my heart.

David is very anxious about me,

with me all the time. He is a

regular colossus, too—over sixty

feet tall.

I fear I have not long to live.

David looks up at the sky

strangely, sometimes. Especial-

ly at that tiny green star that is

Earth. There is something in

his mind, but he will not tell me
what it is. My chest pains again.

MICHAEL BOYER closed the

book softly. "That," he

whispered, "is the last entry. There

is, however, a little more.

"We must go back with Rockwell

and Burton to Maia. They have just

found the book; have just read the

final entry. In the cabin are to be

found the notebooks of which Rich-

ard Lyman speaks, the notebooks

wherein he painstakingly and scien-

tifically classified the flora and fauna

of the asteroid.

"They search about the cabin from

a position in the air. Suddenly, be-

hind the cabin, Rockwell sights some-

thing. They descend; it is a ceme-

tery. Here are several rude mounds

and improvised head pieces. On
pieces of metal are scratched names

—the names of the passengers who
had been killed in the first crash of

the Astrodart. Over to one side is

a mound larger than the rest; just

before it, they notice long cuts in the

ground. Rockwell studies one of

them; it is in the form of the letter

"R". He propels himself into the air

so as to look down upon the ground,

calling Burton as he does so. There,

around the mound, cut in letters six

feet long, is the name RICHARD
LYMAN.
"What has become of the son?

They search around for a clue; at

length they find another cut in the

ground—an arrow pointing out into

the desert.

"Out there they come upon more
writing, cut into the face of the
planet in letters ten to fifteen feet

high. It is the last message of David
Lyman: 'Father died yesterday; I

buried him in the cemetery. I do
not want to live any more; there is

nothing here for me without him.

1 cannot take life calmly the way he
did; I am young—but I cannot en-

joy the rights of youth to companion-
ship, love, or adventure. Never could

I be rescued ; I am too large. Already,

I find it hard to breathe because of

my great size—and I am still grow-
ing.

" 'The horizon is so close here I

am always afraid of falling off. I

am going to end it all tonight when
Earth comes out—I shall run across

the desert and leap with all my
might. My body will take an orbit

that someday will bring" it within

that of Mars. Perhaps someday a

space ship will find me; then maybe
they will take me home. I would
rather die on Earth than live on Maia
any longer.' It was signed David
Lyman.

"Rockwell and Burton follow the

footprints across the desert, the

prints of bare soles nine feet long.

Soon they see where the prints be-

come farther and farther apart, as if

the maker had been running and
bounding. Then, finally, they come to

the last set ; deep down they are dug,

and much dirt is thrown back as if

a tremendous being had made one

vast terrific leap there. A leap out

into the realm of the airless void

—

a leap," and here Boyer's voice

caught a little, "that would bring a

son of Earth back to his native

home,"
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THE CITY IN THE SOEA
M4f Cecil Qosutu+i

(Author of "The Reversible Revolutions" "Thirteen 0'C/ocfc," etc.)

Soldier-of-fortune Battle received his toughest assignment when he was sent to the
Billionaire's Club to fumigate a sofa! The fate of a world depended upon it!

LIEUTENANT J. C. BATTLE tweaked the ends of his trim little mili-

tary moustache and smiled brilliantly at the cashier.

"Dear lady," he said, "there seems to have been some mistake.

1 could have sworn I'd put my wallet in this suit
—

"

The super-blonde young lady looked bored and crooked a finger at the

manager of the cafeteria. The manager crooked a finger at three muscular

busboys, who shambled over to the exit.

"Now," said the manager, "what seems to be the trouble?"

The lieutenant bowed. "My name," he said, "is Battle. My card, sir." He
presented a pasteboard square which bore the crest of the United States

Marines and the legend:

LIEUTENANT J. C. BATTLE,
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE

REVOLUTIONS A SPECIALTY

"A phony," said the manager with the wickedest of smiles. "A dead-beat.

The check says thirty cents, Major—do you cough up or wash dishes?" He
flung the card aside, and an innocent-appearing old man, white-haired, wrin-

kled of face and shabbily dressed, who had been patiently waiting to pay

hia ten cent check, courteously stooped and tapped the manager on the

shoulder.

"You dropped this," he said politely, extending the card.

"Keep it," snarled the manager. The innocent old man scanned the card

and stiffened as though he had been shot.

"If you will allow me," he said, interrupting Battle's impassioned plea

for justice, "I shall be glad to pay this young man's check." He fished out

an ancient wallet and dropped a half dollar into the super-blonde's hand.

"May I have your address, sir?" asked Battle when they were outside.

"I shail mail you the money as soon as I get back to my club."

The old man raised a protesting hand. "Don't mention it," he smiled

toothlessly. "It was a pleasure. In fact I should like you to come with

me to my club." He looked cautiously around. "I think," he half-whispered,

"that I have a job for you, Lieutenant—if you're available."

"Revolution?" asked Battle, sceptically surveying the old man, taking in

every wrinkle in the suit he wore. "I'm rather busy at the moment, sir, bu*

I can recommend some very able persons who might suit rou as well. They

do what might be called a cut-rate business. My price is high, sir—very

high."

85
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"Be that as it may, lieutenant. My
club is just around the corner. Will

you follow me, please?"

Only in New York could you find

a two-bit cafeteria on a brightly lit

avenue around the corner from the

homes of the wealthy on one side and

the poor on the other. Battle fully

expected the old man to cross the

street and head riverwards; instead

he led the soldier of fortune west to-

wards Central Park.

Battle gasped as the old man
Btopped and courteously gestured him
to enter a simple door in an old-style

marble-faced building. Disbelieving-

ly he read the house number.

"But this is
—

" said Battle, stut-

tering a little in awe.

"Yes," said the old man simply.

"This is the Billionaire's Club."

IN THE SMOKING room Battle

eased himself dazedly into a chair-

upholstered with a priceless Gobelin

tape.stry shot through by wires of

pure gold. Across the room he saw
a man with a vast stomach and a

nose like a pickled beet whom he rec-

ognized as "Old Jay." He was shak-

ing an admonishing finger at the

stock-market plunger known as the

"Cobra of Canal Street."

"Where you should put your mon-
ey," Old Jay rumbled—as Battle

leaned forward eagerly, the rumble

dropped to a whisper. The Cobra

jotted down a few notes in a solid

silver memo pad and smiled grate-

fully. As he left the room he nodded

at a suave young man whom the

lieutenant knew to be the youngest

son of the Atlantis Plastic and Explo-

sive dynasty.

"I didn't," said Battle breathlessly,

"I didn't catch the name, sir."

"Cromleigh," snapped the old man
who had brought him through the

fabulous portals. "Ole Cromleigh,

'Shutter-shy,' they call me. I've nev-

er been photographed, and for a very

good reason. All will be plain in a

moment. Watch this." He pressed

a button.

"Yessir?" snapped a page, appear-

ing through a concealed door as if by
magic.

Cromleigh pointed at a rather

shabby mohair sofa. "I want that

fumigated, sonny," he said. "I'm

afraid it's crummy."
"Certainly, sir," said the page.

"I'll have it attended to right away,

sir." He marched through the door

after a smart salute.

"Now study that sofa," said Crom-
leigh meditatively. "Look at it care-

fully and tell me what you think

of it."

The Lieutenant looked at it care-

fully. "Nothing," he said at length

and quite frankly. "I can't see a

thing wrong with it, except that be-

side all this period furniture it looks

damned shabby."

"Yes," said Ole Cromleigh. "I see."

He rubbed his hands meditatively.

"You heard me order that page to

fumigate it, eh ? Well—he's going to

forget all about those orders as com-
pletely as if I'd never delivered

them."

"I don't get it," confessed Battle.

"But I'd like you to check—for my
benefit."

Cromleigh shrugged and pressed

the button again. To the page who
appeared, he said irascibly: "I told

you to have that sofa fumigated

—

didn't I?"

The boy looked honestly baffled.

"No, sir," he said, wrinkling his

brows. "I don't think so, sir."

"All right, sonny. Scat." The boy

disappeared with evident relief.

"That's quite a trick," said Battle.

"How do you do it?" He was abso-

lutely convinced that it was the same
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boy and that he had forgotten all

about the incident.

"You hit the nail on the head,

young man," said Cromleigh leaning

forward. "I didn't do it. I don't

know who did, but it happens regu-

larly." He looked about him sharp-

ly and continued : "I'm owing-gay

oo-tay eek-spay in ig-pay atin-Lay.

Isten-lay."

And then, in the smoking room of

the Billionaire's Club, the strangest

stoiy ever told was unreeled—in pig-

Latin!—for the willing ears of Lieu-

tenant J. C. Battle, Soldier of For-

tune. And it was the prelude to his

strangest job—the strangest job any

soldier of fortune ever was hired for

throughout the whole history of the

ancient profession.

BATTLE WAS BEWILDERED.
He stared about himself with

the curious feeling of terrified uncer-

tainty that is felt in nightmares. At
his immediate left arose a monstrous

spiral mountain, seemingly of metal-

bearing ore, pitted on the surface

and crusted with red rust.

From unimaginable heights above

him filtered a dim, sickly light . . .

beneath his feet was a coarse stuff

with great ridges and interstices rim-

ing into the distance. Had he not

known he would never have believed

that he was standing on wood.

"So this," said Battle, "is what the

inside of a mohair sofa is like."

Compressed into a smallness that

would have made a louse seem mas-

todonic, he warily trod his way
across huge plains of that incredible

worm's-eye wood, struggled over

monstrous tubes that he knew were
the hairy padding of the sofa.

From somewhere, far off in the

dusk of this world of near night,

there was a trampling of feet, many
feet. Battle drew himself on the

alert, snapped out miniature revol-

vers, one in each hand. He thought

briskly that these elephant-pistols

had been, half an hour ago, the most
dangerous handguns on Earth,

whereas here—well?

The trampling of feet attached it-

self to the legs of a centipede, a very

small centipede that was only about

two hundred times the length of the

-Lieutenant. Its sharp eyes sighted

him, and rashly the creature headed
his way.

The flat crash of his guns echoing

strangely in the unox"thodox con-

struction of this world, Battle stood

his ground, streaming smoke from
both pistols. The centipede kept on
going.

He drew a smoke-bomb and hurled

it delicately into the creature's face.

The insect reared up and thrashed

for a full second before dying. As
Battle went a long way around it, it

switched its tail, nearly crushing the

diminished soldier of fortune.

After the equivalent of two miles'

walk he saw before him a light that

was not the GE's, filtering down
from the smoking room of the Bil-

lionaire's Club, but a bright, chemi-

cal flare of illumination.

"It's them," breathed the Lieuten-

ant. "In person!" He crouched be-

hind a towering wood-shaving and
inspected the weird scene. It was a

city that spread out before him, but

a city the like of which man's eyes

had never before seen.

A good, swift kick would have sent

most of it crashing to the ground,

but to the tiny Lieutenant it was im-

pressive and somehow beautiful. It

was built mostly of wood-splinters

quarried from the „ two-by-fours

which braced the sofa; the base o'

the city was more of the same, mas
ticated into a sort of papier-machc-

platform. As the soldier of fortune
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looked down on it from the dizzy

height of two feet, he felt his arms

being very firmly seized.

"What do we do about this?" de-

manded a voice, thin and querulous.

"I never saw one this size."

"Take him to the Central Commit-

tee, stupid," snapped another. Battle

felt his guns being hoisted from their

holsters and snickered quietly. They
didn't know

—

Yes they did. A blindfold was
whipped about his eyes and his pock-

ets and person were given a thorough

going-over. They even took the ful-

minate of mercury that he kept be-

hind his molars.

"Now what?" asked the first voice.

Battle could picture its owner ginger-

ly handling the arsenal that he ha-

bitually carried with him.

"Now," said the second voice, "now
freedom slowly broadens down."

Clunk! Battle felt something—with

his last fighting vestige of conscious-

ness he realized that it was one of

his own gun-butts—contact his head,

then went down for the count.

THE NEXT THING he knew a

dulcet voice was cooing at him.

The Lieutenant had never heard a

dulcet voice before, he decided. There

had been, during his hitch with the

Foreign Legion, one Messoua whose
voice he now immediately classified

as a sort of hoarse cackle. The blonde

Hedvig, Norwegian spy he had en-

countered in service with Los Invin-

cibles de Bolivia had seemed at tha

time capable of a dulcet coo; Battle

reallocated the Norse girl's tones as

somewhere between a rasp and a me-

tallic gurgle.

The voice cooed at him: "Get up,

stupid. You're conscious."

He opened his eyes and looked for

the voice as he struggled to his feet.

As he found the source of the coo he

fell right flat on his back again. J. C.

Battle, soldier-of-fortune extraordi-

nary, highest-priced insurrectionaire

in the world, had seen many women
in the course of his life. Many wom-
en had looked on him and found him
good, and he had followed the lead

with persistence and ingenuity. His

rep as a Lothario stretched over most
of the Earth's surface. Yet never,

he swore fervently to himself, never

had he seen anything to match this

little one with the unfriendly stare.

She was somewhat shorter than

the Lieutenant and her coloring was
the palest, most delicate shade of ap-

ple-green imaginable. Her eyes were
emerald and her hair was a glorious

lushness like the hue of a high-priced

golf-club's prize putting-green on a

Summer morning. And she was
staring at him angrily, tapping one

tiny foot.

"Excuse me, madame," said Battle

as he rose with a new self-possession

in his bearing. He noted that she

was wearing what seemed to be a

neat little paper frock of shell pink.

"Excuse me—I had no notion that it

was a lady whom I was keeping wait-

ing."

"Indeed," said the lady coldly.

"We'll dispense with introductions,

whoever you are. Just tell your

story. Are you a renegade?" She
frowned. "No, you couldn't be that.

Begin talking."

Battle bowed. "My card," he said,

tendering it. "I presume you to be

in a position of authority over

the— ?" He looked around and saw
that he was in a room of wood, quite

unfurnished.

"Oh, sit down if you wish,"

snapped the woman. She folded her-

self up on the floor and scrutinized

the card.

"What I am doesn't concern you,"

she said broodingly. "But since you
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seem to know something about our

plans, know that I am the supreme

commander of the
—

" She made a

curious, clicking noise. "That's the

name of my people. You can call us

the Invaders."

"I shall," began Battle. "To begin

at the beginning, it is known that

your—Invaders—plan to take over

this world of ours. I congratulate

you on your location of your people

in a mohair sofa; it is the most in-

genious place of concealment imag-

inable. However, so that the sofa

will not be fumigated, you must per-

form operations at long-range—post-

hypnotic suggestion—I imagine—on

the minds of the servants at the Bil-

lionaire's Club. Can you explain to

me why you cannot perform these

operations on the club-members

themselves ?"

"Very simple," said the woman
sternly, with the ghost of a smile.

"Since all the billionaire members are

sef-made men they insist that even

the lowest bus-boy have advanced

college degrees and be Phi Beta Kap-

pas. This betokens a certain type of

academic mind which is very easy to

hypnotize. But even if we worked

in twenty-four hour relays on "Old

Jay" we couldn't put a dent in him.

The psychic insensitivity of a billion-

aire is staggering.

"And," she added, looking at Bat-

tle through narrowed eyes, "there

was one member who noticed that

the bus-boys never fumigated the

sofa. We tried to work on him while

he slept, but he fought us back. He
even subconsciously acquired knowl-

edge of our plans. Thought he'd

dreamed it and forgot most of the

details."

Battle sighed. "You're right," he

admitted. "Cromleigh was his name,

and he tipped me off. Where are

you Invaders from?"

"None of your business," she tart-

ly retorted. "And where, precisely,

do you come from?"

"This Cromleigh," said Battle,

"was—and is—no fool. He went to

a psychologist friend and had his

mind probed. The result was a com-
plete outline of your civilization and
plans—including that ingenious de-

vice of yours, the minimifyer. He had
one built in his lab and paid me very
highly to go into it. Then I was
dropped by him personally into this

sofa with a pair of tweezers."

"How much does he know?"
snapped the woman.

"Not much. Only what one of

your more feeble-minded citizens let

him know. He doesn't know the final

invasion plans and he doesn't know
the time-schedule—if there is any as

yet."

"There isn't," she said with fur-

rowed brow. "And if there were,

you imbecile monsters would never

learn it from us." Suddenly she

blazed at him: "Why must you die

the hard way? Why don't you make
room for the super-race while you
have the chance? But no! We'd
never be able to live in peace with

you—you—cretins!" Then her lip

trembled. "I'm sorry," she said. "I

don't mean to be harsh—but there

are so few of us and so many of

you
—

" The dam broke, and the lit-

tle lady dissolved in a flood of tears.

Battle leaped into the breech like

a veteran. He scored 99.9807 on the

firing range consistently and that

was pretty good, but when it came to

comforting weeping female soldiers-

of-fortune Battle really shone.

SOME MINUTES LATER they

were chummily propped up
against the wall of the wooden room.

Her weeps over, the little lady—who
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had identified herself as Miss Akty-

ing click! Byam—began:

"We come—you could have guessed

this from our size—from an asteroid

near Jupiter. Don't ask me why my
people are so much like yours except

for size; after all, why shouldn't they

be? Spores of life, you know.

"Our space-ship's somewhere in

your New Jersey; we landed there

two years ago and sized the situation

up. We'd been driven from our own
planet by nasty creatures from Ceres

who had the damnedest war-ma-
chines you ever saw. Flame-guns,

disintegrator rays—and they're go-

ing to mop up the universe when they

get around to it. By your standards

they were three inches tall; to us

they were twenty-foot horrors.

"We sent out a few agents who
learned the language in two or three

days; we could live on the space-ship

and keep out of sight. The agents

came back to us all steamed up.

They'd been riding in coat pockets

and things, listening in on private

wires. They found out that most of

the wealth in the world is concen-

trated in the Billionaire's Club, right

here where we are. So we moved en

masse, all three hundred of us, into

this sofa and built our city.

"It isn't as easy as it sounds, of

course. To listen in on a conversa-

tion means that you have to weigh

yourself down with almost an ounce

of equipment for raising the octaves

of the voice and scaling it down to

fit our ears. But now we have our

listening posts and we eavesdrop in

relays to every word that's spoken.

If you knew what I know about At-

lantis Plastic and Explosive—
"Anyway, Battle, we have our fin-

gers on the economic pulse of the

planet. We could release information

through dreams and hunches that

would wreck the market, as you call

it, and create the most staggering

panic of all times. Once that hap-

pens, Battle . .
."

"Go on," snapped the Lieutenant.

"Once that happens, Battle," she

said in a small, tense voice, "we turn
on a little machine we have and ev-

ery human being that walks the

Earth turns into pocket-fuzz."

She faced his horrified stare with
a pitying smile. "It's true," she said.

"We can do it. When we're ready,

when we're convinced that science

and research is so disorganized that

they can't possibly do anything about
it, we turn on the machine, technical-

ly known as a protoplasmo-high car-

bon proteidic - discellular converter

and it happens."

"Not," grated Battle, "if I can
stop it."

"That's the rub, my dear," she said

with a frown. "You can't. You're

my prisoner." And she smiled ex-

quisitely, baring apple-green teeth,

so that Battle was constrained to

agree with the little lady.

"It seems fitting," he brooded ab-

sently. "A super-race indeed is come
to humble man."

<<"M*ARLING," SAID BATTLE,W "it's the strange mixture of

ruthlessness and sentimentality that

makes your people perpetually amaz-
ing to me. It's a pitched battle in

the dark on our part; my people have
no notion of what's going on behind

their backs, and you see nothing evil

or dark in the situation."

Busily Miss Aktying click! Byam
kissed him and returned to her desk.

"My sweet," she said, "if you trouble

your head over our alien morality

you'll never get to the end of it.

Enough that you are accepted into

our midst as a non-combatant worker

and the very special charge of the
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Expediter-in-Chief—that's me. Now
go away, please. I'll see you to-

night."

Battle pocketed the seal he had

lifted from the desk and blew a kiss

at her back as he closed the door

behind him.

The week he had been imprisoned

had been no great hardship; he had

been privileged to roam within the

limits of the city and examine the

marvelously complicated life the.se

tiny invaders had made for them-

selves. There had been other priv-

ileges as well . . .

The lieutenant, professional and ro-

manticized killer, could not get over

the appalling technique of the in-

vaders. It 'was not inefficient, it

was not cold-blooded; somehow to

him it was worse. Like all right-

minded military men of the old

school, he deplored the occasional ne-

cessity of spying. What then could

he think of a campaign that was

spying and nothing else but ?

He had been allowed to see—un-

der guard—the wonderful listening

posts of the tiny people. From lit-

tle speakers boomed the voices of

"Old Jay" and the other Titans of

finance who worked off steam in the

smoking room of the Billionaire's

Club. And nobody ever sat on the

sofa or moved it; it simply would

never occur to a member to do so,

and in the minds of the servants

there had been built up a myth that

it was the very first sofa that the

celebrated and deceased founder of

the club, Nicholas VanBhoomenber-

gen, had installed and that it would

be a breach of the club's rules to

move it. The fact was that it had

been brought in by two men from

Airways Express who had had

their minds taken over for the nonce

by the invaders. A Mrs. Pinsky, for

whom it had been originally con-

signed, never did find out what hap-

pened to it.

Battle ascertained by judicious in-

quiry that the pocket-fuzz machine
actually did exist. It had been a
swipe from the war-science of the

invaders from Ceres. The thing was
broken down at the moment, but
when they got it into shape again—

!

He had uneasy pictures of a vast

number of speculators all waking up
with the same hunch on which way
the market would jump. All bidding

simultaneously for the same secur-

ities would make a ticklish situation

that could be touched off by judi-

cious inspiration of an investment

banker— any investment banker—
who could be dreamed into thinking

his bank was without assets. Bank
closes and banker commits suicide.

Panic on the market; the vast

number of speculators find themselves

with securities at fantastically high

prices and worth fantastically near

nothing at all. Vast number of spec-

ulators sell out and are ruined, for

then three more banks close and
three more bankers commit suicide.

President declares bank-holiday; the

great public withdraws savings as

soon as the banks open again, there-

fore the banks close again. The great

public holes up for a long, hard win-

ter. With loose cash lying around
crime is on the upswing and martial

law is declared, at which Leftist or-

ganizations explode and start minor
insurrections in industrial cities.

Mexico attacks across the Rio

Grande; the invaders from the aster-

oid had a contingent of expert hyp-

notists ready to leave for Chihuahua
where the southern republic's army
was stationed.

And then the protoplasmo-high

carbon proteidic-discellular converter

would get turned on. The popula-

tion of Manhattan would turn into
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pocket fuzz — or at least separate

large-molecule units resembling very

closely the stuff you find in pockets

or handbags after two or three weeks

of use.

Manhattan is fortified by the wee
folk from the asteroid who build

several more of the flug-machines,

aiming them at the other boroughs

and moving their twenty-mile field

of effectiveness at the rate of a state

each day. The North American con-

tinent would be clear of any and all

protoplasmic life at the end of a week,

they estimated.

And the hell of it was that they

were right. But Battle was whis-

tling cheerily as he forged a pass

with the aid of the seal from his

lady's desk.

HE HAD CREPT out into the

open, been perceived by the

eagle-eye of old Cromleigh, lifted on

a pair of tweezers and whisked into

a waiting Rolls.

Once again his natural size in

the New Jersey lab he stretched com-

fortably. "Thanks for being so

prompt," he yawned. "Thanks a lot.

They were coming after me, by the

sound of footsteps in the distance."

"Now you see why I had to be quiet

and do this thing on the sly?" de-

manded the financier. "If I'd told

all I know they'd have called me
mad and locked me up the way his

family treated poor old John Dee.

(But don't let that get out, Lieuten-

ant.) Now tell me what you found

there—begin at the beginning. How
much do they know about finance and

manipulation? Have they got their

records in a safe place?"

Battle lit a cigarette; he hadn't

taken any with him for fear

of firing the sofa. Luxuriously he

drew in a draft of the smoke clear

down to his toenails and let it trickle

from the corners of his mouth. "One
question at a time," he said. "And
I'll ask the first few of them. Mr.
Cromleigh, why won't you let me
bomb the sofa?"

The old man twisted his hands
nervously together. "Because a

bomb in the smoking-room would
kill Old Jay when he hears about it;

the man always goes to Lhasa in Ti-

bet when July Fourth rolls around.

He's been that way since the Wall

Street Massacre in '24 or '5. Be-
cause I'm not cold-blooded. And be-

cause, dammit, those little people I

saw were cute."

"Yeah," agreed Battle reminis-

cently. "That she was. To begin at

the beginning, your dream was sub-

stantially correct. They're little peo-

ple from an asteroid. They have
war-machinery and no hearts what-

soever. They're listening twenty-

four hours a day. Not a word spoken
in the room escapes them and it all

goes onto records."

"Good — good God !" whispered

Cromleigh, cracking his freckled

knuckles. "What that information

must be worth!" He rose. "Let's

get back to Manhattan for a drink,

Lieutenant," he said shakily. "And
there's another aspect I want to dis-

cuss' with you. Your first trip was
a sort of foray. It was mostly to

convince me that I wasn't mad. And
to size up the ground as well. Now
can we discuss planting a permanent
spy in the sofa? To keep tabs on
them and move only when neces-

sary?"

"Delightful," said Battle thought-

fully. "I have friends. My own
club you' probably do not know of,

but it is the best of its kind."

CROMLEIGH, NERVOUSLY tap-

ping his desk with a pencil, was
alone in the great New Jersey lab
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as far as could be seen. Grotesque

machinery lined the walls; during

the day there would be eight score

technicians working, checking and

double-checking their results, bring-

ing new honor and glory to the

Cromleigh Vacumaxie Sweeper and
the rest of the string of electric prod-

ucts. His sugar plants and labs were

far away in Pasadena; the Cromleigh

Iron Works were going full blast

in the ore basin of the continent. He
looked like a very worried man.

From the shadows, with complete-

ly noiseless tread, stole a figure.

"Good evening, sir," said Battle.

"I've brought all of the Sabre Club

that's available on two hours' notice.

"Miss Millicent, this is Mr. Crom-
leigh," he announced, leading forth

from the shadows a tall, crisp

woman. When she spoke it was with

a faint, Southern drawl: "Pleased

t' know you. Any frien' of Lieuten-

ant Battle's . .
." She trailed back

into the darkness and vanished com-

pletely.

"Doctor Mogilov, former Profes-*

sor of Philosophy at the University

of Kazan." A slight, smiling man
bowed out from the darkness; he

was smooth-shaven and looked very

un-Russian. In a pronounced Cam-
bridge dialect he said : "Delighted,"

and put one hand on the butt of a
revolver slung from his slender

waist.

"And Alex Vaughn, Yorkshire

born and bred." The Englishman

said thickly, in the peculiar speech

that makes the clear-headed, big-

boned men of York sound always a

little intoxicated: "Ah coom wi'

russi-wft-shins, soor. Lut thawt bay
oondair-stud."

"He says," interpreted the Lieu-

tenant, "that he comes with reser-

vations; let that be understood. And
that completes the present roster of

the Sabre Club present in New
York.'.'

"Only three?" complained Crom-
leigh. "And one a woman? You
gave me to understand that they
could completely smash the invad-

ers."

"Yes," said the Lieutenant, his

voice heavy with added meaning.
"Any invaders."

"No doubt—" said Cromleigh.

Then some message in Battle's eyes

alarmed him unaccountably ; his hand
trembled on the desk-top and gripped

the edge to steady itself.

"That did it!" snapped Battle. He
swung on Ole Cromleigh. "How long

have we?" he grated, pulling a gun
and aiming for the financier's throat.

In a voice hoarse with hatred
Cromleigh yelled: "Just two minutes
more, you meddling scum! Then—

"

"Lights!" yelled Battle. "Turn the

damned lights on, Miss Millicent!"

As the overhead indirects flared up,

bathing the huge lab in a lambent,

flaming radiance, the four figures of

the Sabre Club members, the Billion-

aire Clubman and one other leaped

into sharp reality.

It was the figure of the sofa. "We
took the liberty," said Battle, his

gun not swerving an inch, "of remov-

ing this object from the smoking
room. It's going lock, stock and bar-

rel into the enlarging machine you
have here."

"You fool!" roared Cromleigh.

"Don't you know—" The descending

gun butt cut off any further conver-

sation.

"Hurry up!" grated the Lieutenant.

He hefted the sofa to his broad

shoulders. "That trembling hand
was a signal if ever I saw one. His

friends'll be here any minute. Open
that damned machine and plug in the

power!"

The Russian philosopher, mutter-
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ing wildly to himself, swung wide
the gates of the box-like magnifier

through which Battle had come only

a few hours before.

"Thank God there's plenty of

room!" groaned Battle. "And if this

doesn't work, prepare for Heaven,

friends!" He turned on the machine
full power and speed, took Miss Milli-

cent by the arm and dragged her to

the far end of the vast lab.

DURING THE INCREDIBLY long

three minutes that ensued, they

made ready their weapons for what
might prove to be a siege, while Bat-

tle explained in rapid-fire undertones

what he had had no time for during

the plane-ride from Manhattan.

As he checked the load of his quick-

firers he snapped: "Invaders—fooey!

Anybody could tell that those women
were fresh from an office. They had
the clerical air about them. The
only invader—as a carefully logical

process of deduction demonstrated

—

was the gruesome creature who's

been posing as Cromleigh. Just

murdered the old guy—I suppose

—

and took over his body. Him and
his friends whom he just signaled.

He's the only baby who hypnotized

the Phi Beta Kappas they use for

busboys.

"Why did he risk sending me in

there? The inevitable mark of a

louse. Doesn't trust anybody, not

even his own office-staff dyed a pale

green and reduced to half gnat-size.

So he sent me in for a spy on them.

The whole cock-and-bull story of the

creatures from an asteroid was so

that there'd be no suspicion directed

at him in case some bright waiter

should find the louse-people. Wouldn't

be surprised if he's from an asteroid

himself. Crazy business! Craziest

damned business!"

"How about the financial angle?"

asked Vaughn, who could be intelli-

gible when money was involved.

"I picked that bird's pocket slick

as a whistle just before I conked him.

Feels like a hundred grand."

"Here they come!" snapped Miss

Millicent.

"They" were creatures of all shapes

and sizes who were streaming

through the only door to the lab, at

the other end of the room.

"Awk!" gulped the lady involun-

tarily. "They" were pretty awful.

There were a hundred or so of them,

many much like men, a few in an

indescribable liquid-solid state that

sometimes was gaseous. The lumin-

nous insides of these churned wildly

about ; there were teeth inside them
two feet long.

Others were gigantic birds, still

others snakes, still others winged

dragons.

"That settles it," grunted the Rus-

sian philosopher as he flicked his

gun into and out of its holster faster

than the eye could follow. "That

settles it. They are amoebic, capable

of assuming any shape at all. One is

changing now — awk!" He perse-

vered. "Indubitably possessed of vast

hypnotic powers over unsuspecting

minds only. Otherwise they would

be working on us."

"They" were rolling in a flood of

shifting, slimy flesh down the floor

of the lab.

"The machine! The sofa!" cried

Miss Millicent. Battle breathed a

long sigh of relief as the cabinet-like

expander exploded outward and the

sofa it held kept on growing — and

growing—and growing—and grow-

ing! It stopped just as it filled the

segment of the lab that it occupied.

With a squeaking of tortured tim-

bers the laws of cross-sectional suf-

ferance power asserted themselves
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and the hundred-yard-high sofa col-

lapsed in a monstrous pile of rubble.

"Sit very still," said the Lieuten-

ant. "Be quite quiet and blow the

head off any hundred-yard centipede

that wanders our way."

There were agonized yells from the

other side of the couch's ruins. "That

couch," Battle informed them, "was

just plain lousy. Full of centipedes,

lice, what have you. And when a

louse smells blood—God help any in-

vaders around, be they flesh, fish,

fowl or amoebic!"

AFTER TEN MINUTES there was

complete quiet.

"What about the insects?" asked

Vaughn.

"They're dead," said Battle, ris-

ing and stretching. "Their respir-

atory system can't keep up with the

growth. They were good for about

ten minutes, then they keel over.

Their tracheae can't take in enough

oxygen to keep them going, which is

a very good thing for the New Jer-

sey countryside."

He strolled over to the vast pile

of rubble and began turning over

timbers, Miss Millicent assisting him.

"Ah!" he grunted. "Here it is!"

He had found the body of an apple-

green young lady whose paint was
beginning to peel, revealing a healthy

pink beneath. With many endearing

terms he brought her out of her

swoon as Miss Millicent's eye-brows

went higher and higher.

Finally she exploded, as the two
were cosily settled on a mountainous

upholstery-needle that had, at some
time, got lost in the sofa.

"Just when, Lieutenant, did you

find out that these people weren't

invaders from an asteroid?"

Battle raised his eyebrows and
kissed the girl. "Have no fear, dar-

ling," he said. "A gentleman never—
er—kisses—and tells."
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PRESENTING MOONSHINE by
John Collier. Published by The Vik-

ing Press, New York. $2.50.

Here is an anthology of fantasy

short stories that is different! And
we do mean different ! We're used to

collections of ghost stories and of

weird tales, but "Presenting Moon-
shine" is definitely one that cannot

be classed with any other fantasy
collection. These are fantasies in the

modern manner, told without Gothic
affectations and ghostly trappings;

told in a matter-of-fact modern style.

Twenty-four short tales comprise

this book, and what happens in them
Is just about everything. The opener

is about the strange dim people that
inhabit department stores at night!
Then there's the man who learned
the Indian rope trick, climbed the
rope and what he found there ! And
the boy who played with an unseen
one named Beelzy ! And the man who
hated women and got a job running
the women's section of Hell ! And the
parrot that laid the odd egg from
which hatched a monstrous black
chick! And . . . but we could go on
like this for a long time. It wouldn't
be fair. The best thing to do is ad-
vise fantasy connoisseurs to get a
copy for themselves. They'll not re-

gret it. M. R. James, H. P. Love-
craft, mak« way for John Collier!



Fantasy Fan Magazines
COSMIC STORIES acknowledges the re-

ceipt of fan magazines from all over and
thanks their senders. We are of the opin-

ion that these publications serve a good
cause and we are always delighted to see

them. . . . One of the most interesting and
valuable publications is that of a weekly

news-letter designed to carry to avid fans

news of their favorite magazines and writ-

ers. FANTASY FICTION FIELD (1702

Dahill Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.) is a weekly

which wc have been following with interest

and recommend highly. Neatly mimeo-
graphed, it carries the news fast and early.

Its special feature, which alone is worth the

nickel a copy, is that each week there is

featured a photograph of some future cover

to appear weeks later on a newsstand mag-
azine. Julius Unger, collector-dealer, is

its publisher. . . .The oldest monthly s-f fan

magazine is SCIENCE FICTION FAN,
whose fiftieth number we have just re-

ceived. Although occasionally printed,

these latest issues are hektographed and

have some remarkable many-colored art

work in that medium. Each issue contains

thoughtful articles on science-fiction which

appeal to the mature reader. Collectors

find it of interest. Its tireless publisher

is Olon F. Wiggins (3214 Champa St.,

Denver, Col.) . . . .The latest title to appear

is FANTASIA (269 16th Ave., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.), a mimeographed magazine

specializing in fantasy. Lou Goldstone has

done some fine linoleum-cut illustrations

which are on a par with professional art

work. Goldstone also contributes an ar-

ticle on the poet George Sterling, worth

reading. Another good piece was an anal-

ysis of the magazine Unknown. Poetry and

fiction make up the rest .... VOICE OF
THE IMAGINATION (Box 6475, Met.

Sta., Los Angeles, Cal.) is already an in-

stitution in science-fiction. It is just one

gigantic readers' column featuring noth-

ing but letters, ten to twenty an issue, let-

ters from everywhere, that can and do say

exactly what they please about fantasy.

"VoM," as it is known, also delights in

featuring tricks in publishing, odd covers,

strange type-faces, mad forms of writing

Another of Los Angeles' magazines

turns up in SHANGRI-LA (1039 W. 39th

St., Los Angeles, Cal.). Its material is de-

voted to the local fans but is of interest

nonetheless. The big feature is full page

caricatures of leading fantasists by Fritz

Zillig. The sketches that fill the magazine

are ducky. . , .You've probably seen the art

work in our magazines by Roy Hunt. We
discovered Hunt in the pages of THE AL-
CHEMIST (1258 Race St., Denver, Colo.) of

which he is Co-Editor. Hunt does sketches

there to illustrate some very fine articles

on science-fiction. In this issue R. W.
Lowndes writes "Dead End," and C. R.

Rothmund speaks of the Burroughs books.

A. Merritt's "Rhythm of the Spheres" is

being reprinted and Steve Takacs talks

about collecting. . . .The Stranger Club of

Boston puts out FANFARE (Box 122,

BryantviUe, Mass.) which is rapidly be-

coming a leader. At the present time the

magazine is promoting a new endeavor to

organize fantasy, the National Fantasy

Fan Federation. Some heated opinions are

exchanged between William Handing,

editor of STARDUST (2609 Argyle, Chi-

cago, III.) and Earl Singleton, editor of

FANFARE, who thinks the former's maga-
zine is the depth of something-or-other.

(Personally, STARDUST, which is a
printed magazine striving to be profes-

sional, leaves us cold.) Joseph Gilbert'3

candid column "Slan!-Der" is great stuff.

.... Escaping from England after many
months of difficulty comes an issue of GAR-
GOYLE (14 Cotswold, Liverpool 7), pro-

duced while hiding under a table from air-

raiders. The publication manages to keep

up its lively, gay spirit wonderfully, and
shows no effects from Hitler. Interviews

with various British science-fictioneera

take up most of the magazine and spright-

ly articles the reBt.

Movie Western—Exciting original western fiction illustrated with scenes from current

western movies—PLUS inside Information about the western stars—PLUS a swift-mov-

ing fiction!zation of the picture "In Old Cheyenne."
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THE REAL THRILL
Juf. fame*. &ltik

(Aiahor of "Photnix Planut," "CaltUlan Cabal,'
1

etc.)

The sign on the obsolete space-patrol ship said "A Real Thrill," but the old rocket-en-

gineer didn't know what a bargain he was getting.

ONE OF THE FEW abilities time had left Martin Burrowes was
that of being bored, and he was taking advantage of it to the

fullest extent. The incessant, mindless windjamming of the sus-

piciously blonde girl sounded on beside him and down the cold darkness of

the empty street, but he was learning to say "Yes," "You're quite right,

m'love," automatically and without interrupting his own stream of thought.

Those thoughts were not particularly happy ones. At the age of 47

67
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Burrowes was hardly a middle-aged

man. In these days normal life ex-

pectancy exceeded a century, and the

middle-age level had been moved up

to the vicinity of fifty-five. No, Bur-

rowes had certainly not passed his

prime.

But time and technology had be-

trayed him. Fifteen years ago Mar-
tin Burrowes had known all there

was to know about rocket engines,

and had served as technical adviser

to the government, the IP, and a

dozen private spaceship yards. Then

—the gravity impellor, geotrons,

atomic power—and rocket techni-

cians were suddenly as useless in

the scheme of things as blacksmiths.

"Sorry, Mr. Burrowes." "I'm afraid

we have little use for rocket engi-

neering these days, sir." "We real-

ize that a man of your ability
—

"

"We'll call you immediately if any-

thing comes up—

"

And now the lunar colonies had

revolted; there was war, and indus-

tries of all kinds were booming, and

there was nothing for Martin Bur-

rowes to do. Even the night clubs

and similar places of noneonstruc-

tive amusement were folding rapidly

in the serious intensity of the war-

fever. All the young men and the

adaptable older ones were in the IP

or the yards, and the ships were in

space, fighting or patrolling. Left

behind were the crocks which ran on

rocket power, and the human crocks

who serviced rockets.

The blonde tugged insistently on

his arm.

"Mar-tin," she said. "Look. Let's

go in there, huh?"

He followed her over-manicured

finger to a large sign overlooking the

dark street.

STOP
Here and see the former

Interplanetary

POLICE CRUISER
C2-77

Now open to the public.

Admission 50c

A Real Thrffi

"That's right," he said, half to

himself. "The old IP drydock was
down here once."

"Let's go in," she said. "Won't it

be fun?"

There might be a melancholy
pleasure in seeing the inside of one

of the old boats again. Abandoned
cruiser, abandoned technician—a fit-

ting juxtaposition.

"Okay," he agreed, and she tugged
him toward the sign.

WF THE FENCED-OFF area had
*- ever been a dry-dock, it showed
little sign of it now. Most of the

heavy machinery had been moved to

other quarters and what had been
left for useless had rusted into un-

recognizable lumps of scrap, amor-
phous, contorted giants in the' dark-

ness. The ship itself lay on hydrau-

lic risers, the kind they had used to

repair and scrape the underjets, and
a rickety gangplank, lit yellowly by
one dismal bare bulb, ran up to the

airlock. The beryllium-alloy hull was
pitted and burned in a hundred places

—sightseers would think them ray

scars, but Burrowes recognized them
as the ordinary marks of ten times a

hundred passages through the atmos-

phere. He stamped on the boards and
a flight lieutenant a little past his

own age appeared from the dark in-

terior, blinking sleepily.

"You're the first all day,'' he said,

taking the money. "Come in." He
fumbled in the blackness and found

a switch, and the corridors lit abrupt-
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ly. Bare bulbs again—evidently the

C2-77 antedated the general installa-

tion of gas-glow tubes.

"This passage," the officer began

in a bored voice, "is the core of the

ship, running lengthwise from tubes

to control-room. The gravity plates,

which act similarly to the modern
geotron-stasis, are on the hull, so

that the down direction in flight is

always away from the center
—

"

"I know," Burrowes interrupted.

"I used to service these things. De-

signed the engines for this type."

"That so?" said the officer, not

much interested. "Well, I suppose

there's always a job for technies.

Me, I have to hang around this tub

and take people through, and every-

body else gets on the geotronic ships

and gets some excitement."

"Why isn't this one fightin'?" the

girl wanted to know.

"Lord," said the officer indul-

gently. "This thing hasn't seen ac-

tive service since the Nationalist

Coup. Against the Lunies it'd be

practically helpless. Those fellows

have as good a navy as we have

—

they ought to—the lunar colonies had

a branch of the terrestrial service

right in their hands when the re-

bellion came." He slammed a bulk-

head back viciously.

"This is the control room."

"Goodness," said the girl. It's up-

side down."

"It wouldn't be in space—remem-

ber, out is don-n in flight."

Burrowes peered around interest-

edly, the older days coming back to

him as he marked the condition of

the apparatus, but the things that at-

tracted him didn't appeal to the girl.

"Goodness," she said again. "What
a lot of clock-faces."

"All necessary," the officer nodded,

and mistaking the comment for a

question, pointed to them one by one.

"Speed in MPS, acceleration in G's,

fuel, oxygen, tube heat, surface tem-
perature, outside and inside atmos-
pheric pressure, gravity altimeter,

circuit load indicators, detectors of

various kinds—

"

"Uh-huh," said the girl.

"Main rocket valves, steering rock-

ets, braking rockets," the officer went
on relentlessly. "Search beam wheel
and switch, starter, screen controls,

lights, silencers, wings, wing brakes,

generators, landing gear. Compart-
ment release directly above you—

"

"Rocket, hold, deck, control," Mar-
tin recited without looking, and the

bored lieutenant looked at him in

surprise. "Yeah, that's right. Waste
weight, that release apparatus. Then
there's the airlock, emergency lock,

autopilot, air, gun controls—

"

"Uh-huh," said the girl. "Let's see

somethin' else."

The officer shrugged and opened
another door.

"Officer's quarters?" asked Bur-
rowes.

"Yep. My little home."

There was little to see but three

bunks and a desk upon which lay

some dusty books and scattered, yel-

lowed papers. The girl grunted and
made for the door, but Burrowes was
attracted by the books. He picked

them up one by one.

"See this," he said, holding up one
marked Jet Propulsion Engines:

Types and Maintenance. "I wrote

this one."

"Yeah?" The officer was more in-

terested. "The captain had a lot of

books in here in the days before I

took over. He had ambitions for be-

ing transferred to a grav-boat, and
he studied like fury. See—" He
picked up several of the books. "Me-
chanics of Achronic Fields. Geotron

Operation and Repair. The Stasis
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Effect. No use for those on 8 rocket

ship."

"True enough," Martin agreed,

while the girl squirmed impatiently.

"The rest is ordinary enough,

though."

"Oh, the usual math tables, Bar-

clay's Journal, Government orbits,

takeoffs, landings, the IP Yearbook

of Hazards to Navigation and a mil-

lion of the monthly supplements to

it—every ship carries those, grav-

boats included."

"Mar-tin," whined the girl. "Let's

see somethin' else."

HE SIGHED and followed the of-

ficer out. He shouldn't have

come in here. It made him too con-

scious of the days which should prop-

erly be forgotten. The great metal

shell seemed empty and dead. So
far he had seen no one else on board

except the three of them.

"No crew?"

"Skeleton," the officer said over

his shoulder. "Don't need many to

fly this boat, and it isn't going to be

flown, anyhow. A few of the boys

are down in the engine compartment
playing cards ; my engineer is out on

one of his periodic binges. I don't

blame him," he added bitterly.

They went down the central core

to the end of the passage, where an-

other metal door admitted them to a

balcony overlooking the engine-room.

Below, four burly toughs sat around

a circle on the floor, each with a pile

of matches before him. Burrowes
chuckled slightly to himself as he

watched the girl pat her hair and

turn on her archest smile. He was
more than conscious of his own
rather flabby construction, the poor

condition into which he had allowed

himself to slip with the onset of de-

spair and boredom.

The tube-men barely glanced at

them, however, before going on with

their game. Evidently they were
used to sight-seers, and had little re-

spect for them. Burrowes ran his

eyes over the banks of tubes. They
had seen heavy use at one time; they

were blue with heat-stain. He
pointed.

"If you don't get number two
cleaned out pretty soon you'll have
a back-blast."

The officer shrugged. "What's the

difference? This boat won't see space

again. Let the stuff rot. The gov-

ernment's just using it to collect a

little petty cash before they melt it

up for. new ships." A red light be-

gan to wink on and off by the door.

"Excuse me a minute," he said. "Call

coming in. Be right back." He
turned and ran back down the cor-

ridor.

The girl hung on Burrowes' arm.
"Martin," she said, "let's look

around for ourselves, huh? Just a

little look around. I'll bet there's a

lot of places he hasn't shown us."

Burrowes shook his head. "I don't

think we'd better. We might get

into trouble. This is still a govern-

ment ship, you know, and they won't

be easy on snoopers."

"Please. Aw, come on, baby—

"

"No," he snapped, irritated by the

"baby." She let go of his arm.

"Well, I don't care, if you're goin'

to be an old spoil-sport—" and she

started down a side corridor by her-

self. /

"Hey," he growled, stepping after

her. She giggled and ran.

"Come back here, you little witch V
he yelled, but by this time she had
vanished around a corner. He
stopped, suddenly realizing how
quickly he got out of breath these

days. Oh, well, let her go. If she

got into trouble he'd let her worry
her own way out of it.
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Returning, lio nearly bumped into

the officer, who was running back

down the core. "Oh," said the latter

excitedly. "Oh, it's you. Listen, you

and your friend'll have to get off.

GHQ called—attack on the north

side of the city—we're called in."

"What! You're going to take this

tub into the air again?"

"Yeah, yeah—most of the fleet's

in a fight over Tycho City—they're

hard up for ships, say this may be

a decisive battle—Where's my rummy
engineer?" and he started for the

airlock. A light burst in Burrowes'

brain, and he grabbed the man's

arm.

"Listen. It'll take you valuable

time to find your engineer—he might

be in any one of fifty dives around

this part of town. How about let-

ting me take his place?"

"You're battier'n an asteroid or-

bit."

"No, listen, I know a lot about

rockets—I was an expert, remember.

And I can still manage the technical

end."

The older man scratched his head.

"Well, we've got a pick-up crew as

it is—okay. Come on. It may be

short but it'll still be action."

In the tube room the men had ap-

parently gotten the news by com-

municator from the bridge, for there

was a ferocious racket of old jets

being tuned. Somebody was pound-

ing madly on a breech-valve with a

hammer. Martin winced and pounded

down the stairs.

"Hey, you," he hollered over the

din, grabbing the man. "Don't you

know any better'n that?" He
snatched a U-wrench and the offend-

ing valve opened with a scream of

protest. "How far? 63? All right.

If you snap those carbopoints in-

side we'll blow higher than a kite."

"Who the hell are you?" the tube-

man growled.

"New engineer," the flight lieuten-

ant's voice cut in. "Get 'em started,

boys. We're going to see some fight-

ing." He ran back up the stairs.

Martin had an idea he had forgotten

something, but in the excitement and
sudden din he could not remember
what it was. He moved rapidly down
the banks, correcting mistakes in ad-

justment, checking, helping when a

recalcitrant old tube refused to yield

to persuasion. This was his first ex-

perience with actual field-work; be-

fore he had been a mere paper-and-

drydock man. It was a. real thrill.

THE WARNING BELL rang, and
he went back on the platform to

watch the dials, which duplicated

those in the control room. There
wa3 even a telescreen whose eyes

opened on the forward viewplate, so

that the engineer could follow the

maneuvering. These old boats had
been pretty good in their time, at

that. A tube began to sputter and
he plunged back down to adjust the

mixture.

"Hey, bud, take it easy," the tube-

man in charge of that section pro-

tested. "I can watch it. You don't

have to be the whole damn black

gang."

Martin returned to his platform.

"Watch your mixtures!" he howled.

Then he clung to the railing as the

commander flung the ship eagerly

upward.

The shock of take-off knocked all

the breath from him. He had not

known what to expect, for despite

many years of lab training, he had
never tlown in a rocket-powered ship

any farther than thirty miles. For
a moment he sat stupidly on the

platform. Then from somewhere an
insistent, wicked pounding came to
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his ears, and he shook himself back

to consciousness. The banks were
glowing dull red now with the over-

rapid firing after so many years of

inaction, but he couldn't see anything

radically wrong. The pounding was
coming from that half-clogged num-
ber two tube. Well, if the lieutenant

took it easy there'd be little trouble

there. •

He ran his eye over the dials. The
lieutenant was taking little account

of safety ; but then, they would prob-

ably come to grief against the first

Lunar ship they met, anyhow. May-
be they would be too late as it was.

In the screen he could see the partly

darkened city and a red flaring on
the horizon. The clock grinned at

him and he was astonished to see

how long they had been traveling.

Four minutes. It hadn't seemed like

that many seconds. Things moved
fast these days, even time. He tried

to calm his breathing, but about his

rapid heart he could do nothing. Why
had he let himself get into such poor

physical condition?

There was another jerk of accel-

eration and the pounding in number
two became a continuous rattle, like

a machine gun. The engine-room

was almost insufferably hot, and the

tube-men were stripped to the waist.

The communicator buzzed and Bur-

rowes put on the phones.

"We're coming up on it from be-

hind," said the lieutenant's voice.

"There's a big Ligget-type battle-

plane above it that seems to be di-

recting the Lunies, and I don't think

they've seen us. Can we stand more
speed?"

Burrowes narrowed his eyes. "A
little," he said into the mike. "Feed
it slow, or they'll be picking scraps

of us up in Florida."

The C2-77 bounced upward like a

nudged frog and the number two be-

gan to howl. The tube-men looked

nervously at it and then up at Bur-

rowes. They were old enough hands

to recognize the signs and the need

of expert advice.

And Burrowes knew suddenly that

a paper-man couldn't give such ad-

vice properly. If that tube back-

blasted now—
As if to spur him, the howling rose

to a scream. He made a quick de-

cision.

"Clear out," he ordered at the top

of his voice. "I'll get it." If it did

blow, that way it would take only

one man instead of five. He rattled

down the stairs, and the black gang,

frightened now, headed for the bulk-

head as fast as possible.

The screaming of the overloaded,

defective tube was a terrifying thing.

It seemed to fill the whole universe.

He took the U-wrench in a shaking

hand, and in a moment the note died

away to a low, ominous mutter. He
tried to get that out, but an adjust-

ment just a fraction further in the

other direction brought the howl in

again. He hastily returned the valves

to the final position. There were' sev-

eral painful burns on his hands
where he had inadvertently touched

the white-hot breech, and his heart

was making more noise than the jet.

Another farther down the bank be-

gan to whisper, and when he ran to

correct it the number two lifted its

voice a little higher.

THEN, SUDDENLY, the girl was
behind him, screaming.

"Get me out of here," she yelled,

her face hard. "Get me out, do you

hear?"

He grinned mercilessly. "Too late,

little explorer. We're in the air."

"I don't give a damn where we
are. You got me into this and you

can get me out."
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The number two, its first polite re-

quest ignored, demanded attention

more loudly. The earphones buzzed.

"We're above them," the lieutenant

said. "All okay?"

"All wrong," Burrowes told him
grimly, pushing away the furious

girl. "Listen. That number two jet

is going to either burst or backblast

any minute. Fall free past your

Luny and drop the engine compart-

ment on him and parachute the rest

of the way."

"The hell ! How about you
guys—?"
"The gang's out. There's only me,

and I'm satisfied. Make it quick.

When the tube goes, the gang and

you will go too, besides me."

There was a brief silence, just a

second, but age-long. Burrowes'

reasoning was inexorable and ac-

cording to the IP code—one life for

many—and he knew it.

"All right," said the lieutenant's

voice, strangely altered. "I'll remem-

ber you if I get out."

"Thanks, and good luck," Bur-

rowes said, and broke connection.

"Now, you," he snapped, and, grab-

bing the girl, he propelled her to-

ward the bulkhead, clenching his

teeth doggedly as she kicked him re-

peatedly. "Fresh!" she screamed at

him, and the double doors of the en-

gine room slammed in her face. The

floor shifted under him, and he rec-

ognized the feel of a slanting fall.

He knew what would happen—the

C2-77 would drive for the nose of

the Luny, clearing it as it was re-

lieved of the weight of the engine

compartment, and then drop on a

'chute. Behind him number two be-

gan to scream again, and he ran to

it, swearing.

"If you'll shut your trap for three

seconds," he told it, plying the U-
wrench frantically. There wa3 a

lurch and a snapping sound, and
again the floor shifted. The com-
partment had been cut loose

—

That last second, Martin Burrowes
felt the burden of uselessness at last

lifted completely from his shoulders.

At the count of three, he smashed
in the back of the valve

—

THE GIRL pressed her nose to a

tiny port and watched the fused

masses of metal tumble past her to-

gether, flaring. She did not under-

stand what had happened, but she

knew that this had been more of a

real thrill than the battered sign had
promised. She stood by the engine-

room door with her hand3 on her

hips. She was going to give Martin
Burrowes a piece of her mind when
he came out.

On the other side of the door the

air shrieked dismally.
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THEUNUSUAL CASE
Juf. Waited KuhUtiU

A CttSMiC STORIETTE

tirWIHIC NEXT will be a really
1

I unusual case," Veril prom-
JBL ised the visiting judge from

Korina, "I think you will enjoy it."

"Case number 43!" the guard
bawled out. "A man who claims to

have traveled in time!"
"Let him enter!" Veril said.

The massive wooden doors swung
open and Professor Stimson walked
in, followed by an armed guard. He
stood for a moment before the five

high chairs of the court as his eyes
accustomed themselves to the dark-
ness and the flickering lights of the
candles.

Meditatively, Veril flicked through
the pages of a brief before him. The
visiting judge from Korina and the
other members of the court looked
down with a bored air upon the
tattered Stimson.

"According to the record," the
chief judge said lazily, "you were
found wandering in the gardens yes-
terday with no passports and no
identification papers. Furthermore
you made the claim that you had just
traveled in time. Have you anything
to say concerning the charges?"
Stimson walked up closer to the

judge's bench. He did not see the
guard in back of him follow.

"I have," he said angrily. "I do
not see why I have been jailed and
beaten as a common criminal. My
name is Professor Stimson and I have
just arrived from the year 1941."

"How did you get here?" Veril

asked, stifling a yawn.
"By means of the Dissolution-Com-

plex Force which I invented in 1939."

"Oh ho!" Veril said, "Which you
invented!"

"Yes."
There was a hurried consultation

between Veril and the visiting judge.
They whispered for a moment and
then Veril turned and faced Stimson
once more.

"Will you tell your story," he said,

"from the very beginning, omitting
no facts?"
"My full name is Peter Roberts

Stimson," the accused said. "I was
born April 2, in Albany, New York."
"What country?"
"The United States, of course."
Stimson went on briefly to outline

the story of his life and his studies
that led to the discovery of the force
which would enable him to travel
into time.

Fearing that the court might re-
gard him as a hoax and disbelieve
the fact that he had come from 2,000
years in the past, Stimson proceeded
to give a picture of world history
up to the time of his departure dur-
ing the Second World War. He spoke
quickly, outlining the principle events
and giving data concerning cities and
monuments which would be able to

be checked. He brought nothing with
him from the past, he said, but he
felt that he could be of immeasur-
able service to the historians of the
present who might want to know
more about the years before 1941.
All he wanted was the right to be free
and to study the culture and civil-

ization of the present time.

WHEN HE finished his talk a
minute of silence fell upon the

judges.
"The usual story," one of the

judges yawned.
"Slight variation though," another

remarked, "Have you noticed that he
places his departure at 1941—what-
ever that is?"

74
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"Quite true, quite true," Veril ad-
mitted, "I've noticed that. But all

other symptoms are the same."
"Symptoms?" the time-traveller

asked. "What do you mean symp-
toms'; Do you think I am mad?"
"But what beautiful use of myth-

ology and folk lore!" Veril said en-

thusiastically, "What splendid de-
velopment of the legend that a coun-
try called the United States actually

existed! It is even embellished with
talk of other countries that existed
on the other side of the sea. Al-
though I can't say that I recall such
names as Germany, Great Britain
and France being used in the folk-

lore and fairy tales I've read."

Stimson looked bewilderedly from
one judge to another.
"Do you mean to say that you don't

believe me!" he demanded.
"Have you noticed the fact," Veril

said to the visiting judge, ignoring
Stimson's panic-stricken face, "that
all those who have been seized by this

Time-Madness claim to have come
from a past more than 1500 years
ago? Why not from yesterday? The
day before yesterday? Last month?
Simply because each madman, how-
ever mad, has sense enough to realize

that his tale can be disproved by rec-

ords if he claimed to have come from
times of recorded history. Therefore,
they make claims to have come in

pre-historic times before, and not
after, the Great Volcanic Days."
Stimson was amazed and tried to

piece together the mysterv before
him. Was this actually 3941? Per-
haps there was a mistake of calcula-

tion. Perhaps this was a different

Earth. But try as he might he could
not hide the knowledge that was
growing within him. That the civil-

ization he had known had been de-
stroyed by nature, and that a new
one had arisen upon its ashes, ignor-

ant of the history that lay under its

feet.

"What is the verdict?" Veril asked.
"Very obvious," one of the judges

said.

"All agreed?"
_ "Agreed."
"Prisoner," Veril said to Stimson,

"no society can long endure when its

members are insane and unable to

become an essential part of that so-

ciety. You have become obsessed
with delusions of scientific grandeur.
You are an outcast among us. The
verdict i3 death."

Stimson never knew what struck
him. All he felt was the quick clean
blade of the guard as it entered his

back and pierced his heart. Darkness
overcame him as it did when he en-
tered the Time Machine in 1941.

"Will the guards please dispose of
the body ?" Veril asked.
Two men came and carried the

body of Stimson away as the mem-
bers of the court watched.

"Poor fellow," the visiting judge
from Korina mused, "What a ter-

rible hallucination."

"Yes," Veril said, "there have been
many cases like this recently. AU
along the same line. A mad-man sud-
denly appears and claims that he
has come from some ancient time.

What can we do? Allow them to stir

up the people with insane ideas? We
can only do the merciful thing and
remove them."
"Was this the unusual case you

promised me?"
"No, no," Veril said, "Such cases

are quite frequent. The next is the
unusual case. We may decide to dis-

sect him."
The court-guard stamped with his

spear.

"Case Number 44!" he bawled out.

"A man who claims to have come
from Mars!"
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THE RED DEATH
COMPLETE \o\i.i.

(Author of "The Conquerors," "The Metal Doom" etc.)

The sole survivor of New York set out through the desolate IanJ to follow the trail of

red mushrooms to the murderer of mankind. Dr. Keller's first science fiction novel in

many years and one of his best.

CHAPTER I

THE PATIENT lay on a hospital bed.

Around the two were thirty greatest physicians in America.

By his side stood one of the noted specialisats. They had come in

answer to an invitation which, coming from Dr. Joseph Jacobs, was prac-

tically an order. Ten from the United States, Ave from Canada, five from
Mexico and ten from England and France.

Dr. Jacobs, in his lectures and writing, was noted for his simplicity of

language. He reached his mental objective as rapidly as possible with the

fewest number of words. This lecture, the last he was destined to give,

was no exception to his rule.

"Gentlemen," he began, "I am sorry that I had to call you from the

work you were doing; but the medical profession of New York City has

been faced with a problem we considered too great and too important for

us to deal with unless aided by your skill. When I realized this I made a
rapid survey of the medical intelligence of many countries, and selected

you as being best able to cope with every phase of this problem.

"Briefly stated, the problem is this: Two months ago six young people,

three men and three women, spent two weeks in an isolated region of New
Brunswick. On returning to New York one of the men became ill, and I

was asked to see him. It was impossible for me to make a diagnosis. A
week later the other five developed the same symptoms. Realizing the dan-

ger of some peculiarly contagious disease, I had the six quarantined, and

carefully studied.

"Medical treatment appeared useless, so I yielded to the pressure from
my staff brothers and the surgeons, X-ray men, and other types of special-

ists started a series of what, even they had to confess, were simply experi-

ments. It is sufficient to say that none of the five dead patients died what
might be called a natural death. I mean by that simply that in none of the

five was the disease allowed to run its definite course till it killed the pa-

tient, as the course of the disease was changed by surgery, the adminis-

tration of powerful drugs and the use of electricity.

"When the second patient died I sent for you, realizing that it would

take you some time to answer my call for help. Meantime I advanced an

argument, that was powerful enough to secure my request, that at least
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one patient be allowed to die a death

uncomplicated by treatment.

"This patient, last of three young
unmarried men who had gone camp-
ing with three women they would
have soon married had fate permit-

ted it, is on the bed before us. For
two days he has been in a coma.

His death can be expected at any
moment. He has been in the hos-

pital for three weeks; the history

shows that for three weeks before

admission, he was not well, being
unable to attend to his usual duties

because of a peculiar inertia and
weakness.

"But, before continuing the discus-

sion of our patient, let me tell you
about the other five. They all gave

a history of increasing weakness
which ended in high temperature and
delirium. After two days of almost
maniacal excitement, they passed
into a stupor in which they remained
till their death. With the onset of

fever theii skin became pink; this

color changed rapidly to a red that

was peculiarly brilliant and distinctly

fluorescent in the dark. About a

day before death this color left and
at the same time brilliant red tumors,
from one to ten in number, appeared

on the body. These tumors resem-
bled mushrooms.

"In the other five patients these
tumors were treated by every form
of medical and surgical method our
specialists could think of. They were
excised, sprayed with various rays,

radium needles of powerful dosage
were placed inside of them; they
were injected or covered with pow-
erful caustics. I have a complete
record of thirty-seven such tumors
and the treatment each received.

What I am trying to show you is

that, at the time of the death of

these five persons, not one tumor
was in what might be called a nor-
ma] condition for this particular type
of growth.
"The autopsies, carefully per-

formed by our best pathologists,

showed the entire body filled with a
net-work of fine white fibers, each
communicating with, or ending in,

one of the external tumors. Micro-
scopic work, so far, has failed to iden-

tify these fibers or tumors with any

previous known form of cancer. I
am told that the cellular structure is

different from anything seen before
under the microscope.

"It is needless to ' tell you that
my rapidly growing thought was
that here we had a new disease, con-
tracted in Canada, concerning which
we know nothing. Allow me to state
the symptoms. A few weeks of in-

ertia, then sudden high fever and
mania followed by depression and
coma. With the fever a pink skin
growing rapidly to a luminescent red.
Some days before death a growth
of red skin tumors.

"The last of these six patients
started to develop about two days
ago, one of these tumors on his chest.
This tumor, due to my insistence, has
been untreated in any way. 1 think
that we can look for death at any
moment. What I wanted to find out
was what this tumor would do when
it reached its fullest ripeness.
"The problem facing us is simply

this. I believe we have before us
a man dying from a disease that is

new to science. I also think that
it is contagious. I do not know
whether the skin or the breath car-
ries the contagion. Nor do I know
how early in the disease the patient
can give it to others."

AT THIS MOMENT Dr. Jacobs
was interrupted by an interne

who came into the room and handed
him a note. He read it and then
turned to his audience.
"One of my young physicians has

just informed me that two nurses,
an interne, and a colored maid have
all become suddenly ill with high
fever and delirium. These four were
in close contact with our first pa-
tient. This may be an answer to one
of our questions concerning conta-
gion. But it is not at all clear. Three
of these new patients touched the
patients many times but the colored
maid simply entered the rooms to
clean them. If she has contracted
the disease, it would seem that the
germ can be carried from one person
to another through the air.

. "But to return to our patient. I

will remove the sheet over his chest
and you can see the tumor. It rises
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from a stem which is about an inch

in diameter and firmly attached to

the skin. It has a peculiar red color

which must be seen to be appreciated.

The stem ends in a red ball, about
five inches in diameter. This ball,

two days ago, was hard. Now, as

I touch it, it seems soft and pecu-

liarly dry and fragile.

"Each of you, no doubt to your
surprise, was given this morning a

gas mask and instructed as to its

use. I will ask you all to put them
on, and keep them on till you leave

this room. I have my finger on the
patient's pulse and find that I can no
longer feel it beat. There is every
evidence that he will be dead in a

few minutes. Then we will see what
happens to this tumor.

"I must tell you that for several

days I have been in close touch with
an expert on fungi and toadstools.

He has seen this tumor several times

with me. His statement is that it

resembles a form of toadstool, found
in the forest, which when ripe ex-

plodes and throws its seed into the
surrounding air. I must insist on
your putting on vour masks instant-

ly."

"Where is your mask, Doctor?"
asked a Canadian. "Be honest with
us. If this is all as serious as you
think it is, why do you not protect

yourself ?"

"It is unnecessary," Dr. Jacobs an-

swered calmly. "I have been in close

touch with all these patients. Last
night I developed a temperature of

104. It has been increasingly hard
to control myself to finish this talk

to you. There has been, even as I

talk, an increasing desire to become
violent. Put on your masks. I ask
it with all sincerity; PUT ON YOUR
MASKS!"
Some had done so, others had

started, while over half simply sat,

incredulous and unbelieving.

"Our patient is dead," announced
the Doctor.

He took out his watch. A minute
passed, then two and then three.

Suddenly the tumor exploded with
a little puff-like noise. A cloud of

dark powder covered it, then hid the
body and finally filled the entire room.
The light above the bed looked like

a candle burning in a London fog.
From the fog came the voice of Dr.
Jacobs.

"Gentlemen, I have always said
that if the human race is ever de-
stroyed it will be by some force hith-
erto unknown and undreamed of. It

is for you to see that this mush-
room that has learned to grow in the
human body does not destroy our
race."

He started to laugh.
They carried him, fighting' and

maniacal, from the room.

CHAPTER II

ONE OF the young physicians
who had been working with
Dr. Jacobs was both brilliant

and poor. He had debts to pay and
aged parents to support. When he
saw Dr. Jacobs carried from the
lecture room by visiting physicians
with gas masks on, he decided that,
in spite of professional ethics, this
was an opportunity for him to make
some money. He rushed to a pay
telephone and got in touch with Thin-
sell, the flash radio announcer.
Would TMnsell give him five thou-
sand dollars for an exclusive bit of
news of world interest? Thinsell
would not unless he had the news
first. The Doctor slammed the re-

ceiver down and rushed to the office

of a tabloid with two million circula-

tion. There he literally fought his
way to the Editor's desk.

"I can tell you a great deal about
those deaths in St. Regis Hospital,"
he whispered to the Editor. "I have
seen them all die. Dr. Jacobs is sick
now. He has just finished a confer-
ence with the thirty specialists he
called from all over the world. This
is news, man, front page news."
The Editor almost jumped from his

chair.

"We have been trying for over a
week to get the inside dope on that
story, and get it first!" he shouted.
"If you have it, really have it, it's

worth anything vou ask. BUT IT
MUST BE TRUE! UNDERSTAND
THAT!! How much do you want?"
"Ten thousand. As for it being

true, why, I helped care for every
one of the six. Now and then the
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old man would talk to me about
it. I heard him and the botanist
talk several times. I sat on a back
seat when the old man talked to

the visiting physicians an hour ago.

I saw the damn thing explode. I

tell you I saw it burst."

"What exploded?" asked the puz-
zled editor.

"The toadstool growing on the
man's body. It burst just as Jacobs
was afraid it would. The dust filled

the entire room. He had gas masks
for the visitors but half the damn
fools wouldn't put them on. It's a

new disease, and unless we learn

to stop it, it is going to kill thou-

sands. Jacobs is sick now with the
first symptoms. Going to buy the
story?"

"Hell, yes!" yelled the editor. He
reached for the intercommunicating
phone and started to shout into it.

"Stop the presses. Kill everything
on the front page. Put this in can-
non type. HUMAN MUSHROOM
CLAIMS SIXTH VICTIM. Hold
everything. Send Hogan and Smith
to my office. Don't let anyone leave

the building till the papers are on
the street. Cut the telephone wires.

Take no chances of a leak. It's the
biggest scoop of the year."

He turned to Hogan and Smith
who rushed into the room,

"Listen to this doctor talk. Start
writing it. Rush it down to the
press. Now, Doctor—Hell! 1 don't

even know your name — tell your
story to these two men. Start with
the exploding toadstool and go back-
wards. You tell it and they'll write
it. What happened when the bomb
exploded? What did Dr. Jacobs do?
Why the masks? What is Jacobs'
idea?"
For two hours Dr. Youthins talked.

Within thirty minutes the tabloid

extra was on the street, to be fol-

lowed in another hour and in an-
other hour by more extras. At the
end of the two hours, the Doctor
simply said,

"That is about all. You can send
the certified check to my father, Mr.
Charles Youthins, care of the Farm-
er's Bank." Calmly he placed a
thermometer in his mouth and took
his temperature.

"Just as I thought," he said. "Tem-
perature 105. If I run true to form
I will be raving in a few minutes,
smashing things -up and all that sort
of thing. 1 guess I am going to
be sick and die just like the rest."

He started to laugh hysterically as
he went on,

"I told you the old man thought
it was highly contagious. Six new
cases today that 1 know of, and
that includes Jacobs and myself.
More tomorrow, and many more the
next day! Perhaps even the editor
of a great tabloid and two of his
feature writers. Little white roots
inside you ripening into a red toad-
stool, and before you die you will

turn a gorgeous red!"
He broke two chairs and gave the

editor a black eye before he could
be controlled and taken from the
room. »

The three men left in the room
looked at each other.

"Of course that last statement was
not true," said Hogan.

"Of course not," agreed the editor.

"Perhaps none of it is true. Maybe
someday we will have to acknowledge
that it was all damn nonsense. But
it all sounds true to me, and we
were the first to put it into print.

I don't know what you boys are go-
ing to do, but I am not going home.
I have a wife and children there.

How long did he say it took to kill

a man after he was exposed to it?"
"You aren't turning yellow,

Chief?" sneered Smith.
"It isn't yellow I'm afraid of but

that red color he was talking about.
But is it a scoop or isn't it? Hours
ahead of every other paper. That
doctor is so crazy that no one will

listen to him now, and those visitors

will feel it unethical to talk. So we
have the news and the other papers
can only copy us."

Thinsell, the flash radio announcer,
read the first edition of the tabloid
containing the cannon ball headline

and turned to his secretary.

"I guess I'm growing old, Miss
Smith. You can kick me as often

as you want to. For five thousand
dollars I could have given this news
to the world before any city editor

ever dreamed of it. Now all I can
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do is tell my radio audience about
it and—perhaps a word of caution

—

something to the effect that the truth
will only be known when the ethical

medical men make a statement."

EVEN AT that early hour a com-
mittee of physicians, appointed

by the American Medical Associa-
tion, was toying to compose a mes-
sage to the public which would re-

lieve their anxiety and at the same
time tell the truth. Finally they
had a statement for the press which
simply stated that there had been
some deaths from a new disease, but
that all those ill at present with it

were quarantined safely and there
was no danger of its spreading. They
ended the statement by promising
a full description of this disease in

a forthcoming issue of the Journal
of the Association.

Every newspaper in the country
printed this report, most of them
with editoi'ial comments intended to
relieve the readers. But the New
York Tatler, the tabloid, placed above
the report, in large caps, the simple
question

:

ARE THEY TELLING THE
TRUTH?

For a few days millions of people
talked about the new disease. Then
a war started in Europe, a heavy-
weight champion was battered to bits

by a younger man, a prominent poli-

tician was found guilty of making
false income statements, and most of
the people forgot the few days of sen-
sational fear caused by the Tatler's

sensational articles.

But more died from the new dis-

ease. The quarantined portion of
the City Hospital was rapidly being
filled with new cases. The medical
profession was now forced to admit
one thing, even if they did not broad-
cast it. The disease was highly con-
tagious from the very beginning of

the illness of a patient. And that
meant that for over five weeks the
disease could be spread before the
physicians could detect it and isolate

the patient.

Under such circumstances quaran-
tine was useless!

And statistics, carefully kept,
showed thirty patients still alive and

twenty-seven dead. No treatment
had been of any value. Once a man
or woman started with high fever,
mania, and pink skin, he or she
passed on to certain death.

It is to the credit of the medical
and nursing professions that every
patient was skillfully cared for.

Knowing the danger there was never
a lack of volunteer nurses. Physi-
cians, famous and wealthy, came to
New York and begged for a chance
to help study the disease, even if

it meant intimate contact with a
disease against which there appeared
to be no defense. Dr. Jacobs had
died, but his spirit remained alive in

the hearts of thousands of brave
physicians and nurses. And the
press assisted in hopeful editorials

urging the readers to remain calm
and rely on their physicians.
Even the New York Tatler joined

in this campaign of hope. They con-
tinued to print the news but cut out
the sensational element. But, in
spite of the press, the thing that
the medical profession dreaded began
to happen. Thousands and tens of
thousands of New Yorkers deserted
the city. Quietly, without saying
very much about their plans they be-

gan to scatter over the nation—any-
where to get away from their fear.

Many of these wanderers were al-

ready sick and contagious.

THE COLORED maid, who had
been one of the early victims of

the Red Death, had infected a num-
ber of her associates long before her
quarantine and death. As the days
passed an increasing number of
dwellers in Harlem became ill. At
first they were diagnosed by physi-

cians and placed in quarantine. Then
a Prophet rose in Harlem and gave
a new message to his people. It was
simply this,

"God is good. God is great!
God is all powerful!! Science has
failed. Physicians are worthless.

Only God can save us. From now
on we must trust in Him. From
now on if one of you becomes sick
let the true believers gather around
the bed and pray to God for his

recovery. Let the faithful lay heal-
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ing hands on his body and pray
for his soul.

"God is good.
"God is great!
"God is the true physician who

can heal us!"

It was a simple message that could
be easily understood. It carried
hope, a definite sense of security. To
antagonize this faith was to shatter

the foundations of an ageless belief

in the omnipotence of God. The med-
ical profession made a dignified pro-

test, the press wrote editorials

against the ntessage and showed its

dangers, the health department
threatened the Prophet with arrest.

But the people believed!

The colored people became sick;

they died surrounded by their pray-
ing families and neighbors. Healing
hands were laid on them, songs were
sung and prayers offered, but at the
appointed time they died, in the same
way hundreds were now dying in

the city hospitals.

But for two months these people
believed the Message.

In the meantime these believers

continued their work. They cooked
and cleaned and labored for the
white people. In clubs, restaurants,
private homes, kitchens and elevat-

ors, they believed and kept on work-
ing, constantly spreading the faith

and the new disease.

The thirty specialists had died;
other physicians, nurses and order-
lies had died ; hundreds from every
walk of life had died in hospital,

home and garret. And then the na-
tion awoke to the danger. The Pres-
ident called a special session of Con-
gress to take any action advised by
the American Medical Association.
The first bill passed was one quaran-
tining the entire New York metro-
politan area. Workers, physicians
or nurses could enter but none could
leave this area.

Efforts were made to keep this

action a secret till it was signed by
the President and preparations made
to enforce it. But something of such
magnitude could not be kept a se-

cret. The news spread and with it

an exodus of hundreds of thousands

started from the city. By automo-
bile, airplane, trains, boats and on
foot the frightened citizens left.

But finally the act became law and
troops were thrown around the city
blocking ewry artery of travel. It

was done so quickly that every tun-
nel, every bridge was congested with
automobiles which could neither go
forward nor backward. It was the
beginning of a panic unequalled in
the history of mankind.

CHAPTER III

IT IS estimated that at the time
the city was quarantined, ap-
proximately three million peo-

ple were confined there. They had
to be fed and cared for. They could
not be brutally neglected. Physi-
cians continued to volunteer their

services. The national Red Cross
sent all available nurses. Food was
sent in by the trainload. The people
were assured that they would be pro-
vided for in every way.

In the city there was a complete
breakdown of every social law. Those
who could do so, isolated themselves
in their homes and nailed their doors
shut. Theaters, restaurants, and ev-

ery place of amusement were closed.

Only the churches remained open,
and these were filled with desperate
throngs of people who were hope-
lessly returning to a faith they se-

cretly failed to have.

All the hospitals were filled with
sick and dying. The large hotels were
filled. At last there was nothing to

do except to keep the sick in their

own homes. Early it was recognized
that it was impossible to bury the
dead and they were cremated by
thousands in large fires built in every
park. But soon deaths occurred in

such numbers that there were not
enough well persons to gather and
bum the dead bodies. Sick people
went to bed, died in bed and were
left in bed.

Thus the city, once the pride of
the nation, became a silent tomb

;

but, before dying, it infected the en-

tire nation with the deadly terror.

Like Sampson, in dying, it pulled

down the pillars of national life.
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Over four million New Yorkers were
out of the city when the quarantine
became effective. Many of them were
sick. Each patient became a cen-

ter for a new outbreak of the dis-

ease. The realization of this gripped
the entire nation in fear that rapidly
rose to panic.

The history of the death of New
York City can never be fully told

because only one man survived to

tell it, Thinsell, the radio commenta-
tor. It was rather peculiar that he
was the one selected by Fate to live

on while all around him were dy-
ing. Early in the history of the Red
Death he realized the possibility of

the breakdown of the electrical

power plants, so he supplied himself
with a short wave set powered with
batteries. Hour by hour, he spoke to

the waiting nation, keeping them in-

formed of the twisting torture of

the dying Metropolis. He tried to

keep calm, to state only facts. Con-
stantly he remained hopelessly hope-
ful. He visited the hospital, fear-

lessly exposed himself to infection,

and finally realized that he was im-
mune to the menace, and might sur-

vive to secure lasting renown as a
reporter. His daily messages, care-

fully copied, remain a lasting monu-
ment to his skill as a gatherer of

news. Among them were the fol-

lowing.

FLASH.
1 have just called on a group of labora-

tory workers who are trying to find

and use an antitoxin that will protect

against the Red Death, now scientifically

named Jacobs' disease, after the hero

who first recognized its danger. So far

these workers have died without find-

ing any solution to their problem. The
places of the dead scientists have been

fearlessly taken by new volunteers.

This debacle has at least shown the

wonderful heroism of the medical pro-

fession whose members have given

their lives in the hope that others may
live.

FLASH.
I have just returned from Central

Park. Trees have been torn down,
apartment houses stripped, of their

wood to keep the crematory fires burn-

ing. City trucks are constantly arriv-

ing with their loads of dead. But I

fear that it will soon end. Many of

the workers are sick and the supply

of truck drivers is rapidly failing.

From the fires comes a peculiar odor

which seems to nauseate those near it.

It is disagreeable to me but does not

make me sick.

FLASH.
Today I passed a dying man. He was
lying almost naked in the street.

Growing from his left cheek was the

red toadstool now so well known. ' I

stood watching him and as I did so

the tumor exploded and covered ^is
body with a fine dark dust. The early

descriptions of this occurrence, as pub-

lished in the New York Tatler, were
absolutely correct, in spite of their

seemingly sensational impossibility. I

went towards the dust and deliberately

breathed it, wishing to assure myself

that I am immune to the disease.

FLASH.
Medical care of the sick has com-

pletely broken down. Fhysicians and
nurses are dying as fast as their

patients. I walked through the City

Hospital today and saw hundreds un-

cared for and dying from starvation

as well as from disease. I consider it

useless to send any more volunteers

into the city. It does no good and
only adds to the deaths.

FLASH.
Today I persuaded Dr. Thornton,

Canadian volunteer, just arrived in

New York, to take a pint of my blood

and inject it into his body. If I am
immune perhaps my blood can convey

that immunity to others. In due time

I will report the results of this ex-

periment.

FLASH.
One of the things I am slowly learning

to face is the peculiarly brilliant face

of those with fever. They walk around

the streets in their hopeless mania with

faces red as though painted with car-

mine. As long as their bodies retain

this red color they live. When it fades

into ash gray the toadstool starts

growing and death can be expected in

& few days.
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FLASH.
The food problem is increasing. Trains

of food continue to arrive but distribu-

tion is at a standstill. Hundreds

gather around the yards, breaking

open cars and helping themselves to

the food, but thousands are starving.

I advise that no more food be sent to

us. If the deaths continue there will

soon be no one to feed except myself.

FLASH.
Today I wandered through an apart-

ment house that once had sheltered

the rich of this city. I thought it was
empty, but a slight moan caused ma
to open a bedroom door. A woman
was on the bed. Alone, without benefit

of physician or nurse, she had just

given birth to a child. Her scarlet

red face told that she was doomed.

She asked me to take the baby and

care for it. I promised her I would

do so. Who would have thought that

the flash radio announcer, Thinsell,

would become the adopted father of a

baby? I have talked to Dr. Thornton

about it. He tells me that every child

so far born since the quarantine has

died from the red terror. I have

asked him to give the child several

ounces of my blood.

FLASH.
Thornton, the baby and myself spent

the night together. It has been ten

days since he injected into his body

my blood. I have asked him to take

some more. The baby is doing well.

The red terror seems to be ending in

New York. It is a fire that is dying

because it has no more fuel to feed on.

FLASH.
As I have repeatedly stated in these

flashes this epidemic has shown the

heroism of parts of the human race.

Today I was walking along the Hudson
when I saw someone swimming to-

wards the shore. I waited till the

woman, for it was a woman, came out

of the water. We introduced ourselves.

She was Miss Susan Crabtree, a

graduate nurse from Ohio. She entered

the city by this means when she found

all other portals of entry closed. I

showed her that the best thing she

could do was to take care of Rose, my
baby. Thornton has given her a pint

of my blood. I hope it serves the

purpose.

FLASH.
Today Thornton and I made a hasty

survey of the city. We covered con-

siderable territory, as we found some
bicycles. During that time we saw
no signs of life except trees and flowers

and packs of dogs; already reverting

to savage traits they are feeding on
the only food they could find which
is best not to talk about.

FLASH.
Sbc weeks have passed since Thornton
took the first injection of my blood.

It seems that he is going to escape

death, it is too early to tell whether
we can in a similar manner protect

Miss Crabtree and the baby Rose. So
far they are doing very well. We have
decided not to leave the city till we
are sure none of us are contagious,

though it seems from the reports I

have been receiving that this is a
matter of little importance. We are

comfortable and, by diligent scouting,

have found ample food supplies.

FLASH.
The unburied bodies of the dead used
to worry me. I find now that if

nothing is done to them they rapidly
dry till nothing is left save dusty
bones covered with skin. The parasitk-

plant seems to drain them of all

moisture in the process of throwing
out its flowering growth. The last

rain storm seems in some way to have
swept the city clean. All the fires are
out in the parks. The air is fresh.

It is good to be alive.

These are but a few of the hun-
dreds of radio messages Thinsell sent
during those weeks in the damned
city of the Dead. It was his golden
opportunity to become, for all time,
one of the greatest of all reporters.
The time finally came when he told
the world:

—

FLASH.
This is my last radio message. We
are satisfied that the four of us are

completely protected against the red

terror and, our work here being over,

we are going to leave the city. Due
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to the loving care of Miss Crabtree,

Baby Rose is very well. We have

found a row boat and tomorrow morn-

ing we are going to go west across

the Hudson. We have made no definite

plans, as for some days we have had
no messages from the rest of the

world. Meantime I send orchids to

all the brave men and women who
came to this city in an effort to serve

humanity.

CHAPTER IV

AT THE TIME Dr. Jacobs de-
livered his historical address
to the thirty visiting physi-

cians, the United States was, in spite

of unemployment, depression, and an
unbalanced budget, the richest na-
tion in the world. It had more au-
tomobiles, more radios, more dollars

in the bank per hundred population,

than any other nation. About ten
million persons were unemployed,
but there was no starvation.

When the four survivors left New
York the entire social and economic
life of the nation had completely
broken down. Every large city,

Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis,

New Orleans, Detroit, Salt Lake,
Denver, San Francisco and Los An-
geles had passed through the deadly
experience of the Metropolis. All

small cities, even towns of a few
thousand, were dead or dying. Fugi-
tives from New York had carried

the infection to every part of the na-
tion. The country around each city

had tried to protect itself by armed
quarantine only to become infected
finally. Once the disease appeared in

any center of population, the city

people fled to the country, infecting

all with whom they came in contact.

Finally, small groups of farmers
formed little communities, closely

guarded, and deliberately shot any
stranger who came near them,

Communication broke down except
for the short wave enthusiasts. They
talked to each other till death came.
There were no more mails, no tele-

phone service ; the tracks were empty
of trains, the cement roads free of
automobiles. Life reverted to the
primitive. Government as a national

ruling power ceased to exist. Each
little isolated group of fanners be-
came a law unto itself. Prisons still

had walls but all the convicts were
dead. The insane, epileptic, the men-
tally deficient, had all been cured by
the tender hand of death. Statis-
tics, at such a time, are absolutely
unreliable but it seems likely that not
more than one out of every fifty

thousand survived this beginning of
the red terror.

The first wave of horror-stricken
emigrants carried the disease to the
rest of North America and to Eu-
rope. In their turn London, Berlin,
Leningrad and Paris followed the
fate of New York. Rapidly the cities

were destroyed; more slowly the
flame burned through the country.
The shepherd died with his flock, the
French peasant amid his vineyards,
the fisherman in his boat. Caravans
carried the plague to the faraway
places of the earth. Mecca became a
city of the dead. Asia felt the sting.

China, densely populated, died quick-
ly, with a grim satisfaction that Ja-
pan was also doomed. The far off

islands of the Pacific, visited semi-
yearly by trading vessels, wondered
why no more sails appeared on the
horizon. Life on the earth burned
out as though the planet had been a
ball cast into flames of Hell.

For once there was land and
wealth enough to satisfy the few liv-

ing. No one talked of future wars;
none coveted the possessions of his
neighbor. All he asked of those near
him was that they stay as far away
from him as possible. The few left

alive, and there were some who es-

caped, fell into a depression that
was, perhaps, worse than actual
death. All wondered what was go-
ing to happen next and few had the
initiative to direct the course of fu-
ture events.

To the few survivors in the United
States much of this could only be a
matter of guessing. Communications
between nations and continents rap-
idly broke down, as intercity com-
munication had in the United States.
Perhaps some day a bold explorer
will encircle the globe and learn all

details available from the little cen-
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ters of life that still remain. But
the above is what happened accord-
ing to Thinsell's vivid, and no doubt
correct, imagination. He talked along
these lines to Dr. Thornton and Miss
Crabtree as they crossed the Hudson
River.

"We will find ourself in a new
world," he continued. "A world
which we can only dream of till our
travel shows us what actually has
happened to it. We cannot tell what
we will encounter, but I am sure of

one thing and that is simply this:

Those who are still alive will have
a constantly present fear of all

strangers. They are alive because
they have been isolated from all trav-

elers. They trust no one. 1 think
they will shoot first and talk after-

wards. Perhaps we may find a little

group of educated people who will

accept us after we give them our
credentials but that is a very slim

chance. It would be extremely irri-

tating and annoying to me, after all

I have been through, to be shot by
some farmer who can hardly read
and write. It may even be difficult

to feed ourselves, to say nothing of

providing the milk necessary every
day for Baby Rose. Of course there

are still cows but she will starve if

she has to depend on me to milk
them."

"I, at least, know how to milk a

cow," announced Miss Crabtree. "I

was raised on a farm. It might be

worth while to find a cow or a goat

and take it with us. After all, we
cannot let Rose suffer. Something
makes me feel that she is going to

be a rather rare thing in this new
world."

"It is a new world," declared Dr.

Thornton. "A world cleaned suddenly
of all its problems and worries. In

a way, it's a wonderful thing to be
alive in it! Thinsell, have you any
idea how all this started? I know
the story of the six young people who
went to New Brunswick, but why did

it have to happen to them rather

than to thousands of other vaca-

tionists?"
"I don't believe that it just hap-

pened," was Thinsell's answer. "Man
and mushroom have lived together

for some millions of years. If it just

happened, why not before this time?
I have my own idea about it, but
just now we have more important
things to do

—

"

"I should say so," interrupted Miss
Crabtree. "It may interest you self-

ish men to know that 1 have exactly
one dozen small cans of condensed
milk for Baby Rose. You men sim-
ply have to find a cow or a goat.
You may have little or no paternal
feeling for her, but she's my respon-
sibility and I am not going to see her
starve, after all the poor thing has
been through. Look! There's an air-

plane!! Who could it be?"

"It's flying lower," cried Thornton.
"He is dropping pieces of paper.
Maybe messages."
The two men ran over the field and

were back in a few minutes.

"News!" they shouted, as they
grabbed a blanket and waved it in

the air. "The men in the plane have
been hunting for us."

"Well," exclaimed Miss Crabtree.
"When do I get that cow?"

THE PLANE slowly circled and
came to a beautiful landing a

few hundred feet away. A man
jumped out. Another man handed
him an animal and then a smaller
one, and then the man left the plane.

The two started to walk towards
Thinsell and his party. First walked,
then ran.

"Are you Thinsell?" the man
shouted.
"None other!" the flash reporter

shouted across the diminishing space
between them.
The two parties met.
"I am Blake, formerly of Kansas

City," announced the man, "and this

is my wife, Caroline. We received
your last short wave message an-
nouncing you were leaving New York
and our group decided that we should
get in touch with you before it was
too late. Rather dangerous, you
know, to wander around this world
and call on people unannounced.
They shoot first and talk afterwards.
We knew you would have to have
fresh milk for the baby and so we
brought a goat and her kid with us."

"That relieves me," sighed Miss
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Crabtree. "I am glad to find out
that one man in the world realizes

that a baby has to be fed."

"You can give my wife all the

credit," answered the man with a
laugh. "But let me tell you we have
all been interested in that baby. Your
daily news about her has been mighty
interesting."

"Glad to hear that," said Thinsell.

"Now I suppose you can guess who
the rest of my party are, if you have
been receiving my flashes. This gen-

tleman, is Dr. Thornton, from Can-
ada; the lady is Miss Susan Crab-
tree, the adopted mother of the

adopted baby Rose."
Mrs. Blake chucked the baby un-

der the chin. "Look at her smile at

me. Miss Crabtree, our women are

going to make it rather hard for you
to keep this little one to yourself."

"Are babies such a rare happening
nowadays?" asked the nurse.

"Shouldn't be," Blake answered
for his wife. "But it's just a part
of the fear. Our women thought it

would be bad enough for the older

people to die, and decided that they

would not deliberately expose any lit-

tle ones to the red terror, though
goodness knows all we know about it

is what we read for a few days in

the papers. Of course we have re-

ceived all of Mr. Thinsell's radio

talks. Sorry we could not talk to

you, old man, but something went
wrong with our machine and we
couldn't send any messages."

"Suppose you tell us all about your
side of the world," suggested Thin-
sell. "Isolated in New York we
could only guess as to what was hap-
pening outside."

"How about feeding Rose some
goat milk," suggested Miss Crabtree.

The two women walked over to the

plane where the mother and her kid

were contentedly feeding, one on
grass and the other milk.

"The story of our colony is rather
simple and yet I feel that in some
respects it is rather unusual. It is

probably the only prearranged col-

ony in the world, though no doubt
there are many other little colonies,

organized by necessity and not
planned for like ours.

"It all started because a man in

Kansas City by the name of Manson
had imagination. Peculiar chap,
never worked much, never had to,

so he specialized in imagination.
When he read the first articles about
the red death in the New York
Tatler, he put that hobby of his to
work, and within twenty-four hours
asked ten of us and our wives to .join

him in a private conference. He told
us that, if Dr. Jacobs was right, the
new disease would sweep over the
world like a gigantic tidal wave. It

was his idea that something had to

be done to prepare for a new civiliza-

tion, retaining all that was possible
of the old culture. His argument was
so convincing that we all agreed to
join him in the formation of an iso-

lated colony. We raised all the cash
we could and in three days left Kan-
sas City, some driving trucks loaded
with the things we thought would be
necessary. The rest of our party
traveled in automobiles; Mrs. Blake
and I used our airplane.
"Our destination was Bay St.

Pierre on the north shore of the
Gaspe Peninsula. Manson had been
there and thought it was an ideal lo-

cation, isolated and easy to defend if

the need arose. We arrived there
as tourists. Of course we had to

pay a heavy duty but that was the
easiest part. The hard part was to

induce the owners of the land to sell

it to us. But ready cash looked good
to most of them. We hired three
families to stay with us. We could
not close the shore road at first but
we could keep people from stopping
or staying with us. When the crash
came we barricaded the roads, fi-

nally blocking them with dynamite.
"We have been living there ever

since. It did not take us long to see
that Manson was correct in his imag-
ination, and when we started to re-

ceive your messages we were thank-
ing God that he had that imagina-
tion. So there in Gaspe we have ten
young men from Kansas City and
their wives, and three French Ca-
nadian families. We raise cattle,

make butter, have pigs and chickens,
cut wood and fish. In some ways
it is not very exciting but at least

we are alive. We wanted you to join
us, and that is why I am here."
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tiH^HAT is some story," said Thin-
Msell, with a rather sad smile.

"In the old days it would have been
headline news for any paper. But
I presume there are no papers any
more."
"You are wrong there," corrected

Blake. "Every week we issue a typed
edition of The St. Pierre Times.
Three copies, one original and two
carbons. Your arrival will be real

news, Mr. Thinsell."

"I am not going with you," the
radio artist announced definitely. "I

want you to take Dr. Thornton, Miss
Crabtree and Rose. I am going back
to the city. There is some work for
me to do there."
"You can't go back there alone!"

declared Dr. Thornton.
. "Maybe I can't but I am. Here is

the reason. Six young people go to

New Brunswick. They contract a
disease there, return to the city,

spread the disease, die, and in this

way destroy most of the human race.

Accident? 1 have always doubted
it. I have been wondering about
it for a long time. So I am going
to return to the city, find out if I

can just where those first victims of

the red death lived, who their friends
were, try and find some letters or a
journal kept by one of them. Some-
where I may find just where they
camped in New Brunswick, who their

guide was, the people they met and
what they did. In all this there may
be a slight clue as to just how they
became sick. I want to know the
why of it all. That will be real flash,

news for any radio reporter."

"What do you think of it, Dr.
Thornton," asked Blake.
"Seems like a waste of time to me,

but I will tell you one thing. There
is no use arguing with Thinsell. I

have tried it several times and never
have won. If he says he wants to
do this masterly piece of detective
work, the only thing to do is to let

him do it. I don't like the idea of
his going back alone but I suppose
there is no other way. There is an-
other reason why I should go with
you to Gaspe. Miss Crabtree thinks
that baby Rose should have an
adopted father, and she has selected

me. You men know how determined

a woman can be when she makes up
her mind to anything and the young
woman seems to think that the baby
just has to have a father."

"That is real flash news!" shouted
Thinsell. "I don't know when I have
heard anything that has pleased me
more."

"Glad of that," said the Canadian
doctor. "I was afraid you might have
had some similar ideas about Susan."
"None at all. Miss Crabtree is a

lovely woman, and I am very fond
of her, but I am satisfied to be the
adopted Uncle of Baby Rose. Rose
certainly needs a father. But per-

haps you adventurers in love had
better start back to Gaspe. Give the
home folks my best regards and I

will be seeing you some day."
He helped load them into the plane

and stood there alone as the plane
shot airward. The last they saw of
him for some months was his figure

waving farewell to them.
"And now to get to work. It looks

like a real man's job. Alone in the
city of the Dead! No doctor friend,

no little baby, and no charming nurse
to keep me company. At least I saved
the three from certain death. They
belong to me. This job is not going
to be an easy one but at least it may
end in satisfaction. A new civiliza-

tion will rise in this world and they
will want to know why the old cul-

ture passed away. The books of the
future will teach that Dr. Jacobs gave
the warning and Thinsell, the flash

reporter, gave the explanation. That
should be glory enough for any man."
He shoved his boat out into the

river and slowly rowed across the
Hudson towards the silent metropolis.

CHAPTER V

THINSELL returned to his

apartment, arranged his

scanty supply of canned goods,

ate supper, and tried to go to

sleep. All the next day he foraged
through shops and apartments hunt-
ing more food. All of the stores had
been looted but slowly he found
things to eat, a can of tomato juice

here, cornbeef and sardines there. By
the end of the day he had found and
taken to his apartment enough to
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keep him alive lor at least a month.
He realized that he would have to

go to the river lor water, and decided
it would be best to drink ginger ale,

ol which he had lound several cases.
On the second day he went to the

city hospital and started looking
through the records lor the case his-

tories ol the six young people who
had vacationed in New Brunswick.
He finally lound them and carelully
copied all ol the lamily history, and
names and addresses ol the nearest
relatives. This took him some time.
Alter that he visited the apartments
where the six lived and carelully be-
gan what seemed to be an endless
search lor some scrap ol paper that
would tell him just where in New
Brunswick the six had spent the two
weeks. He lound some postal cards,
postmarked "St. John's, N. B." with
casual messages on them. "Having

a good time. Wish you were with
us." "Went fishing today. Lots ol
trout."

He lound a lew letters but they
told him nothing. When he finally

finished with his search ol the apart-
ment he had to admit that all he
knew was that the young people had
camped in New Brunswick, had a
good time and caught some trout.

It seemed reasonable to believe

that the six had written to others
besides their lamilies. They must
have had Iriends but who? And then
he suddenly remembered that he had
flashed the announcement ol the en-

gagement ol two ol the six, and had
had a bad hall hour with a young
lady who said she was a Iriend ol

the debutante involved. That made
him almost run to his old office. A
Irantic search through his old notes
and there it was. The indijjnant lady
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was Miss Caroline Young. Easy
enough to secure her address in the
old telephone directory. Easy enough
to find her empty home. Not so

easy to enter, but a door can be
broken down with a fire ax.
He found the young lady's bed-

room. There he started a careful

search and located one letter. He
read it carefully.

"My dear Caroline,

I wish I had time to tell you all the

news, but I have to hurry because the boy

that mails our letters for us is in a hurry

to start. We have been having a perfectly

lovely time. John had a bail headache but

the guide had some capsuleE and two of

them put the dear boy on his feet again.

Am taking a lot of pictures and will have

them developed at Smith's as soon as I

return, and give you a complete set. I

hope the ones of our guide turn out well.

He is a fine old man, by the name of John

Johnson. To hear him talk you would think

be had been everywhere and done every-

thing. Yesterday he showed us the scars

on his back received the time he killed a

bear with his hunting knife. Hard to be-

lieve but there is the evidence.

Loads of love.

Will be seeing you soon.

Agnes.

"There is something worth while,"

mused Thinsell to himself. "Her
sweetheart, John, was the first of the
six to die. That means that he was
the first one infected. And there are

pictures of the guide and he had scars

on his back. Now where are those
pictures? Perhaps at Smith's photog-
raphy. Smith ! ! No doubt several

thousand of them in the telephone
book."
He was correct. Exactly twenty-

three Smiths who were photograph-
ers. That meant a careful elimina-

tion, but he at once realized that some
lived in Brooklyn and some in Harlem
and some in the Bronx.
The natural thing, Thinsell rea-

soned, was for Agnes to take them
to the shop around the corner. He
found the place and, after some hours
of searching, located the envelope
with the films and a double set of
pictures. Pictures finished and never
called for, because the young woman

had become ill and died, before she
had time even to think about calling
for them. They were good pictures,
especially the ones of the old guide.

"This winds up the New York end
of this investigation," said Thinsell.
"No doubt it will turn out to be the
easiest part of it. And now to find
the guide if he is alive. He may be
dead or, if living, several hundreds
of miles away from the place the
seven of them camped over a year
ago. Of course if I find him it will

be easy to identify him since I have
some of his pictures, and then there
are the scars. He must be a big
man, and his beard shows that he is

rather old. If he is living I have
to find him. He gave two capsules
to Agnes' fiance. What was in those
capsules? Is there any connection
between them and the red death?"

THINSELL went to New Bruns-
wick in an automobile he found

in a garage in the Bronx. It was a
new car, a Dodge. Thinsell knew
nothing concerning the mechanism of
the car but he knew how to drive
one. For a few days he was busy
filling every available space with cans
of gasoline, oil and food. Then he
started his journey. Several times
he had to stop and clear the road of
smashed wrecks. When the people
left the big cities they had observed
no speed laws. On the way he saw
few signs of human life, though cat-

tle, already growing wild, were plenti-

ful, and he saw several packs of dogs
reverting rapidly to savagery.

Through sheer curiosity he drove
through Boston and Portsmouth. In
his carefully kept diary he stated

that he drove over seven hundred
miles without seeing a man or a
woman. Twice he saw little groups
of houses on hills, smoke coming from
the chimneys, but they were sur-

rounded by high barbed wire fences

and, having no reason for doing so,

he did not stop to investigate the
colonies.

At last he came to St. Johns in

New Brunswick. Like all other cen-

ters of population it was a dead, de-

serted city, with grass already grow-
ing in the cracked cement streets.

By this time he had developed a
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habit of talking to himself. He called

it thinking out loud.

"These six young people must have
come here, and engaged a guide.

They, perhaps, engaged him by letter

before they left New York. Now
just how would they know who to

write to? That is a good point. They
wrote to the Chamber of Commerce,
and the Chamber sent them a list of

guides, and from that list they
selected this man John Johnson. The
best thing to do would be to eat and
then visit the Chamber of Commerce
and look over their advertising litera-

ture."

He had better luck than he could

have hoped for. In the deserted of-

fice he found an abundance of adver-
tising matter, which included a list

of official guides, their post-office ad-
dress, their rates and their special-

ties. This list included Johnson and
there was only one guide by that
name.
"At least," sighed Thinsell, "I know

where he got his mail."

The next day he drove one hundred
and fifty miles more and came to the
end of the old civilization. He stopped
his car in front of the Post-Office of

St. Stephens, a town of not more
than a dozen houses. Nobody was
home. He went behind the door of

the post-office and looked over the
mail. Nothing for Johnson in the J
general delivery box. What was there
for him to do next?

CHAPTER VI

THINSELL spent the next two
days making a careful study
of the little town of St. Ste-

phens. He visited and examined all

of the houses and walked over the
little farms. As far as he could see,

the people had simply left their

homes, driven by fear of the new
disease. They had taken very little

with them. In one home the wash
was still waving rather tattered on
the rope line in the back yard. An
outdoor oven had bread in it. Beds
were unmade; children's toys were
scattered on the floors.

"The place," Thinsell thought, "re-

minds me of a ship in perfect con-
dition, found drifting on the ocean,

abandoned for some unknown reason
by its crew and passengers. The peo-
ple simply went away and never came
back, and the reason for that is sim-
ple. They are all dead. What hap-
pened to Johnson? Did he go with
them? What would an old guide do
under such circumstances. The most
probable thing is that he would go
out into the woods, and stay there.
Perhaps he was in the woods when
the people left. He may not know
anything about the new disease.
There may be hundreds of isolated

people who have not yet heard of
what happened to the world. If he
is in the woods, far away from civil-

ization, he may be alive. But some
day he will come back. He will need
flour and coffee and salt and am-
munition. It is hard to do but it

seems the only thing is to stay right
here and wait for him."
He started to talk aloud,

"Now is the time for you to write
your story of the death of New York
City, Mr. Thinsell. You are the only
one who can write it in its entirety.

Stop your flash stuff and begin writ-
ing real literature. Eight hours a
day for sleep; eight hours a day to

gather wood and food and prepare for
the winter, and eight hours a day
writing. I wonder how much paper
I can find in the store. No doubt
about there being pens and ink there.
And now all there will be for me to
do will be to work and wait and
write."

He selected the late storekeeper's
desk as the best place to write. It

was pleasurable at first. At the end
of two weeks he became restless. It

was hard to talk to no one but him-
self and the dogs ami cats that rapid-
ly adopted him as their master. He
was not sure that he was doing the
wise thing in waiting.

His dogs began barking furiously.

Going to the door, he saw a woman
come walking down the street. As
she neared the store he saw that she
was a young woman, and pretty.

She came near and then hesitated
as she called,

"Where is everybody? And who
are you?"

"I don't know where anybody is,"

Thinsell replied. "I came here and de-
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cided to stay for a while. My name
is Thinsell. Can I do anything for
you? And who are you, anyway?"
The girl came over to the store and

sat down wearily on the wooden steps.

"I am Jean Johnson," she replied,

"My grandfather, John Johnson, and
I live out in the woods, about seventy
miles from here. Grandfather fell

and hurt his back a long time ago.

He has not been able to walk since.

We needed supplies for the winter
and so I made him as comfortable
as I could and came for them. We
always trade here. Where have the
people gone, and where is the store

keeper?"
"I told you I do not know," Thin-

sell said kindly, restraining his ex-
citement. "There has been no one
here for two weeks except myself.
I am sure it would be all right for
you to take anything you want that
you need for the winter. You could

leave a record of what you take if

you want to. So your grandfather
is John Johnson? Is he a guide and
bear hunter?"
"He used to be before he hurt his

back. I think he was the best guide
in New Brunswick. And he has killed

a lot of bears; even killed one with
a hunting knife, though the bear
clawed his back plenty before he
died."

Thinsell gave a sigh of relief.

Things were happening far better

than he had a right to expect.

"I tell you what I am going to do,

Miss Johnson. You pick out all the
supplies you need. Gather together
all the two of us can carry. I sup-

pose there is no road?"
"There is a wood road for the first

thirty miles."

"Good. We will load my car full

of supplies and take it as far as we
can. Before winter starts we can
carry it to your home, even though
it takes a lot of walking. You eat
something and then go to sleep. You
look as though you needed rest. Fan-
tastic things have been happening, as

I'll explain. In two days, I will have
you back to your home—unless the
car breaks down. You take care of

your grandfather and I will carry the
supplies in to you. I never did any-
thing like that before but I suppose

it will do me good to work hard for
once in my life. Now you eat and
sleep and rest. And tomorrow we will

start. Give me a list of what you
need and I will start loading the car.

I think there is gasoline enough to
make the distance even on low."

Jean thanked him and went into
one of the little houses.
"And that is that," said Thinsell.

"Johnson the bear hunter disap-
peared because he had to. Neither he
nor the girl know anything about the
red death. This is the first time she
has been here for many months. Now
we will see what Johnson knows
about those six young people he
guided for two weeks—and the cap-
sules he gave to the man who was
the first to become sick."

THINSELL worked till late that
night collecting stores and load-

ing the automobile. They started soon
after sunrise. The radio reporter
considered that he was an expert
driver, but he did not know that such
roads existed. He had a flat, used
his spare; had another flat and de-
cided to go on. All his tires were
ruined and he was running on metal
for the last five miles; but he finally

came to the end of the road. Jean
congratulated him.
"You did better than I thought you

could. Now there is fifteen more
miles to walk and the rest is by
canoe on a lake. Shall we carry some
things, and will you go with me?"

"I think it would be better for me
to stay here. If you go by yourself
you can travel faster. The old man
may need you. I have a revolver
and I will stay with the food. If you
can come back tomorrow, we will

start moving things."
"I don't like to think of your stay-

ing alone all night," said Jean. "You,
being a city bred man, will not be
used to it."

"Be a good experience for me," the
man said with a laugh. "I don't

promise to kill any bears with a
hunting knife, but I can keep the
raccoons away from the bacon. So
travel on and I will be waiting for
you here tomorrow."
He felt lonely after the girl left.

"She is lovely," he whispered. "I
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only hope that her grandfather does
not turn out to be the villain in this

pla.V. Even if he does, it is not her
fault. After seeing her I doubt that
Johnson had anything to do with it,

at least knowingly. He has killed in

his lifetime but he is not a killer,

not a man who would deliberately

plan the slaughter of the human
race."

It took four days of hard work for

Jean and Thinsell to carry the food
from the automobile to Johnson's
three room cabin. For some reason,

which, the man acknowledged, was
hard to explain, he did not want to

meet the old bear hunter till this

work was completed. Unused as he
was to hard work, he ended each day
completely tired. Finally the auto-

mobile was empty, and the last sack
of flour and last slab of bacon safely

delivered and put away for the win-
ter. Then and only then, after shav-
ing, and dressing as neatly as he
could, Thinsell entered the old man's
bedroom.
The bear hunter looked at him

critically, as he said,

"Pleased to meet you. Thanks for

being so kind to little Jean. Since I

was hurt she has had a hard, lonely

time of it. But she told me' that

you were a young man and your hair

is as white as mine."
Thinsell laughed.
"Mine used to be black, but dur-

ing the last year it turned white.

Guess it was the life I lived and the

things I saw. And I really am not

so very young at that. I am glad

that I could help the two of you.
Jean would have had a rough time
of it had I not been at St. Stephens,
but I was there and you two have
lots of food for the winter. How do

you feel?"

"What do you think? All my life

I have done anything I wanted to

do and now 1 do only what I can
and that is very little. Do you know
anything about medicine? I thought
I would get better; always have, no
matter what happened to me, but I

think that this is my last journey.

Know anything about the woods I

am going to live in? Any bears
there?"
"You are going to improve. You

have to. Lots of work for you to do.
Campers to guide and bears to kill."

"No. Not this time. But where
did you come from, Mr. Thinsell, and
what were you doing in St. Ste-
phens ?"

"I came from New York."
"Never been there. Went to St.

Johns once but only stayed a day.
Too many people there. Too many
in St. Stephens. Used to live there,
but when the third family moved in,

I moved out. Don't like crowds. Jean
and 1 have lived by the side of this
lake for nearly fifteen years. She
was just a little thing when her folks
died, so I took her and we have lived
it alone together since then. She is

as fond of the woods as I am, and
she is a good hunter, too. The girl

can take care of herself, but that is

not worrying me. She is going to
be alone when 1 leave."

"Don't worry about that," Thinsell
replied, "because both of you have a
friend now, even though he is a
tenderfoot. If anything happens to
you, I will look after Jean. I may
have to leave now and then but I

will come back every month or so."
The old man laughed,
"You are a tenderfoot and a real

one. Shows what you know about
our winters. It's September and soon
the snow will start. Been times when
nothing showed of this cabin but
the chimney. Alone in the woods you
would die. Better get back when you
can."

"I am not going back," declared
Thinsell. "I don't want to. I came
here because I wanted to and I am
going to stay if you and Jean will

permit me to do so. I may be of
some help."
"You are welcome. Now get out

and go fishing with Jean. I have
things to think about and I want
to be alone. I want to think and I

always think best when I am alone."

CHAPTER VII

THERE REMAINED a few
glorious days. The golden
brown of oak, maple and

birch, mingling with the multitinted
evergreen, changed the mountains
surrounding the lake. Finally they
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seemed to be covered with a Paisley

shawl. Thinsell and Jean fished,

tramped through the woods, shot an
occasional deer, and talked. But
talking gradually seemed an unim-
portant form of social activity. For
hours they were happily silent.

Though the man's hair remained
white, the deep lines of worry, carved

in his face by the chisel of exper-

ience, grew fainter. He learned to

laugh again.

There were hours when he almost

forgot just why he had come to New
Brunswick.
One day he was forced to admit

that Johnson was growing weaker
and might die at any time. Against
his desire he forced himself to ques-

tion him.
"Mr. Johnson," he said, "I came

to this part of Canada to find you.

There are some questions I wanted
to ask you. Do you remember guid-

ing a party of six young people more
than a year ago?"

"I certainly do. It was my last

party. I took them into the woods
and brought them out again safe and
sound. They were nice folk and paid

me well for my service."

"Do you remember the man called

John?"
"Very well."

"One day he had a headache and
you gave him two capsules of med-
icine. Is that right?"

"Yes, but how did you know it?"

"His fiancee, the girl you knew as

Agnes, wrote about it to a friend in

New York and I saw the letter. Now
what I want to know is—where you
got those capsules and whether you
have any more?"

"Let me think. . . Oh, yes. Told

you I went to St. Johns and spent a

day there. I was feeling bad. Too
many people and it hurt my head.

Saw a doctor and he gave me a piece

of paper. Took it to a store and
they gave me a dozen of those white
things and charged me plenty for

them. I took two and brought the
rest back. Now and then I would
take one. When John complained of

headache I remembered them and
gave him the last two. What about
it?"
"Nothing special. Just interested.

Now about John. During the two
weeks you guided the party did he
eat anything unusual, something the
other five or yourself did not eat?"
"No, we all ate the same grub. Of

course he might have found some
wild berries or something like that
in the woods, but I do not think so.
I cautioned them all not to eat any-
thing without asking me ; some of the
berries are good to look at but make
folks sick."

Thinsell felt as though he had
dropped one hundred floors in an
elevator without stopping. He had
spent months, traveled hundreds of
miles, to investigate those two cap-
sules, and now he found himself in
an impasse. If the old man had taken
ten of the capsules they could not
have been the cause of the Red
Death. Of coarse the old man might
have been immune but it was hardly
likely, practically impossible, that
doctor and druggist were both tied
up in a world-destroying conspiracy.
Some other cause must be found for
John's illness!

"Think it over, Mr. Johnson," he
urged. "Here is my reason for in-

sisting on it. John went back to
New York and died. He had a strange
disease and infected the other five of
the party and they died. I have al-

ways thought that he contracted his
illness when with you."

"You mean," said the old man, git-

ting up in bed, and very angry, "that
I poisoned him?"

"No. Nothing of the kind. You
have killed animals and perhaps
sometime you may have killed a man
in self defense, but I cannot imagine
your deliberately poisoning a man.
But something happened to this man
John while you were with him. Some-
thing that did not happen to the
other five. And I want you to tell

me what it was."
Johnson sank back on the bed and

kept his eyes shut for a long time.
Finally he called,

"Jean! Come here. Look through
my hunting pack. In it you will

find a little glass jar, like a pepper
3haker. Bring it to me. It has a
piece of paper with writing on it, and
the writing is in red ink, vegetable
salt."
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Jean found the shaker and brought
it to her grandfather.
"Now, this man John was per-

snickety in his eating," the bear-
hunter explained. "He did not like

the way I seasoned the food. For
my taste, salt and pepper is good
enough for anyone and the rest of

the party never complained about my
seasoning. So one day I wearied of

his constant talk and happened to

remember this shaker; so 1 hunted it

up and handed it to him and told him
to sprinkle it over his potatoes and
see if it would make them taste bet-

ter. He used it once and handed it

back to me, and said he did not like

it. So I put the other top back on.

As far as I know that was the first

and last time any one used it and
here it is."

Thinsell's hand shook as he took
the piece of glass.

"Where did you happen to get hold

of this? Certainly not in a store!"

"No. It was given to me. There
was a nice old man came here salmon
fishing. Don't know why he did that

because up in the Gaspe country,

where he said he lived, there is the

best salmon fishing in the world. One
niglit he said to me, 'Johnson, some-
time you may be guiding someone
who does not like just salt and pepper
and then you have them use this for

seasoning.' I stuck the jar in my
pack and John was the first and last

tenderfoot to try it."

"Do you remember the name of

the man and where he lived?"

"Sure. My mind is all right even

if my back is weak. He was an odd
sort of fellow, a little old and moody-
like. Have a salmon on his hook and
lie showed some interest in life. Most
of the time he just sat and sat."

"But his name ?"

"Odd name. Henry Van Dorn.
Sounded to me like a name he made
up instead of being christened with.

Said he had been living by himself

for many years. Made a map of the

country and showed me just where
his home was. The map is around
somewheres. Said if I ever got lonely

or in trouble I should hunt him up.

Jean will remember him. He used to

sit by the hour and look at the girl

without saying a word. Odd man,

but he paid good for my time. Now
you get out and let me sleep. Snow
is in the air and I guess I want to
start sleeping like my bears do in
the winter time."

Thinsell left him. To Jean's as-
tonishment he took the little shaker,
put it in a tin can and covered it

writh melted lard.

"That is a very important can,"
he explained to Jean. "Take good
care of it and if anything happens
to me take it to that little colony on
Bay St. Pierre, the place I told you
baby Rose is. I am going to write
a letter and you give the can and
the letter to Dr. Thornton."

"Nothing is going to happen to
you!" said Jean, with a catch in her
throat.
"Of course not. But just remem-

ber what I am asking you. Now you
go and sit with your grandfather.
He looks sick to me."

EARLY the next morning Johnson
woke, called Jean and asked her

to call Thinsell.

"I want you to leave us alone for
a while," he told the young woman.
"I have things to talk to him about."

"I think I am going on that trip,

Mr. Thinsell, and there are some
things that have to be said to you
before I go. About Jean. She is

not my real granddaughter, just
adopted and cared for by me since
her parents died.

"This was the way it happensd.
The three of them had me guide them
one summer. Jean was just three
years old. We were in as wild a
part of the woods as there is, were
going to summer there and for a
while we had a fine time. They were
nice folk and Jean was a darling
child. I taught her how to swim.
When I take a party out, I always
write down their home address and
the names of their kinfolk, but this

time I did not do this because the
man simply said something that
sounded mighty odd to me. 'The
world is our home and we have no
one who cares anything about us!'

They both died the same day, went
down a rapids in a canoe when they
had no business to do so without me
in the boat, and the canoe turned
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over. That left me with Jean. She
never knew but what I was her real

kin. Never told her about it. I

buried them and marked the grave
and put it on a map and brought
Jean back. There was no one to write
to about it.

"Her mother was a nice lady, also

named Jean. Big Jean and Little

Jean we called them. Her father was
Paul Horton; at least that is what
he called himself, but he told me one
night after the women were asleep
that it was not his right name; just
one he used and as good as any.
Guess he had been in trouble of some
kind and was trying to forget it.

"I often wondered just who they
were. They must have been some-
body, out in the world, because she
had a lot of jewelry and he had con-
siderable gold in his belt. I kept it

all for Jean and you can find it after
I go hunting. It is all in one of my
chests; never used a bit of it; never
had much use for money; did all

my trading at St. Stephens and they
were glad to take my skins. You
take care of Jean, because she will

miss me and she is a nice girl. She
would make a good wife to any hunt-

AFEW HOURS later John John-
son went on his last trip

through the deep, dark woods. Sadly
the two young people buried him in

the forest by the lake he loved so
much. For a few days nothing was
said about the future. Then Thinsell

rather timidly broke the ice.

"Have you any plans for the fu-
ture, Jean?"

"No. But I think we will have to

stay here, or get away as soon as we
can. In a few weeks there will be
three feet of snow in the forest."

"I want to travel, Jean, and at the
same time I do not want you to be
alone here."
"You can't travel by yourself,

Harry." This was not the first time
she had called him by his first name.
"You would die in the woods at this

time of year. If you have to go, I

am going with you. And if you have
to go, we better start, because the
winter is cruel here."
"Of course you could stay here in

perfect safety, Jean." Thinsell said

confidently. "There would be no dan-
ger. There is food enough and lots

of wood. It is just the idea of your
loneliness."

"Then why not stay with me till

spring?"
"I have something to do. I want

to go and see a man, and his name
is Henry Van Dorn. Your Grand-
father went salmon fishing with him
a few years ago. There is a map
showing where he lives somewheres
in this cabin. Suppose you stay here
and I will go and see him and then
come back?"
"Find a man in this country with

a home made map? Find him in the
winter time? Get back here? It is

impossible," the girl said with a little

smile. "Of course you know more
than you did when you came here,

but I still am going to refuse to let

you go wandering through these
woods by yourself. But suppose we
look for that map."
For two days they searched, find-

ing many things that Jean did not
know were in the three rooms, but no
map. There was only one little chest
unopened and this was locked. Jean
suggested smashing it with an ax,

but Thinsell refused.
"You get breakfast," he told her,

"and 1 will work at the lock. Seems
a shame to destroy such a fine piece

of wood work."
To his surprise he had no difficulty

prying the lock open. There he found
what he expected. Some of her
mother's clothing, the jewelry, and
the belt of gold pieces. At the bot-

tom was the searched-for map, an
X showing Van Dorn'a house. No
doubt about that. His name was
clearly printed there near the X. A
heavy black line ran between the X,
and what seemed to be the Johnson
cabin. Thinsell replaced everything
in the chest, put the lid down and
showed the map to Jean.
She looked at it critically.

"He lives better than three hun-
dred miles from here. I have never
been up that far but I can find the
place. When do we start?"
"As soon as you say."
"Going to let me go with you?"
"Yes, and I'll tell yo» why. As far
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as I can tell from the map, Van Dorn
lives only about a hundred miles from
Bay St. Pierre where those Kansas
people, Dr. Thornton, Miss Crabtree
and Baby Ruth are. I will either take
you there and back-track to Van
Dorn, or you can leave me at his
place and go on by yourself. You
understand that if this man is living',

I may spend the winter with him,
and this is especially probable if the
weather gets bad. We will travel
with as little as possible and live on
the country. You select what you
know we will need, and we'll start

tomorrow."
Their intentions were good, but in

an hour it began snowing and kept
on snowing for three days. It was
not an ordinary snow but one that
left their world covered anywhere
from five feet on the level to twenty-
five feet in the hollows. It was a
soft snow through which travel was
an impossibility till sun and frost

made a hard crust. There was. noth-
ing to do except wait. A few days
of sun and then more snow, and more,
with cold wind and short days. Jean
said never a word about the trip.

Thinsell knew nothing could be done.

She showed him how to set traps
and preserve the skins. He read to

her. It was surprising what good lit-

erature her grandfather had; not
many books but classics. The days
passed swiftly. The two might have
been father and daughter, brother
and sister, or looking at them as they
strode through the woods on snow-
shoes, just two pals. Nothing was
said, nothing was done, to show that
they were rapidly falling in love. Per-
haps both knew it but both felt that
nothing should be done to disturb the
status quo of their friendship, at least

not at this time.

CHAPTER VIII

ALL THAT WINTER Harry
Thinsell spent much time
thinking over the problem

of the red death. He realized that
no discovery on his part could restore

the lives of the millions who had
died from that disease. At the same
time he felt that someone, someday,
should be ab.e to tell the few scat-

tered survivors just why mankind
had been swept, as though by a tidal

wave, off the earth.

He had finally told Jean the story
of New York, and the part he be-
lieved John Johnson had played in it,

even though innocently. He was con-
fident that the bear hunter knew
nothing about the debacle of human-
ity, had died without realizing that
he had been one of the links in the
chain leading to the world disaster.

In the course of the story, it became
necessary to explain just why he
wanted to find the man of mystery,
Henry Van Dorn.

"I don't think 1 can rest till I have
a talk with him," he said. "In my
detective work I have been wrong as
often as right. For all I know, Van
Dorn may be as innocent as your
grandfather was. The death of the
first six may have been purely acci-

dental. The man who was the first

to die may have eaten something in

the woods that poisoned him. We
have only one fact of any value, and
that is he seasoned his food once, and
only once, with this seasoning given
your grandfather by Van Dorn. As
I see it, there is no way of experi-

menting with that seasoning. Some
man might be brave enough to eat
some and go off by himself in the
woods and find out what would hap-
pen, but it looks as though we need
all the men we have left.

"It seems to me that the best thing
would be for us to start going north
in the springtime, as soon as you feel

it safe to travel. We will try and
find this place where Van Dorn lives.

Once we locate it, we will go on to

Bay St. Pierre. I will leave you there
and back-track to Van Dorn. You
will be heartily welcomed by my
friends, and I will have nothing to

worry about as far as your safety

is concerned. After I finish with Van
Dorn I will meet you, and then we
can make definite plans for your fu-

ture. How does that all sound to

you ?"

"All right," replied Jean, "except
for one thing. Why do you feel you
have to take me to St. Pierre? Why
leave me when you see Van Dorn?
Why do we have to be separated and
have you face the danger alone?"
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"There is no danger, Jean. I am
simply going- to talk to the man."
"How do you know he is alone? He

might have other men there witli

him. If he is responsible for the red
death he is bound to be dangerous,
and certainly if he feels that you
suspect him. Let me stay with you.
Suppose we compromise."

"No. I am going to have my way.
I want this problem settled as soon
as I can do so."

"Well, then, if you have to, get
through with it as soon as you can.

You ought to be able to make the
last hundred miles alone. We'll part
at Van Dorn's house and I will go on
to the colony. When you finish you
can join me there. How is that ? Are
you going to take a gun ?"

"Only a revolver."
"Then be sure to put it up against

Van Dorn before you shoot. You
would miss him at ten feet. You
never have learned to hit a target."

"You have the advantage there, I

admit, but remember that you have
been shooting since you were a little

girl.

"Now just as soon as you think we
can travel you say the word and off

we go. I will write a letter introduc-

ing you to Miss Crabtree. She'll be
just like a mother to you."

"Don't need a mother, Harry, as

much as I need—something else."

"I know, clothes and all that sort

of thing, but you will be well taken
care of."

"Sometimes I think you are just

stupid."

"Bet I am. This must have been
a hard winter for you—with just me
for company."

"It was, in many ways," sighed
Jean.

A WEEK later the two left the
cabin that had so safely and

comfortably housed them during tha

long winter. The snow was melting
rapidly, though it was still deep.

Snowshoes were necessary. Jean was
as much at home as Thinsell had been
on Broadway. She had a compass
but never looked at it. She directed

every part of the journey, the time
of starting", stopping, shelter for the
night and the meals. At Thinsell's

suggestion they deliberately avoided
all the little towns on the map. Not
traveling fast, soft at first from the
relaxing influence of the winter's in-

activity, they made little distance for
the first week. Gradually Thinsell's

muscles hardened, and Jean increased
the distance covered each day. Day
by day they traveled more and talked
less. At last, from the top of a moun-
tain, the girl pointed to a little cluster
of buildings.

"There," she said softly, "is the
home of Van Dorn."

"Then here is where we say good-
bye for a little while."

"Looks that way. I have gone over
your pack and you have enough food
to last you. You should know how
to build a fire and cook a meal by
this time. When you finish with Van
Dorn go due north. Take the com-
pass. Keep on going until you reach
the St. Lawrence and then follow the
coast line west. That is the best
thing' for you to do. I will take a
short cut and should be at Bay St.

Pierre in three days, but it may take
you twice that time. If you fail to
come, I am going to come back for
you."

"I'll be there. Goodby and good
luck, and thank you for everything
you did for me this winter."

He turned and started down the
mountain.
"You forgot something, Harry,"

the girl called after him.

"What is it?" he asked, turning
towards her.

"Oh ! Nothing, I guess. Yes. There
was something—the compass."
She handed it to him.
"Thanks," and once again he

started down the mountain.
This time she let him go.

"I suppose I'm just a silly, romantic
child," she said with a frown. "For
all I know he may be desperately in

love with that Miss Crabtree. He
thought she was rather fine. Just
because he was nice to me and read
poetry to me after supper is no rea-

son for me to think he was in love
with me. If he wants to be away
from me, he has had his wish. So I

guess there is nothing for me to do
except to go on with my plans and
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see what happens at the eivi of the
trail."

CHAPTER IX

ONCE at the edge of the woods
Thinsell paused. Down in

the little valley, surrounded
by meadows, were three stone cab-
ins and a log barn. Smoke was
pouring out of their chimneys. The
meadows were still covered with
snow. He realized that against this

snow he would be an easy target, so

he decided to wait till the night would
cover him. He went back into the
woods, built a rough shelter, hung
his food on a limb, safe from animals,
ate some cold food and waited. To-
wards dark he went to the edge of

the meadow. Lights showed from one
of the cabins.

"If there are dogs there, I won't
get near that cabin without their
barking at me," he muttered, "but
that is a chance I have to take."

There were, apparently, no dogs.

Thinsell slowly worked his way to

the lighted cabin and looked through
a window. An old man sat at a table

writing. The reporter judged that if

there were not two old men in the
little settlement, and if this was the
right place and if Van Dorn was still

alive, this would be the man he
was looking for. He could not be
sure, could only hope. He went to

the other cabins and peered in. They
seemed to be unoccupied. The barn
was empty of live stock.

He went back to the cabin and
knocked at the door.

He heard the man walk across the
plank floor and lock the door. Noth-
ing more! He decided to call.

. "I am a stranger looking for a Mr.
Van Dorn," he shouted. "Can you
tell me where he lives?"

"What do you want to see him
about?" cried a voice.

"I have news for him from John
Johnson, the bear hunter."
"Why didn't you say so in the first

place?"
The door opened.

"Come in," said the old man. "Take
off your things. Any friend of John-
son is a friend of mine. How is he?"
"Not so good."

Thinsell was thinking fast now. He
did not know anything definite about
this man; had only guessed that he
had something to do with the red
death. He did not want to show his
hand till he found out about the cards
Van Dorn held. He had not played
poker for many years without learn-

ing something about the same. And,
if Van Dorn was implicated, this was
going to be some poker game !

"Make yourself comfortable," urged
Van Dorn. "Tell me about the old
guide?"
"You haven't seen him recently?"

"No, not since I went salmon fish-

ing with him. The fact is that I

have not seen anyone for nearly two
years, but I don't mind being alone.

The neighbors used to visit me very
occasionally but they stopped coming
over a year ago. About that time
my short wave set broke down so I

have been out of touch with the
world for a long time. You are the
first man I have talked to for just
about a year and a half."

"You must have been lonely."

"A person would think so, but I

had lots of food and lots of wood and
a great deal to occupy my mind.
Where are you from, and just how
did you find me?"

"It's a long story. Perhaps it had
better keep till tomorrow."

"It is early. Unless you are tired,

I am naturally curious to hear about
the old guide. He was a fine old
man, peculiar, but in every way a
gentleman."
"He was all of that. I only saw

him once, the day he spent at St.

Johns. You see I am interested in

the Chamber of Commerce there and
the old man met me when he was
down there ten years ago to arrange
for an advertisement as a guide. I

wrote to him often after that and
grew to know him. All last year I

never heard from him, so this spring
I decided to look him up. My friends
didn't like the idea. They said, 'Han-
son' — my name is Peter Hanson.
They said, 'Hanson. You can't find

Johnson without a guide. Better
wait till summer.' But summer is

my harvest time so I started out, and
I guess plain pride in not being a
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hundred percent tenderfoot made me
go in alone from St. Stephens.
"At last 1 came to his cabin and

found him. Just as I expected, or

feared, he was dead. It was not a
pleasant sight. He was in one bed
and in the next room was his grand-
daughter and she was dead also. No
telling how long they had been that
way."

"Both dead?" asked the old man,
slumping back in his chair.

"Absolutely dead ! And their bodies

as dry as though they were mum-
mies. I couldn't bury them because
the frost was in the ground and
plenty deep, so 1 placed them in one
bed, covered them with a blanket,

and when I go back I will put them
in the ground under a pile of stones."

"That is too bad," muttered Van
Dorn, "really too bad. He was a
good old man and his granddaughter
was beautiful, really beautiful. Go
on. Where do 1 come into it?"

M. some things Johnson had writ-

ten after he knew the two of them
were sick. He mentioned you and
spoke of a map, and asked anyone
who found them to hunt you up and
tell you about the girl, and what his

idea was about their sickness. In

his writing he told about the girl's

parents and the jewelry her mother
had left when she died. You see, he
was not her actual grandfather.
When her parents died she was just

a little thing and he adopted her, and
raised her as his own. He had in-

tended to talk to you about her and
see if you could not find her people,

but for some reason he had never
done so. When he became sick he re-

gretted this and thought you might
be interested and do some investiga-

tion. He wrote that you were rich

enough to do that. At the time he

wrote, the girl was still well and he

hoped she might not contract the dis-

ease. So, out of the jewelry, he picked

a locket containing the pictures of her
father and mother, and he asked that

this be taken to you. He wanted to

know if you would come and get the
girl.

"It all seemed rather sad to me,
seeing the girl he loved so much was

also dead. But of course he did not
know that would be the case when he
wrote. Anyway, 1 decided to take the
map and find you, so here I am.".

"That is all very interesting," mur-
mured Van Dorn. "Very interesting
and very sad. Now, you said some-
thing in regard to Johnson's idea of
his illness. How about that?"
"Oh ! I guess that was just the im-

agination of a sick man. When he
became sick he tried to reason out
just why, as he had always been very
strong and well. Thought it might
be something he had eaten. Finally
liis granddaughter confessed that she
had sprinkled his potatoes with some
seasoning you had given him when
you were fishing with him. He never
said anything to her about it, but he
thought it might be that seasoning.
He went and threw the rest of it in

the lake. Of course it was just an
idea of his but he asked anyone who
found his writing to mention it to
you and get your opinion on it."

"A sick man, as you say, is apt
to have a lot of peculiar ideas. I

remember about that seasoning. It

was made of mixed herbs and tasted
something like celery salt. I told him
that he might have some city people
with jaded appetites who would tire

of just salt and pepper and he could
season their food with it. Never
thought for a moment that he would
use it. Of course he never did but
the girl used it for him. But that
could not have killed him."
"Of course not. Not just mixed

herbs. It must have been some con-
tagious disease, because the girl

caught it from him. They both died
of the same disease; of that I am
certain."

"Too bad. They were nice people.
You say you are from St. Johns? How
are times down there?"

"Fine. City is growing every day.
Lots of new people. The depression
is over and folks are spending their

money. I really should be back home
because every day I am away from
there now is costing me just so mucli
money."
"Has there been very much sick-

ness?"
"Practically none in the last year.

The death rate is actually falling."
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"That is good," said Van Dorn,
"very good. Now tell me something
more about Johnson and the girl. You
say they both died from the same
disease? Are you sure?"
"That is a hard question to answer

positively." Thinsell was looking at
the old man's hands, but they seemed
to be safely folded in his lap. "I do
not know anything about medicine,
but there was something queer about
their bodies. Growing from the chest
of each was a large red tumor, per-

haps a cancer, and it was blood red
and shaped like a toadstool. There
was a stem, and at the top of the
stem was a large red ball probably
four inches in diameter. I never read
of such a thing growing out of a
human being, but it must have been
some form of cancer. Its appearance
was horrible; perhaps the fact that

I am not a physician made me react

more to the sight than had I been
accustomed to the changes disease
makes in the human body. It must
have been highly contagious, but for-
tunately no one had been near them
till I came."

"You say that the tops of these
tumors were still hard?"
"They seemed to be. Of course I

did not touch them."

"Not dry or broken?"

"No, seemed to be like wax."

"It is all very strange," mused Van
Dorn, "but you must be tired. Let
me get you something to eat and then
go to bed."

"I have had my supper. If you
can put me up for the night I will

stay here. Tomorrow I must be back
on my way home. I forgot about
the locket. Here it is, and if you want
the other things in the chest I will
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send them to you." He handed over
the little round locket.

VAN DORN took it. Simply took
it and put it in his pocket. He

showed Thinsell where he might
sleep. The New Yorker placed a
candle by the bed. He took off his

coat and shoes as though starting to

undress. It was his idea to keep
awake and have his revolver ready
for any emergency. It was impos-
sible for him to determine just how
Van Dorn had reacted to the im-
aginary tale. Had he been telling

the truth when he said he had heard
nothing from the world for many
months? Did he know that Thinsell

had been lying in almost everything
he had said? If that was true, if

he knew the real facts about the red
terror, had been the monster who had
started it on its destructive course,
then he would not hesitate to kill

Thinsell. A man who had killed bil-

lions would not stop at making one
more man leave the world.
The reporter knew that he was

playing a most dangerous game. He
might be pitted against a man who
was cunning, desperate and un-
doubtedly insane. He was not sure
but that he had overbid his hand; he
wondered if he had been wise in re-

fusing to take the food offered him.
He had done so because he was afraid
of being poisoned, but had the old

man intended to do so? And would
Van Dorn realize the suspicion and
see that the story was a network of

lies?

There was nothing to do except
pretend to sleep, to stay awake and
hold on to his revolver. Pulling a
blanket over him he started to snore
first softly and then in increasing
volume. The sound must have soothed
him for he went to sleep. When he
woke he found to his dismay, that
the sun was beaming through the
bedroom window, and also, to his de-

light, that he was still alive. He put
on his shoes and coat and walked
into the next room. There he saw
Van Dorn on one side of the center

table and a stranger on the other
side. On the table were several small

glass jars, a few notebooks and, al-

most in the middle, a blood red toad-

stool, an exact copy of the thousands
he had seen on the bodies of dying
and dead New Yorkers.
Van Dorn looked up, smiled, and

asked Thinsell to sit down at the
table. He made, at that time no
reference to the other man, who
seemed to be asleep.

"I have a story to tell you this

morning, Mr. Thinsell," he began,
"and I think you will find it, in many-
ways, far more accurate, and even
more interesting than the one you
told me last night."

"Excuse me, my name is Peter
Hanson."

"That, as far as I can see, is of
little importance. You are you no
matter what you call yourself. First
I want to tell you something about
myself. Van Dorn is my right name,
and I am a physician, but more than
that, a biological scientist.

"For many years I have been liv-

ing here working on the cause of
cancer. Yesterday you saw a barn
and three cabins. I kept my ex-

perimental animals in the barn and
two of the cabins served as my lab-

oratories. I isolated myself far away
from the rest of the world because I

was afraid that I might discover
something that would be dangerous
to humanity. My work was pointed
only towards the relief of mankind
from a disease that no one thus far
had conquered.
"You said you were not a doctor

and that part of your story is true,

at least I think so. It is therefore
useless for me to give you details

of my experiments, or indicate just
what I was trying to find out. It

is sufficient to state that for sorne
years I tried to inoculate animals
with a deadly form of toadstool, the
wax model of which is on the table.

"I published a very few prelimin-

ary reports of my work and as a re-

sult an Italian physician, Dr. Viletti,

visited me. He asked for permission
to stay and work with me. We had
long conversations and when I real-

ized that, along some lines, he was
my intellectual superior, I accepted
his offer. We worked together for
three years at the end of which we
were able to inoculate sheep with this

toadstool. The plant grew inside of
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them, and when it flowered it did 30

just as though the plant had been
growing in the ground. We carried
the disease through many genera-
tions of animals till we knew that it

could perpetuate itself.

"It is needless to say that in this
work we protected ourselves. First
we wore rubber gloves and masks,
and then, working on a protective
serum, found one that would keep
animals from being infected, and took
it ourselves. It worked very well,

and at last w.e were not afraid even
to breathe the air containing the
dust from the dry and exploding
fruit.

"1 thought that we had found a
new form of cancer, transferred by
our skill from a wood parasite to
something that could live generation
after generation on mammalia. My
final idea was that a serum protect-
ing men from this new cancer might
protect from other forms.

"That idea sounds slightly illogic-

al," interrupted Thinsell. "Of course

I am not a physician, but I thought
there were different kinds of cancer.

Did vou think it would work in all

kinds?"
"I did not know. My idea was that

I would take a supply of the blood

serum from my protected sheep and
go to some city such as New York,
and secure permission to try it on
some very early cases of the dif-

ferent types.

"One day, when we had reached a
solution to most of our problems, Dr.

Viletti calmly announced that he was
going to leave. I had no right to

ask him to remain, and so I permitted
him to go without any argument. I

even urged him to carry on our work

;

he took a pint of the antiserum with
him when he left.

"Now I want to tell you something
else. I am very fond of rare and un-
usual seasonings. Before I came here,

on a vacation trip to Italy, I found
one made of many dried herbs. I

was so pleased with it that I bought
a pound. On my way here, I bought
several salt shakers and filled them
with this seasoning. I used it rarely

but when I did, I enjoyed it as much
as the first time I tasted it. I always
took a shaker of it with me when I

fished or hunted. It was one of those
shakers that I gave to John Johnson.

"Last night, listening to your story,
part of which I know now is not
true, I was completely at a loss to
account for the death of Johnson and
his granddaughter. There was no
doubt in my mind as to the cause of
their death but I did not see how
they became infected. It was not a
pleasant story to listen to but when
you told me that you were the only
one to see the bodies and that the
toadstools had remained hard and not
exploded, and when I saw you were
still well, I realized that the danger
of an epidemic was past. I deter-
mined to ask you to burn the bodies
on your return instead of burying
them.

"After you were asleep I started to
think, as best I could, because I was
decidedly upset over your story. But
I arrived at no scientific or logical

reason for their dying from this new
form of cancer, unless, of itself, -this

parasite had been able to form a new
and unusual habitat.

"Then, without any warning, Dr.
Viletti walked in.

CHAPTER X

4<, Bj WAS GLAD to see him.
:\ From past experience with
Ji. him I knew that his mind

was in many ways more keen than
mine. It seemed to me that he might
be able to help in the solution of the
problem.
"But before I could begin to talk

about it he started with his own
story. It was, and even you will have
to admit that, though you can tell a
rather good story when you want to

do so, a very unusual tale.

"After he left me he had bought a

small island, isolated some miles from
the coast of Maine, and supplied it

to last for some years. He placed

in his cabin a very reliable short wave
set, and then he waited. For what?
For a world disaster he felt sure

would happen sooner or later.

"As I talked I realized that the
man was insane, had been insane all

during the time he worked with me. -

But I never dreamed of it all the
time we lived together. Not till last
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night—will you excuse me if I take

a drink of brandy? I am rather

shaken."
"You might give me some," said

Thinsell. "I don't feel any too well

myself."
"What he told me convinced me of

his insanity. Since his college days
he was certain that the hand of all

mankind was raised against him,
thwarting him, depriving him of

greatness. Therefore he determined
to kill humanity. But he was not
certain of the proper method. The
fact that his father's death made him
wealthy made his insane ideas worse
because he found that wealth did not
bring him the scientific recognition

he craved. Then he read one of my
little preliminary reports and decided
to join me.

"The time came when he knew
that we had discovered a new disease,

one that was very deadly and very
contagious. We knew that this dis-

ease could be spread in different ways
but we also knew that the most dead-
ly thing about it was the dry powder
from the exploding toadstools.

"And now he showed his cunning.
He was really fond of me and knew
that 1 was immunized against the
disease. I am sure that he did not
want me to die from it. He knew
that I went hunting and fishing with
guides, and he also found out that

I always took with me a bottle of that
Italian seasoning, and often gave
some away. He told me all this, very
slowly, so I could be sure of my part
in the drama.
"One day when I was away from

the cabin, he took a quantity of the
dry dust from an exploded toadstool

and mixed it with the seasoning in

every shaker. Last night he ex-

plained to me that he was confident

that after many generations of grow-
ing in the body of mammals it would
not start growing on the dry herbs.

Of that, of course, he had to take
a chance.

"Then he left me and hunted a
place of shelter on that island. He
said that it was lonely at times and
hard for him to wait and find out
what was going to happen. But he
stayed there and kept in touch with
the world with his short wave set.

Months passed and finally the news
that he was waiting for came. A new
disease had begun to kill people in

New York and spread all over the
world with great rapidity. He felt

that at last he was revenged on hu-
manity for the way it had treated
him.
"He took a long time to describe

this epidemic. The thing that pleased
him most was the fact that no one
could ever trace it to him. This
pleased him, but it hurt his vanity.
He had done something big in the
world and what was the use of it un-
less someone knew that he was the
hero of it all ?

"Then he told about the shortwave
broadcasts from New York by a
radio reporter by the name of Thin-
sell. He admired and at the same
time feared this man. And then,
after all in the city were dead except
the reporter, a doctor, a nurse and a
baby, and they were preparing to

leave the city, he became afraid of
this man. He thought that Thinsell
would try to find out what had
started the destruction of mankind,
afraid that finally he might find me
and that in my innocence I might
talk about him.

"But it seemed to me that he was
equally afraid of something else, and
that was that he would not be the
first one to tell me of the success of
the experiment. His pride was in-

volved there. He wanted me to know
about it, and from him, rather than
anyone else. At that time he slipped
on the rock and hurt his leg and by
the time it healed winter set in; but
just as soon as he could travel, he
came here.

"I knew that I was dealing with
an insane man, one who would kill

one man as casually as he had killed

billions. It occurred to me that you
might be Thinsell. So that the only
way to save your life was to not let

him know you were here. I started
to laugh, and that was not hard, be-
cause I was rather hysterical.

«|*G ASKED me what I was
MM. laughing about and I told

him. That he had been ahead of me,
and that my entire work was based
on the hope that I could find some
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way of exterminating men as rapidly
as if they were ants being poisoned.
The only difference between us, I told

him, was the fact that he had gone
ahead with the ant poison while I

waited, and yet that I deserved some
credit because I had given the dead-
ly condiment to a John Johnson, a
New Brunswick guide, who must
have spread it.

"He decided that it was all a good
joke and called for a drink. I went
and poured out two glasses of brandy.
In one I placed thirty grains of
chloral. Looking into the room from
my bedroom, where I kept my drug
case, I saw him comfortable by the
fire, reading. Then something caused
me to take that locket you gave me
out of my pocket and open it and
look at the picture of Jean's parents.
Dr. Viletti was still reading. I re-

opened my drug case and shook a
lethal dose of morphine into the glass.

We drank to each other's health, and
then we sat here at the table laugh-
ing and talking. He died during the
night but I tied him to the chair
with a rope so he could not fall. He
is in rigor mortis now.
"Now I think you are Thinsell, but

no matter what your name is, I want
you to take this story back to who-
ever are still alive in the world. I

do not want my good name spoiled by
any part in it except what is true. I

admit that I was the instrument by
which Johnson and little Jean died
and, before their death, infected
others.

"I am Thinsell," admitted the re-

porter, "and I am willing to say that
part of my story last night was
not true. I wanted to find out what
part you played in all this before I

told you what I knew. But I am
sorry that you felt you had to kill

the Italian doctor. If he was in-

sane he was not responsible."

"It had to be done. He would
have killed you had he known you
were here. It was his life or yours."
"No doubt you are right. There

is one thing that I have to ask you.
What part did the locket play in

your final decision?"
"That was the most bitter part

of it. That locket showed me some-
thing. The woman in it was my

daughter Jean. For years I had
never seen her; her mother and I

separated when she was a baby. But
she used to write to me and after
she married sent me her picture,

asked if she could bring her husband
and visit me. I was still bitter in

regard to her mother, and never
answered that letter. I never re-

ceived a second. No doubt she
thought it useless to write.

"All my life I have wanted some-
one to love. When I went fishing
with Johnson, I used to look at little

Jean and wonder why she looked so
much like my daughter. Now I

know, but it is too late. She is dead.
After thinking of all the misery I

innocently caused the world in try-
ing to free it of the menace of can-
cer, all I have accomplished is a ter-

rible destruction which included my
own granddaughter. There was noth-
ing left for me to do. And I have
done it."

"But it is not too late," cried Thin-
sell. "What I told you was—

"

He never finished the sentence.

The old man had slumped forward
on the table. Thinsell realized that
he was dead.

CHAPTER XI

VAN DORN'S death was almost
too much for Thinsell. He
walked towards the cabin door.

"I have to get out of here," he
muttered to himself. "I thought I

was doing something fine in finding

a solution to the problem of the red
death. But in doing it I was the
indirect cause of two more deaths."

He came to an abrupt stop just

inside the doorway. A number of

men were coming across the meadow.
Friends or foes? He couldn't tell,

but for some reason, he did not like

their looks. Some quick thinking
had to be done, rapid action taken.
Instantly he recalled the fear all

living men had of the epidemic. Per-
haps he could use that fear!

Working rapidly, he took Van Dorn
and threw his dead body on the
floor. He untied Viletti and placed
him on the floor under the table. He
undressed to the waist, seized the
wax mushroom and ran over to the
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fireplace. There he took some ashes
and rubbed his face and chest, heated
the stem of the mushroom, fastened
it to his chest and lay down on the
floor with eyes shut.
He heard steps outside the cabin,

then voices. Then one above the rest.

"Don't go in that cabin! Two men
dead and the third dying of the
plague. Keep away from them or
we will all get it!"

There was a loud discussion out-
side the cabin, but no one entered.
All the visitors seemad to be talk-

ing at once. Finally one voice cried,

"We might as well get away from
here. Let's go on with our plans and
raid St. Pierre. We will be able to
kill the men before they know what
is going on. Then we will have all

the food and women we want."
The voices gradually died. Thin-

sell cautiously went to the door. He
could see the men walking across the
meadows, northward. Saved, him-
self, he realized the danger threaten-
ing his friends and the little colony.

But what could he do? Certainly
something, but what? At least he
could follow their tracks and at the
last moment reach St. Pierre before

they did and warn them of the dan-
ger. In the soft snow it should be

easy to track that many men. He
wished Jean were with him. She
could almost walk blindfolded through
the woods!

It did not take him long to find

his pack, hidden in the woods the day
before. He discarded everything he
could, since he wanted to travel light.

Then he picked up the trail. It was
far easier than he had any reason
to suspect, as the party ahead of him
had no reason to conceal it, having
left not only footprints but other
things behind them.
"Wolves, plain wolves!" muttered

Thinsell. "If they ambush the men
of St. Pierre they will act like wolves.

I must get there in time. They
might even kill baby Rose. What
use would they have for a baby?"

HE BECAME bolder. For four

nights he saw their campfire.

The next morning, from the top of

a mountain, he saw them a few hun-
dred feet ahead of him, through the

brush and trees. Then he saw the
bay in the morning sunshine, and a
little group of buildings on the shore.
The men came to the edge of the
woods. Beyond it was meadow land.
Men, women, little children were
walking in the street.

To Thinsell the situation seemed
hopeless. By making a wide circle

he might reach the colonists before
the men started their attack, but it

was a forlorn hope. It would take
time, and of time he had little. If

he could get close enough to them
he might kill a few with his re-

volver, but what good would that do?
At least the sound of shooting would
warn his friends of the danger. It

was worth trying.

Throwing off his pack, he cautious-
ly walked towards the edge of the
woods. He was close enough to see
the men. They were on the edge of
the meadow. He aimed at one of

them and hesitated. Perhaps it

would be better to come a little closer

to them.
Thinsell raised his revolver. Just

as he was prepared to shoot, he heard
a voice behind him.

"Don't waste your ammunition,
Harry. Let me handle this."

He turned and cried, "Jean !"

"None other," answered the young
woman. "Now suppose we see what
kind of a shot. I am?"

She raised her rifle and began fir-

ing. The distance was short, her
marksmanship perfect, her rifle an
automatic. One after another the
wolves dropped. The men of St.

Pierre started to fire. Caught in a
crossfire, the raiders started to run
back into the woods, towards Thin-
sell and Jean. She pulled Harry be-
hind a rock and kept on firing. Only
one man reached the rock. Thinsell

jumped up. They were only three
feet apart and the reporter used his

revolver.

He turned and took Jean in his

arms. Woman-like, after the danger
was over, she started to cry. Thin-
sell, without clearly realizing what
he was doing, kissed her.

"How did you come here?" he fi-

nally asked.
"I never left you. I have been be-

hind you all the time!"



IF WE SKIMPED on the Cosmo-
scope last issue it was due solely

to the amount of space that

Martin Pearson's article on space-

flight took up. We had to drop about
half of this letter department to fit

that in. But we'll try and keep it

good and solid in the future. Which,
by way of starting, is to say we wel-

come your letters of comment on this

issue of Cosmic Stories and will print

as many as we can fit in. One more
word: when you write, address your
letter to The Editor, Cosmic Stories,

19 East 48th St., New York City.

Many people have been writing our
printing office in Holyoke, Mass., in-

stead, and thus their letters are de-

layed.

And so, on to Joseph Gilbert of

Columbia, South Carolina:

—

On hand and read with interest

are the first and seeond issues of
Cosmic Stories. Tivo things seem to

be rather certain: (1.) it is un-
questionably in the top ranks, and
(2.) the second issue is quite a bit

poorer than the first.

It started out well enough. Blish

redeemed himself for the almost ten-

readable "Citadel of Thought" with
a tale, which, though old in theme,
was done with the skill and smooth-
ness of an experienced professional.

Nothing exceptional, but good read-

able fiction.

Gotlesman seems to be slipping.

Being clever is always something of

a strain, and making a living out

of it must be even more so. Ray-
mond's "Power" is the very first

story by him that I've ever really

liked. He made an error in phras-
ing the story in the first person, how-
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ever; it gave the tale an egotistical

tone not particularly pleasant.
"The Riddle of Tanye" smelted of

mould. Outworn plot, and a stilted,

style that would have been ludicrous
had it. not been correspondingly and
exceptionally dull. It, as we say in
the vernaculah, stunk. Just plain
stunk.
"No Place to Go" was well done

and rather satisfactory. "Time,
Inc." ivas hash. God, how many
times have I seen that—mad laugh-
ter receding into the distance—plot!
But Chapman is improving.
"The Improbable" rates first. A

genuinely humorous and thoroughly
enjoyable piece on the order I like

best. Much better than Corivin who,
judging from "What Sorghum Says"
hardly seems to be the same person
as the chappie who wrote the super
"Thirteen O'Clock." Not that "What,
Sorghum Says" ivas a bad story. It

wasn't. But it certainly did not show
many signs of the lad most of us had
listed as the white hope of 1941.
Tanner, on the other hand, did a
very nice job of writing on a de-
lightfully screwy plot.

Couldn't wallow through "New
Moon," though in fairness to Wells,
it might be parenthesized that I dis-

like this type of story extremely.
"Transitory Island." See com-

ments on Gottesman. But, never-
theless, the entire Columbia Camp
joins me in yelling for more Wilson.
Ye-a-a-a-a-a-ay , Dick! Sis-boom-bah!
Rar-rar-rar! Too many stf mags
don't hit par! Ra-a-a-a-ay, Wilson!

In other word.s, we guys want
more Wilson. Do we get it?

Don't like the idea of articles my-



THE HOUSE OF MAGIC
Featuring thousands af magic tricks and

joker novelties.

A. G. STEEN
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(No. £88)

YOU can make this little bottle

lay down. Unless they know
how, no one else can do It. M

Golf Boll (Screwy)
(No. Ml)

Unless you know how to tee It

up, this hall takes an eccentric
course when driving' or put-
ting, each 50c

Hula Hula Dancers
(No8. 84«—MS—254)

Graceful dancing figures.

No. 2-16. metal frame, each 10c
No, 252, round each 10c
No. 254, paper frame, each 10c

Mind Reading Deck
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Joy Buzzer
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a buzzing vibration when shak-
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each 25c
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each 35c
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self unless you can get one as good
as "So You Want To Be A Space-
Flier?" If you can, it's fine by me.

Thai's about all. There are now
six stf and fantasy mags on the
stands worth reading. Two are re-
prints, and of the remaining four
SSS and Cosmic make up half the
number. That, I believe, is what one
terms, "Doing the Impossible."
A good long letter, rating the sto-

ries and saying why. The kind of
communication we like to receive.

We are sort of confused about your
rating of Wilson. You say of him
"See comment on Gottesman" and of
the latter, you said he was slipping.

Yet you want more Wilson? We
can't make it out. Now enter our
old timer, old reliable Stafford Chan
of Darien, Conn.:

—

"Power" is the best tale in the
second Cosmic to my way of think-
ing. One thing puzzles me, though.
Is the civilization described in "Re-
birth of Tomorrow" and "The Last
Viking" supposed to have grown out
of the new order brought about by
"Power?" I think Raymond should
write a few more stories showing
the development of the future world
he depicts.

The cover is much better this time,
though I still wish you would use a
single background color as you did
on the Stirring covers. One com-
plaint only: don't you think that
stories starting with "Grab for the
sky, scum," growled Madcap Izzie as
he sighted down his delacourt 45
are being a little overdone in your
pages? Two by Gottesman, and Cor-
win seems to have been infected.
Please administer an antidote before
the plague gets out of hand.
We don't know whether Hugh

Raymond had the same civilization

in mind in "Power" as in the other
stories you mention. It's entirely
possible of course, and we'll make
an investigation. Mayhap we can
work out a whole future history
some day through Raymond's stories.

We are noting, incidentally, the grad-
ual rise of a Hugh Raymond boom.
Better keep your eye on him.
A query from Eugene L. Meade of

Camp Shelby, Miss.:

—

(Continued On Page 110)
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SEX FACTSL
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Now Simrz^"^ By the
Reaily)\ZZ*^Rev. A. H. Tyrer

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS

LATEST SEX FACTS
I Th» S.'< Slda of Marriage.
I S'k Organs—Details.
I DillDijainted Wives.
i Need for Satisfactory Sex Lift In Marriiaa.

I Sax Rights of Married Couples.

I Th» Famala Sax Organ*. Tha Hymen, hUrrlaga.
Manttruttlen.

i Tha Mali Sex Orgim.
i fjansat ion- Providing Areas.

I When Sex Power Falls.

I Sexual Dreams and Discharges.

I Ideal Sax Intercourse.
i Effect on Wife: en Husband.
I Sex Intercourse Must Be Learned.

i When Husband and Wife Cannot Keep Pan.

When to Have Intercourse.

I The Right to Refuse.

i Pregnancy.
I When a Child Is Wanted.
Sax Relations During Pregnancy.

I Intercourse After the Change of Life.

I Truth About Birth Central.

I Sox Adjustments Before Marriaae.
» Special Care ef Sex Organs.

I Temporary Loss of Sex Power.

I Value of Love-Play.
I Driving One's Lover Into tha Arm* of Another.

t Sexual Slowness in Women.
t Sexual Stimulation Methods.

I Signs of Sex Deilre.

I The Unresponsive Wife.
i The Bridal Night.
t Positions for Sex Intercourse With Retommendatlons.

I Prolonging Sex Union.
» Coitus Without Orgasm.
I Masturbation: Among Beyi. Among Girls.

t Impotence,
The Frigid Wife.

) Making the Honeymoon Last Forever.
v Sexual Jealousy.

Fred is telling Jim about "Sex Satisfaction and Happy Mar-
riage." "Yea," Fred is saying, "I laughed, too, when a friend of
MINE told me to read a good book on Sex. I, too, thought I

knew it all. And I, too, had the same sexual problems that
worry you rigiht now.
"Not until I read iSex Satisfaction and Happy Marriage*, did I

realize how much joy my wife and I had been missing. NOW
ishe no longer nags me, nor do I snap at her—because we have
found HOW to obtain perfect happiness from each other!

"There's a dollars and cents side to this, too. My promotion at
the office is a direct result of our gloriously happy sex life at
home."

LOVE IS NOT ENOUGH
Many husbands and wives hesitate to talk frankly to
•each other about the most intimate side of married life.

These couples are advised to read '^Sex Satisfaction
and Happy Marriage" TOGETHER.

TELLS WHAT TO DO AND HOW
This brand-new book tells exactly what to do before, during
and after sex intercourse so that no married couple need
any longer remain ignorant of Just how to happily carry
out their sexual duties.

"—describee with completeness and frankness the marital
relations In their many aspects."—The Canadian Doctor
(Medical Journal).

". , . an enthusiastic discussion of the technique of sexual
Intercourse . . . plainly and simply written, with anatom-
ical diagrams,"—Public Health Nursing.

READ FIRST - THEN DECIDE
6-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Return the coupon and read 'M3ex Satisfaction and
Happy Marriage" FREE. Then, if you do not think
it is worth DOUBLE the price you paid, return it

within 5 days and get your money back.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW.'

SEX CHARTS & EXPLANATIONS
So that you may know exactly how the
organs work there are detailed pictures of
sex anatomy (male and female sex organs)
to illustrate the text. These show clearly
what is important for each partner to
know about own and other's sexual make-
up. The illustrations are scientific and
accurate, -

SEND NO MONEY

nF.AT.THCRAFT, INC., Dept. 4G5-B,
£47 West 19th St., New York, N. V.

Send me "Sex Satisfaction and Happy Mar-
riage" in plain wrapper marked "Personal." J
will pay J1.B8 and a few cents delivery charge.

I MUST BE DELIGHTED or I will return
book within 6 days and you will refund pur-
chase price. (I am over 21 years old.)

Name -

Address , ,

CHECK HERE If you Wish to enclose
only $1.98 with coupon, thus saving de-
livery charges.

(Same Money-Back Guarantee of Course)
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Behind ibe Scenes

This i>ouk rips the mask off what goes on
behind the "white lights" of Broad-way.

Gives you uncensored peeks back-stage

—

tells you the real story of night club life

—the truth about chorus girls—dance-hall

sirens; where to see them — how to meet
them—how to treat them—a wealth of un-

published

INSIDE INFORMATION
Sensational exposes of petty rackets.

Exposes the secrets of sucker-traps—hot
spots—shows how to avoid the pitfalls of

the Big City—and tells bow to get "the

most for your money."

NEW YORK Behind the Scenes
Gives you priceless information about the

pleasures and fun in Manhattan; THE
places to go and the real McCoy in things

to see; the things that only "insiders" and
newspaper men know—and don't, tell! Get
your copy NOW.

Mall Coupon Below

VANGUARD SALES CO., Dept. CI
19 E. 48th St.

me. prepaid.
SCENES.

Nam*

Street Addn

Oily

: *dc (coin or M. O.l. Please rush
copj- o£ NEW YORK BEHIND THE
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In the May, 1H1, Issue of Cosmic
Stories, there is, on page 68, men-
tion of a book "The Star Maker," by
Olaf Stapledon. I should like to read
it and its forerunner "Last and First
Men" as mentioned in the same ar-
ticle. Can you advise me as to where
I may cither purchase or else rent
a copy of either or both?
' Having received several other
queries in kind, the information is

this. "The Star Maker" was never
published in the U. S. A. Its only-

edition was one published in 1937
by Methuen & Co., of London, Eng-
land. Cost of that was 8s. 6d. We
fear it would be difficult to obtain a
copy today due to the war. "Last
and First Men" is available for 25c
from Penguin Books, 41 East 28th
St., New York City. It was also

published here in 1931 in a $2.50 edi-

tion by Jonathan Cape & Harrison
Smith.

Basil Wells of Springboro, Penn.,
comments:

—

Thought I'd write in and comment
briefly on the last Cosmic just re-

ceived. I see that Mr. Chan from
Darien, Conn., tvondcrs if I am a
new writer, and, I imagine, where I

dug up such a pseudonym. Welt, it's

no pseudonym, I've carried it for
sundry years and only once before
has it appeared under a story title.

If that isn't new I'd like to know.
And I write stories because I like

to. If the readers don't like 'em, I

don't give a hoot—I'll just write a
better one until they do. Birdshot
and griping get more results than
salt and compliments. I hope the

readers keep panning your authors
until they turn out "Skylark Plus
Fiction."

I see that you are using practi-
cally a hundred per cent new authors
this issue. That takes plenty of
nerve although it will undoubtedly
pay out in the end. The Gernsback
Amazing back there in the late '20s
had to pioneer as to authors, plot-

ting and such. But even they dropped
in an occasional Merrill? Burroughs,
Verne, etc. So, even though I may
seem to be ivorking against us newer
scribblers, I would favor the inclu-

(Continued On Pag* 112)



SEX SECRETS of

LOVE and MARRIAGE"
i)armg{y t/zeveaied

Edited by Dr. Edward Podolsky

This is an enlightened age. Are you one of those, still

afraid to know ike truth about the many intimate questions

of man or woman? Or are you one of those who thinks

—

"I know it all"—and is actually unaware of many important
facts and pleasures. Do you know how to live a complete,
vigorous and delightful sex life? Do you know your part

in the game of love? Every happy marriage is based, to a

great extent, on a happy sex life. But how can you lead a

satisfactory love life, if you do not know—or are not- surt,
of the many, ninny facts and ways of love, of marriage, of sex—of llie

1000 ways ol a man with a woman ! Arc you gelling ALL that yon
expected, that you dreamed of—from your love, from your marriage,
from your sex life? Or are doubts and difficulties in the art of love

troubling you, holding you back, spoiling everything.

Offers a Liberal Education in Sexual Science

At last, the whole truth about sexl The time has

come to bring this intimate and necessary knowledge

into the light of day—into the hands of every adult

nan and woman who wants to lead a satisfactory,

healthy, full love life. Written in simple and I rank

language—SECRETS OF LOVE AND MARRIAGE
explaint: How to attract the opposite sex—how 10

win love—how to conduct yourself during your

honeymoon. The book teaches the proper lexual

conduct in marriage and the technique of performing

the sea act. The oook explains: the problems of the

wife and how to solve them--and the problems ol

the husbands and how to overcome ihem. Some-
time* they are actual physical disabilities, such as

impotence, sterility, etc The book advises you on
correcting these difficulties. It also devotes a chap-
ter to "BIRTH CONTROL," with reasons lor and
against—and the method of accomplishing, It fea-

tures a table of "safe periods." _ h explains con-

ception, pregnancy. In short, II is a complete
teacher and guide on practically every phase of

Love—Marriage—and SEX!
"Secrets of Love and Marriage" h mn endleil

source of Intimate, intriguing information, from the

first awakening or youthful love to the full flowering

of grand passion . . . answering many questions you
hesitate to ask even your closest friends. You must
know the real facts and ways or be cheated out of

life's most precious pleasures!

Let Us Send You This Book on Trial!

»Er
Send no money now. Just mail the coupon. When

book arrives, deposit with postman only 98c plus

charges, under our MONEY BACK GUAR-
'

<lt nothing. Mail coupon now.

• HERALD PUBLISHING CO., D*pt. AB-7 •

5 26 East 17th St., New Yortt. N. Y. ;
fi Send me "SECRETS OF LOVE AND MARRIAGE." ;
» In plain v...iii-r. 1 wilt pay poaimao 98c plus ;

tli.|.|.iiig cosis on delivery. 1 can return the book. «

; if not satisfied, and my money will lie refunded, (I J
• i.i. over 21 years old.l

f"~ "••'••— *••!

g Address SfMVCtJI •

gCltr :.. f. State". £
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fi Your book sent postpaid under same MONEY Z
BACK GUARANTEE.
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During Summer
If you suffer wlfh tho*e terrible atiaclta of Asthma
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gasp for breath was the very last; if restful alepp 1b

impossible because of the struggle to breathe; If you
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remedy under the Sun, send for this free trial. If
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HEED THIS ADVICE! Are you Cross,
cranky and NERVOUS, euffer hot flashes,
weakness, dizziness, distress of "Irregu-
larities"—caused by this period. In a wom-
an's life? THEN LISTEN:
Start today and take Lydla E. Plnkham's

Vegetable Compound. For over 60 years
Plnkham's Compound nas helped thou-
sand* of grateful women to calm un-
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functional disturbance.

Lydla Plnkham's Compound la WORTH
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The Man in the Red Mask
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thrilling adventure in the July
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sion of one or two established au-
thors among the offerings of fiction.

Thai's just my idea though, so for-
get it.

We use new writers because we
are trying to develop a high quality
and style of our own. We will use
the older writers, too, when they give
us stuff that satisfies us as properly
"belonging" in our magazines. We
have set out to obtain a certain
standard and a certain following and
to do that we have to mold our own
writers. It's not unique ; if you think
about it, most established magazines
do so. And that's a cue, too, for
those of our readers who are trying
to get a start writing. Don't just
write a yarn and then sling it blindly
at the magazines; carefully work it

into a style and temperament to fit

the magazine you are aiming at. But
our writers, for the most part, are
not amateurs. Almost all of them
have sold to magazine's other than
our own. Which usually proves that
they can master more techniques
than one.

Enter upon the scene W. Kermit
Conway III, of Torrington-on-Hud-
son, N. Y., who deposes and says:

—

Three cheers for Corwin, Wilson,
and Lowndes. That's what stf needs
these days—whimsy. Corwin in the
style of "Reversible Revolutions,"
Wilson in the style of "Transitory
Island," and Lowndes in the style of
"The Martians Are Coming." Let's
see some more of the old old stories

burlesqued in future issues. While,
on the serious side of the fence, "Me-
canica," "Power," "The Last Vi-
king," and "Phoenix Planet" are
more than satisfactory.

More letters in the letter column,
please; more pictures for the long
stories, more stories by Wollheim,
Gordon, Basil WelU, and Lawrence
Woods.
Now a letter from Ray Garfield of

St. Louis, Mo. :

—

Your magazine is shaping up quite
nicely and developing a reader fol-

lowing of its own. Your May issue
compared quite favorably with your
excellent March number and I am
personally pleased to see that some
of my suggestions were carried out—
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coincidence 1 suppose, but any
way. . . .

It seems to me that there is a
flaw in Edward Bellin's little yarn
"No Place to Go." The idea was
unique and I do not recall it as hav
ing been advanced before. Also I

might say that it seems to be quite
logical and probable if, as higher
mathematicians seem to have proved,
gravity, magnetism, and electricity

are kin. Since magnetism and elec-

tricity have positive and negative
poles, it ought to hold true for the
third member of the group—gravity.

And it is also true that if we are lo-

cated in the field of one gravity-
• charged body, we can never measure
or find anything in the field having
the opposite charge.

But the flaw in the story is this:

if Gallacher's ship was charged with
Earth gravity and if Mars was
charged with a like form, he could
not approach Mars, true! But nei-

ther could he return to Earth and
for the same reason! Earth voould
repel him as strongly as Mars would.
So that Galtacher could never have
returned to Earth and would have
been compelled to wander forever in
the void. Unless he could find a
planet charged with an opposite po-
larity in which case he would prob-
ably crash at an uncontrollable
speed!

"So You Want To Be A Space-
Flier" ivas a riot. And seems to be
quite logical and quite true. It's

about time someone took cognizance

of the facts. Hugh Raymond's "Pow-
er" is good writing; you have a find

there. I seem to recall reading other
works of his recently with consider-
able pleasure. Cecil Corwin's yarn
was not up to his wilder work but
still enjoyable. I predict that Cor-
win and Raymond will fight a close

battle for the position of who is to

be the big find of 1941.
The next issue of Cosmic Stories

will be out July 1st. We aren't able

to estimate yet the leading stories in

the May issue. For future issues we
have some interesting and fine yarns
lined up and we trust you will not
miss any. Thanks for your letters

and we'll be seeing you!

—DAW
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STOP worrying— the true facts

about SEX are frankly revealed!

a famous judge
savs that most
divorces abe caused
by sex ignorance!

AWAT with false modesty ! A t

last a i. i.-' doctor lias told nil

the secrets of sex .in frank, daring
language. No prudish beating about
the huKh. no veiled hints, but
TRUTH. bljLKliLt; ihroUKh G76 pages
of straightforward facts.

Love is the most mftjrnificont
njHliwy in tlie world . . , know how
to hold your loved one, don't glean
half-truths from unreliable sources,
Now you can know how to end ig-
norance . . . fear . . . and eclf
denial!

Kv«rythin«r pertaining to sei Is

dlseiuMd in ilarinsr language. All
ilie things you have wanted to

know about your Ma life, informa-
tion about which other books only
vaguely hint, is yours at last.

More Than 100 Vivid Pictures
Tt* 106 Illustrations leave little to the

i ir.r-p I r.il i<m . . . know how to overran)*

ltiyslcal mlsmating . . . fcnow whit lo do on
your wediiing night, to avoid the torturing

insults of Ignorance.

Some will be offended by the amazing
frankness of this hot* and its vivid lllui-

tiatlmis, but the world has nn longer an;
unv for prudery and Initio modesty.

Don't be a slave to Ignorance and fear.

Enjoy the rapiut'ins delights of the perfect
Love life'

Lob: lore . . . leandal . . . divorce
. . .

run orten be prevented by knowledge. Only
lite Ignorant pity the awful penalties of
vfinntf hi prncliscs. Hc;uJ Mil' facts, clearly,
Hai tllnely told . . . study these ilhislra-
Utns and grope In darkness no longer.

SEND NO MONEY!
To show you mir fnlth In your satltfartlnn

with this amazing book, we are offering It
to you on trial. You send no money—Just
till (Kit the coupon below and then when It

arrive*, in plain wrapper, pay the postman
12.08 plus postage. Keep the book five days,
11*11 If ymj are not completely satisfied, send
it hnr.lr and wc will refund your money im-
mediately wiiii, mi ijiicsiiiiii. "Eugenics and
Baa Harmony" win not be sold to minors.

576 DARING PAGES

Attract the Opposite Sex!

lilllng cjperi-
stunthat

enjoy the i

. . how lothe opposi
hold love.

Are you an awkward novice in the art of
Mc- making? Or. a master of III difficult
tnhniiini'/ Knowledge is the basis of the
perfect, satisfying love life. Ignorance leads
to fear, worry, diffuse and shame. End lg-
norance today. You owe It to yourself—lo
the out you love—to read this book NOWI

'is sex ignorance
OIIVINGTME ONE
YOU IOVE INTO THE
ASMS OF ANOTHER 1

ir.im how 10 keep ih
' igh pitch

love of your husband O

bind your loved ooe i

OVER 100

GRAPHIC
Illustration*

What Every Man Should Know
he Se«u»l Embrace Can Virility Be Regained!
ecrels of the Honeymoon Sexual Starvation
Intakes pf Early Marriage Glands and Sex Instinct
mortal Diseases The Truth About Abuse
What Every Woman Should Know

artlj Pcrfrct Mating How to Atlract and Hold Man
'hat lo Allow a Lover to Do Sexual Slavery of Women

mate Feminine Hygiene Essentials of Happy MarrlafS
The Sex OrgansBirth Control

TIiM'e is no longer any need to pay the
awlul price for one moment of bliss. Read
i.l » scientific pathological facts told so
bravely by Dr. Rubin. The chapters on
ipiiercal disease are alone worth tile

prima of this book!
Y«i want to know, and you should know

everything about se*. Sei Is no longer a
sin. a mystery, 11 la your greatest power

happiness. You owe 11 to yourself, to
one you love, lo tsar aside the curtain
hypocrisy and learn the naked truth?

Pioneer Publication. Inc.. II7u-8th Ave., Otpv. 583, New York. N. Y.
| Pleiisa fond me, "Eugenics and Sex Harmony" in plain wrapper.
I If I am not completely sattallod 1 can return Hit book and the

entire purchase prire will he refunded bnxntQstely. Also srud me
'l1*™*' ,

thaT*e W"f hue* on •New Biilh Control Facta."
I D tend IO.D. plus postage, a I emlose $2.68, tbip postpaid.

1 and Klal* , Age....

Ordera from Foreign Counlrlrs 15 Shillings in Adranc

This AMAZING NEW BOOK
Included FREE of Extra Charge

fir. Clinton in his book Birth Control Pacts. «-
! ! .. i [is the tlicmy iiini practice of the Oglno-Knaiis

I Iuh] "f iliythink lilrlli itrol il.i aid" gives
his table of the "safe" and "fertile" periods

—

lu control conception.

This book Is sent FBHB and Is included without
e\t i u (hajjii wiih even- pnrcln.se it ElrCKMCS
and tiliS HARMONY.



FEMALE BEAUTY
ROUND the

^"

WORLD

I*.

gwaoa&i

World's Greatest Collection of

Strange & Secret Photographs
jVJOW you can travel round the world with the
* ' most daring adventurers. You can see with
your own eyes, the weirdest peoples on earth. You
witness the strangest customs of the red, white,
brown, black and yellow races. You attend their
startling rites, their mysterious practices. They
are all assembled for you in these five great vol-

umes of THE SECRET MUSEUM OF MANKIND.

600 LARGE PAGES
Here is the World's Greatest Collection of

Strange and Secret Photographs. Here are Exotic
Photos from Europe, Primitive Photos from
Africa, Torture Photos from Asia, Female
Photos from Oceania and America, and hun-
dreds of others. There are almost 600 LARGE
PAGES of Strange & Secret Photographs, each
page 57 square inches in size!

1,000 REVEALING PHOTOS
You see actual courtship practiced in every

quarter of the world. You see magic and mys-
tery in queer lands where the foot of a white
man has rarely trod. You see Oriental modes

Contents of 5-Yolume Set
Volume 1—The Secret Album of Africa
Volume 2—The Secret Album of Europe
Volume 3—The Secret Album of Asia
Volume 4—The Secret Album of America
Volume 5—The Secret Album of Oceania

of marriage and female slavery
in China, Japan, India, etc. Through
the intimacy of the camera you wit-

ness the exotic habits of every con-
tinent and the strangest customs of

life and love in America, Europe, etc.

You are bewildered bv these large
pages of ONE THOUSAND PHOTO-
GRAPHS including 130 full-page

photos, and thrilled by the hundreds
of short stories that describe them.

5 GREAT VOLUMES
The SECRET MUSEUM OF MANKIND consists of

five picture-packed volumes {.solidly bound together

for convenient reading). Dip into any one of these

volumes, and as you turn its pages, you find It diffi-

cult to tear yourself away. Here, in story and un-
usual photo, is the MOULD'S GKKATEST COLLEC-
TION OF STRANGE AND SECRET PHOTOGRAPHS.
containing everything from Female Beauty Round the
World to the most Mysterious Cults and Customs.
These hundreds and hundreds of large pages will

i you days t of thrilling i

Specimen Photos
Various Secret Societies—Civilized Lore vs. Savage—Exotic Rites and Culls—Strange Crimes, Crimi-
nals^—Omens, Totems & Talmos—Mysterious Cus-
toms—Dress & Undress Round the World.

1.000 Strange and Secret Photos

SEND NO MONEY
Simply sign & mnll the coupon. Remember,

each of Hie 5 volumes Is V'i Indies lii nil. and
opened over a runt vide! Itcnu'iuber also Ibut

thii 5-Volume Set. formerly sold Tor $10. And
it 1b bound in expensive "life-time" cloth.

Don't put this off. Kill out the coupon, drop
it In the next mull, ami rei eive Ibis huge
work at oiu-e.

METRO PUBLICATIONS,
70 Fifth Ave.. Dent 1W07, New York

Send me "The Secret Museum or Mankind"
(5 great volumes IhhiihI loj^irier) . I will pay ^_
Postman Jl.its. plus posiaKe oil arrival. If In 5
days I am not <ielle.lucl. 1 will return the bonk
and you will refund my $1.98.

Addreti J"» m
City State

™
CHECK HERE, if you aro unclosing $1.96.

thus saving the mailing corns.
pj



FOOT ITCH
ATHLETE'S FOOT

PAY NOTHING
TILL RELIEVED
Send f1

. of the
"

nie disease

According

'Unit'

.. between the toes. Lit-

. —^_ -iStbia form; and the skin cracks and
.u. After a while, the itching becomes intense,

^nd you feel as though you would like to scratch
off all the skin.

BEWARE OF IT SPREADING
Often the disease travels all over the bottom of

the feet. The soles of your feet become red and
swollen. The skin also cracks and peels, and the
itching becomes worse and worse.
Get relief from this disease as quickly as possible,

because it is very contagious, and it may go to your
hands or even to the under arm or crotch of the legs.

why m
TAKE CHANCES?
The germ that causes the disease

is known as Tinea Trichophyton. It

buries itself deep in the tissues of
the skin and is very hard to kill.

A test made shows it takes 15 min-
utes of boiling to destroy the germ,
whereas, upon contact, laboratory
tests show that H. F. will kill the
germ Tinea Trichophyton withiu 15
seconds.

H. F. was developed solely for the

purpose of relieving Athlete's foot.

It is a liquid that penetrates and
dries quickly. You just paint the
affected parts. H. F. gently peels
the skin, which enables it to get to
parasites which exist under the outer
cuticle.

ITCHING OFTEN
RELIEVED QUICKLY
As soon as von applv H. P. you may And

that the itchinff Is relieved. You should
paint the Infested part with H. F. night

Usually this takes from three to ten days.
K. F. should leave the skin soft and

smooth. You may marvel at the quick
way It briints you relief. It costs you
nothing to try, so if you are troubled wltl-

Athlete's Foot why wait a day longer?

H. F. SENT
ON FREE TRIAL

Sign and mail the coupon,
and a bottle of H. F. will be
mailed you immediately
Don't send any money a H
don't pay the postman any
money; don't pay any-
thing any time unless
H. F. is helping you. If i

dneo help you, we know
von will be glad to' send
->; SI for the bottle at
Abe end of ten days.
That's how much talth
we have in H P. Read
*irt. '-nd mail tru? cou-
pon today.

\?Okc PRO. *tS, Inc. '

800 Perdido St., New Orleans, La,

Please send me immediately a bottl
fo> foot trouble as described above.

"

ifl according to directions. If at the end
my feet are getting better, I will sei
If I am not entirely satisfied, I will
unused portion of the bottle to you wit
from the time I receive It.

NAME ,^B

ADDRESS ,.fj

CITY STATE . -^fl

r


